


Gloom and Doom’?

4br t’s so obvious, I can’t pass it up. When you think

‘distributed control, you think network. And these days,

r
‘when  you think network, you think Internet.

I’ve been involved with the Internet at various levels for

.ANAGER

about three years now, though it seems like a lot longer given the developments

we’ve seen in that time. The good I’ve seen has been very good: faster connec-

tions, easier to use E-mail, and cheap, powerful Web browsers. The bad has been

very bad: junk E-mail, out-of-control newsgroups, negative media attention, and

streaming data.

While a lot of doomsday naysayers have predicted the impending failure of

the Internet, I don’t hold those feelings. I think we simply have to be careful about

how we use it.
Consider the power grid and the phone system. While both are generally reli-

able and meet the needs of the many, they do fail-sometimes due to nature,

sometimes human error, and sometimes overdemand. Whatever the cause, we

take it in stride. Nobody screams that the entire power grid or phone system is

going to hell in a handbasket.

Think back to the last time there was a brief large-scale outage of Internet

service. Popular press headlined doom and gloom for the overburdened, under-

designed Internet. But, has any of this come to pass? Not the last time I checked.

Certainly, things slow down in the afternoon and evening when everybody is taxing

the system, but power companies also threaten rotating blackouts when

everybody’s air conditioners run simultaneously on a summer afternoon. I still rou-

tinely experience the pleasure of a quick and almost instantaneous response from a

Web server thousands of miles away first thing in the morning and on weekends.

Bursty traffic from E-mail and Web usage won’t be the biggest problem on the

Internet. It will be streaming data. The network just wasn’t designed for lots of con-

tinuous data required by real-time audio and video. When I want to listen to a talk

show or watch a sporting event, give me radio and television. Unless we keep the

Internet to textual and small graphical data, we’ll certainly face many of the prob-

lems Steve anticipates without significant investment (see Priority Interrupt, p. 104).

The issue at Hand
Our first feature article gives a networking primer, covering some of the ba-

sics of any connected setup. Next, we look at adding the language of the Internet-

TCPIIP-to  embedded control. I find the idea of connecting controllers to the Inter-

net for worldwide instant access particularly exciting. We then turn to BACnet,  an-

other network standard, that bases communications on data content rather than tar-

get addresses. Finally, we take a look at some of the latest in DC-to-DC converters.

In our columns this month, we start a new MicroSeries concentrating on de-

sign issues related to EMI,  Jeff decodes BASIC-52 tokens, and Tom contemplates

the possibility of personal radar.
In this month’s EPC,  we look at a sample application where off-the-shelf em-

bedded controllers and some wireless communication combine to control a water-

treatment plant. Next, we continue our look at the embedded Internet with another

off-the-shelf networking application. In this PC/104 Quarter, we present one of the

winners of our ‘Banns  be famous?” design contest. And in Applied PCs, a desktop

PC is networked with an embedded PC without much difficulty at all.

editorQcircellar.com
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I’M NOT CONVERTED
I’m eternally frustrated with bigger, badder, faster

computers doing less and less. I used to play PacMan on
Ataris, TRaSh-80s,  and Apple 11s. Now, Microsoft says I
need a ‘486DX2/66  with 8 MB of RAM to do the same
thing. So, when I read Steve’s editorial (“Software-The
Real Generation Gap,” INK 74),  I applauded loudly.

But, when I turned to the front and read Ken’s column
(“The Windows 95 Convert”), I almost suffered a coro-
nary. It seemed Ken was bragging about the same thing
Steve was preaching against.

I’ve tried to convince fellow software developers that
Windows has a lot of advantages as a development envi-
ronment. Having used Windows 3.1 for developing soft-
ware for both DOS and Windows, I agree with all of the
advantages that Ken mentioned for Win95. But, it’s obvi-
ous that Ken has never used Win3.x for this purpose.

Let me explain my Windows 95 upgrade experience.
The wallpaper painting is now a visible process. My hard
drive is almost continually grinding. Starting Notepad (a
34.KB  app) is an exercise is patience. Printing-once
painless-now slows down my word processor.

I think INK is the best source of information in a
world driven by media hype. But, Ken, your column read
like a Microsoft ad and has tainted the image I once held
of your publication. I’m tired of the same hardware doing
less and less. You know that the capability of any one
piece of hardware does not degrade with time. So, why is
my ‘386DX-40  having difficulty with simple word
processing, when I used to be able to do it on a ~-MHZ Z80?

Jon Foster
jafco@teleport.com

I sound like a Microsoft ad and it’s tainted your view
of INK!!

Perhaps I’d accept that accusation if Microsoft owned
Circuit Cellar INK. However, neither I nor the magazine
have anything to gain by singing the praises of their
products. My commentary is just that-opinion.

Indeed, Windows 95 has not given me the troubles it
has you. It’s as I said, “snappy.” I never had the ease of
multitasking with Windows 3.1 that I have with Win-
dows 95. In fact, I was continually so frustrated with
Windows 3.1 that I avoided it like the plague. All my
useful work was done under DOS.

So, let’s suffice it to say we have different opinions.
Certainly, INK’s reputation extends beyond a single
half-page editorial opinion-or at least it ought to.

Ken Davidson

TAKE TWO
I enjoyed reading “Video Timecode  Fundamentals” by

Ingo Cyliax (INK 77). I commend him for tackling such a
misunderstood subject. Unfortunately, the article con-
tains a couple errors.

The first and most glaring mistake concerns SMPTE,
which is the Society of Motion Picture and Television
(not “Tone”) Engineers. Second, the location of the VITC
signals in the video signal is inaccurate.

The ABC defines the position of VITC as being on line
14 (field 1) and line 277 (field 2), and TOD appears on line
18 (field 1). It appears that the line numbering is off by a
count of 7. NTSC video-line counts start at the first pre-
equalizing pulse. First comes the pre-equalizing pulse
sequence (i.e., 2 equalizing pulses per line, or 6 equalizing
pulses over 3 lines). After the vertical serration sequence
(i.e., 2 serration pulses per line, or 6 serration pulses over
3 lines) comes the post-equalizing pulse sequence, which
is the same as the pre-equalizing pulse sequence.

These take a total of 9 lines. No signals are allowed on
line 10. Lines 11-21 (field 1) and 274-284 (field 2) are
used for data and test signals. That’s the general makeup
of the VBI. For a quick introduction to SMPTE time
codes, check out <http://www.sfoundry.com/pages/tech/
smpte.htm>.

Tom Michener
tmichenr@erols.com

Contacting Circuit Cellar
We at Circuit Cellar INKencourage  communication between

our readers and our staff, so we have made every effort to make
contacting us easy. We prefer electronic communications, but
feel free to use any of the following:

Mail: Letters to the Editor may be sent to: Editor, Circuit Cellar INK,
4 Park St., Vernon, CT 06066.

Phone: Direct all subscription inquiries to (800) 269-6301.
Contact our editorial off ices at (860) 875-2199.

Fax: All faxes may be sent to (860) 871-0411.
BBS: All of our editors and regular authors frequent the Circuit

Cellar BBS and are available to answer questions. Call
(860) 871-1988 with your modem (300-14.4k  bps, 8Nl).

Internet: Letters to the editor may be sent to editor@circellar.
corn. Send new subscription orders, renewals, and ad-
dress changes to subscribeQcircellar.com.  Be sure to
include your complete mailing address and return E-mail
address in all correspondence. Author E-mail addresses
(when available) may be found at the end of each article.
For more information, send E-mail to info@circellar.com.

WWW: Point your browser to http://www.circellar.com/.
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Edited by Harv Weiner

PIC DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
The PIC-MDS-a complete development system

consisting of a development board, programmer, cross-
assembler, and detailed training text-was specifically
designed to simplify microcontroller programming and
use. Step-by-step examples guide you from writing and
testing simple programs to keypad, LCD, A/D, serial I/O,
data-logging, and interrupt routines.

The PIC-MDS is ideal for learning how to design in
microcontrollers. Since commonly used microcontroller
I/O devices are included,
you can refine applica-
tions on the development
system without hardware
prototyping. Once appli-
cations are proven, you
can transfer the program-
med PIC to the target
system.

You can create and
assemble microcontroller
applications on a PC
using the PM Macro
Assembler or you can
write your own applica-
tions incorporating the
tested software routines.
Applications are pro-
grammed into the PIC

micros via the included EPIC programmer. The EPIC
programmer programs all midrange l&pin  PICs and uses
optional 2% and 40-pin socket adapters for larger devices.

The PIC-MDS development board includes both PIC-
16C71 and PIC16C84 microcontrollers, 16-key matrix
keypad, 2-line x 16-character LCD display, ZIF socket,
buffered-LED-port state indicators, and an RS-232 serial
port. Also included are two analog input potentiometers,
256-byte  serial EEPROM, oscillator socket for crystals or

ceramic resonators, an
onboard  +5-V  and vari-
able DC power supply,
and screw terminal and
header connections to all
PIC I/O pins.

The complete PIC-
MDS development sys-
tem sells for $299.

Sirius microsystems
172 Harvard Rd.
Waterloo, ON
Canada N2J  3V3
(519) 886-4462
Fax: (519) 886-4253
http://www.siriusmicro.com/

#500

KEYBOARD-CONTROLLER FAMILY
A highly integrated keyboard-controller family that ex-

ceeds stringent industry-standard requirements without
external components has been announced by Zilog. The
Z86Kxx series improves electrostatic discharge (ESD) and
electrical fast transient (EFT) performance, and it reduces
electromagnetic interference (EMI).

The new chips are capable of withstanding in excess
of *2O kV system-

with Zilog’s proprietary PADS,  results in a 10.dB  reduc-
tion in EMI.

Six different devices (Z86K13-Z86K18)  optimize ROM
sizes, packages, and clock sources. They have 200 bytes of
RAM and are in 40.pin  DIP, 44.pin  PLCC, and 44-pin QFP
packages. ROM varies from 2 to 4 KB. You can also choose
between an RC oscillator or resonator.

The devices are

8 Issue #79 February 1997 Circuit Cellar INKm
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FORCE 4

SENSE 4

MAX5253

QUAD D/A CONVERTER
The MAX5253 is a sion output amplifiers plus

monolithic, quad, I2-bit control logic, and a serial
DAC that operates on a interface. Accessible feed-
single 3.0-3.6-V supply. back connections for the
It contains double-buff- output amplifier (force and
ered input registers, four sense pins) enable remote
12-bit DACs,  four preci- sensing, specific gain con-

figurations, and high-output
driver capability. Each am-
plifier provides rail-to-rail
output swings.

Other features include a
low-power shutdown mode
that lowers the 0.9-mA
quiescent current to 20 pA
maximum and an internal,
power-on reset that guaran-
tees all outputs are 0 V
when power is applied. Also
included is a user-program-
mable, general-purpose logic
output for the serial control
of other external devices.

The MAX5253 has a
3-wire interface compatible
with the SPI/QSPI  and
Microwire synchronous-
serial standards. The DAC
registers can be updated
independently or simulta-

neously, and all logic
inputs are TTL/CMOS
compatible. Prices start
at $11.35 in lOOO-piece
quantities.

Maxim Integrated Products
120 San Gabriel Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
( 4 0 8 )  7 3 7 - 7 6 0 0
Fax: (408) 737-7194

#502

High performance memory emulation and
debugging:
. Stable and reliable on today’s embedded systems.

l New faster access speeds now standard.

l The best connection solutions for TSOP,  PSOP and PLCC  chips.

l Expanded Virtual UART support for industry-standard debuggers.

Ultra-Fast code downloads reduce
development time:
l New high-speed download support for

Windows NT

l 90 KBytes/Second  over a PC parallel port.

l tow-cost Ethernet support for UNIX systems.

New lower Prices for 1997:
l 128 KByte PromICE now

just $495.
l Source-level debugging systems

at a fraction of an ICE’s cost.

~
lErJ



LINEAR OPTOCOUPLERS
Two new dual linear optocoupler models tailored for

digital telephone isolation, power-supply feedback volt-
age sensors, and medical-sensor isolation have been
introduced by CP Clare. The LOC21OP and LOC211P are
also ideal for isolating process transducers, audio signal
interfacing, and modem transformer replacement.

The LOC21OP  and LOC211P  each provide two inde-
pendent linear optocouplers in 16-pin SOIC packages.
Each optocoupler features an infrared LED optically
coupled with two phototransistors. One input photo-
transistor generates the servo control signal that com-
pensates for the LED’s nonlinear time and temperature
characteristics. The second phototransistor provides an
output signal that’s linear with respect to the servo LED
current. The compensated optocouplers achieve a better
than 0.01% servo linearity and greater than 200-kHz
bandwidth. Both optocouplers also feature high gain
stability and low power consumption. Offering better
than 87.dB THD and 3750-V,,,  I/O isolation, the de-
vices replace the transformer, providing a low-profile
integrated solution.

The LOC21OP  sells for $2.74, and the LOC211P  sells
for $3.31 in quantity.

CP Clare Corp.
North American Sales Off ice
601 B Campus Dr.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 797-7000
Fax: (847) 797-7023
http://www.cpclare.com/

REMOTE DATA REPORTER
Data Remote attaches to

data loggers, chart recorders,
network servers, phone
systems, computers, or any
device with an RS-232 out-
put port to give instant
reporting capability over
standard phone lines. It
constantly receives a stream
of ASCII text information
from the attached equip-
ment and stores it inter-
nally. Using standard line
power and a simple phone
line connection, Data Re-
mote sends reports to fax
machines, remote comput-
ers/modems, or Internet E-
mail addresses through
Phonetic’s Internet server.

Data Remote has two
alarm functions-an inac-
tivity alarm and alarm key-
word detection. Activity
through the serial port is
monitored, and a period of
inactivity generates an alarn
message, which can be cru-
cial when there’s nonfunc-
tional equipment.

The presence of up to 20

n

immediately delivers an
alarm message to up to
32 user-programmable
destinations.

In addition to fax,
computer, and E-mail,
Data Remote can send
alarm messages via al-
phanumeric or numeric
pagers.

Data Remote is priced
under $1000.

Phonetics, Inc.
901 Tryens  Rd.
Aston,  PA 19014
(610) 558-2700
Fax: (610) 558. .0222

#504

specific keywords is also
monitored, and when en-
countered, Data Remote

Circuit Cellar INKm Issue #79 February 1997 11
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CONFIGURABLE MATERIAL SENSOR
The Ultra-U ultrasonic sensor offers noncontact using Senix’s SoftSpan program running on a PC-com-

distance measurement of materials for positioning, patible computer. You can set the measurement period,
proximity, liquid/solid levels, dimensioning, and mo- ignore unwanted objects, control outputs, and adjust
tion control. Measured distance varies from 2” to 37’, range characteristics to suit specific applications. A rear
with a maximum resolution of 0.004” and a repeatabil- push button adjusts many parameters without a com-
ity of 0.1% of distance. The sensor’s outputs are propor- puter. Parameters are permanently stored in the sensor
tional to or set by the measured target distance. and easily duplicated.

This updated model features Ultra-U is packaged in an
a linear 4-20-mA  current- HIPS plastic enclosure. The
sourcing output in addition to Ultra-U-SS in a stainless-steel
the 4-20-mA  current-sinking case is also available. Both
output. With both current-loop models include interfaces such
interfaces, the sensor easily as 0-lo-VDC  voltage, 4-20-mA
connects with any 4-20-mA current loop (sourcing and
current-loop device, whether sinking), two transistor
single-ended or differential switches, and serial data
input. These devices include RS-232 in one package.
PLCs, recorders, data-acquisi-
tion systems, motor drives, and Senix Corp.
displays. 52 Maple St. l Bristol, VT 05443

The Ultra-U’s operating (802) 453-5522
parameters can be configured Fax: (802) 453-2549 #505

PROCESSOR SUPERVISOR
The TC32M  is a fully integrated processor supervisor control, watchdog timer, and external reset override. The

in a three-pin package. It safeguards processor sanity via chip is well-suited for applications needing a fully inte-
three important functions-precision power-on/off-reset grated processor supervisor (e.g., automotive instruments,

battery-powered computers and controllers, embedded
controllers, and critical processor power monitoring).

The TC32M maintains the processor in the reset state
whenever supply voltage is out of tolerance. Once the
supply is within tolerance, the TC32M maintains the
processor in reset for an additional 250 ms, allowing
time for system stabilization. During normal system
operation, the processor must apply pulses to the TC32M
at a prescribed rate. Should the processor fail to do this, a
system fault is indicated and the TC32M  issues a mo-
mentary processor reset. The TC32M’s output may be
wire-ORed with an external auxiliary reset signal or a
push-button switch for reset-override control. When
connected to a push-button switch, the chip provides
contact debounce.

The TC32M  is available with operating temperature
ranges of 0 to +70°C or -40 to +85’C. Pricing in an SOT-
223 package is $0.68 and $0.72, respectively. In a TO-92
package, costs are $0.60 and $0.65, respectively.

TelCom  Semiconductor, Inc.
1300 Terra Bella Ave. l Mountain View, CA 94043-1836
(415) 968-9241 l Fax: (415) 967-l 590 #506
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A Networking Primer

evolves, network-
ing and internetwork

prominent in our daily lives. Both
M i c r o s o f t  a n d  N o v e l l  a r e  i n t r o d u c i n g
more products, leading us further into
a networked world.

Novell intends to bring networking
into some of the less-conspicuous
areas of our lives through smart utility
meters and Internet-attached TVs at
home. In light of this rapidly changing
technology, it’s important that hard-
ware and software engineers under-
s t a n d  h o w  t h e  u n d e r l y i n g  c o m p o n e n t s
of networking interoperate.

In this three-part series, I cover all
the basic components of networking.
In Part 1, I discuss the concepts behind
networking and its evolution. Next, I
explore media types, topologies, and
protocols. And, in the final install-
m e n t ,  I  d e l v e  i n t o  t h e  o p e r a t i o n  o f
internetworking devices.

S o ,  f a s t e n  y o u r  v i r t u a l  s e a t b e l t s ,  a n d
let’s begin our journey.

The concept of networking was
d r i v e n  b y  t h e  n e e d  t o  s h a r e  i n f o r m a -
tion and hardware devices. As pro-
grams became smarter, they needed
more resources than a single machine
could offer.

14 Issue #79 February 1997 Circuit Cellar INK@



File Workstation Workstation Printer
Server

Figure l--A standard Efhernef  LAN using coaxial cab/e comprises one
fife  server, two workstations, and a LAN-affached  printer. The terminators
at the ends of the coaxial cab/e ensure proper operation of the LAN.

In the early ‘8Os, the prevalent
networks consisted of multiple dumb
terminals communicating to a com-
mon host computer and sharing a
printer. These early networks were
based on serial communication tech-
nologies like RS-232, RS-422, and even
4-20-mA current loops. Both the UNIX
and IBM worlds used devices referred
to as terminal multiplexors to support
multiple clients on one host.

As Figure 1 illustrates, a basic LAN
comprises a file server, one or more
workstations, a printer, and a physical
cabling scheme to intercon-
nect the various devices.
I’ll discuss the devices that
interconnect LANs into
inter- and intra-networks
(e.g., routers, gateways,
and bridges) in Part 3.

With the introduction of the per-
sonal computer, the idea of a central-
ized intelligence came into question.
Rogue groups of programmers started
emerging who did not fit into the high-
ly structured world of the mainframe.

FILE SERVER
T h e  k e y  component-

As the personal computer matured,
users developed a need to share data
and printers. These networks-known
as Sneaker Nets-were typified by the
image of programmers in tennis shoes
carrying diskettes between systems.
These nets worked well for basic data
transfer.

the file server-is gener-
ally the most powerful
computing device in the
network. It runs a true

Figure 2--This  model shows how the different pieces fit together inside a
LAN-affachedworksfafion. TheDOSRe uesfer(llLM.  EXE)is shownas

32-bit multitasking OS to wrapping around the DOS module. If iso  afes the workstation operating9

support multiple users and
sysfem from the application soffware  and the network.

functions. It requires a significant
amount of DRAM, compared to a work-
station running Windows.

The high cost of printers was truly
the first driving force behind building a
Local Area Network (LAN). To this

The file server supports multiple
users via high-speed network interface
drivers and boards. It uses a highly
efficient disk I/O subsystem for han-
dling issues like high-speed access and
fault tolerance.

day, networks are prima-
rily used for file and print
sharing.

Novell is a good ex-
ample of a file- and print-
sharing network OS.
Microsoft’s network OS
functions as an applica-
tion server similar to a
UNIX system supporting
true client/server applica-
tions.

Hard drives within the file server
are usually configured as separate
volumes, which are further subdivided
into directories. This arrangement is
similar to the subdirectory structure
used by DOS-based systems.

All shared network software appli-
cations are stored in this structure.
Network users can also store common
data files here.

The various volumes defined on the
file server may not be accessible to all
users. Different security levels can be
established for volumes, directories,
and even files, allowing or disallowing

Application Software

DOS

DOS Requester

Listing l--This Novell NET. CFG fife resides on a LAN-affached workstation. The link  driver, EXPl6001,
is provided by the manufacturer of the network interface card (N/C). This card is configured to supporf four
different profocol stacks. The first drive letter available to the network is defined as drive F.

lirktdiiver EXP160DI

port 300
frame ETHERNET_802.2
frame ETHERNET_802.3
frame ETHERNET-II
frame ETHERNET-SNAP

Link support
BUFFERS 8 4202
MEMPOOL 4096

Max Boards 4

NetWare DOS Requester
FIRST NETWORK DRIVE = F
PREFERRED SERVER = CPI_Tul_l
NAME CONTEXT = "OU=TULSA.O=CPI"

access to each user. In the file server,
each user is a separate task with its
own resource needs.

In a simple network, printing func-
tions are also handled by the file server.
It establishes print queues, which are
accessible to all network-attached
users.

When a user directs an application’s
output to a specific network printer,
the print data goes into a print queue
on the file server. The network OS
periodically queries all print queues to
see if anything is in them. If print data
is present, the network OS begins
streaming data to the specific printer
associated with that queue.

WORKSTATIONS
In this article, I define a worksta-

tion as a stand-alone DOS computer.
Given my experience and training, I’ll
bias my treatment of this subject mat-
ter to the way each component works
in a Novell environment.

In any network, each workstation
must have a network board and con-
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nection software installed. The work-
station DOS provides the basic local
services for file-system, screen-display,
printer, and communications access to
the serial ports.

DOS Requester connects an applica-
tion to the network services as shown
in Figure 2. DOS Requester wraps
itself around the workstation’s DOS.

All DOS requests generated by an
application program must pass through
DOS Requester. Similarly, all actions
generated by the workstation DOS
must also pass through it.

In this way, DOS Requester binds
the application and DOS to the net-
work services. In the Novell world,
DOS Requester is loaded into the
workstation memory by V LM . E X E.

COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL
A communications protocol is a set

of rules used by two devices to move
data across a network. It’s the equiva-
lent of a language spoken between two
people. If neither party understands
the other’s language (i.e., rules), no data
transfer is possible. If both parties use

Figure 3--This  diagram defails  fhe logic flow which
occurs when a user enters d i r * . *. DOS Requester
takes over at step 3 and determines whefher  the drive
is local or network attached. The final result is
displayed to the user as if bofh paths were local to fhe
workstation.

command.com

the same rules, they are guaran-
teed to communicate.

Requester Builds
Net Command

Novell uses the Internetwork
Packet exchange (IPX) protocol to
communicate between devices on a
network. The Open Datalink  Interface
(ODI) specification allows multiple
protocols on the same network cabling.

Each protocol on the workstation is
referred to as a stack, which is not to
be confused with the hardware defini-
tion of a stack. A protocol stack is the
set of rules for that specific protocol.

For example, both Novell IPX and
TCP/IP can be run on the same work-
station using the same network board.
Novell IPX uses one stack, and TCP/IP
uses another.

The ODI specifications permit up to
four protocol stacks to be attached to

ontrol!
I With ourlineof
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everything

under&ontr&

I Counter/quadrature encoder inputs
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each network board. Any network
board designed to meet the ODI speci-
fications can communicate with any
other vendor’s network board.

The Link Support Layer (LSL) acts
as a switchboard between the commu-
nications protocol and the network
board driver. It routes the information
received from the physical network
connection to the appropriate protocol
stack and vice versa.

MLID
Novell’s Multiple Link Interface

Driver (MLID) is a special type of net-
work board driver. This module under-
stands and controls the network board
at the hardware level. It connects the
workstation’s software at the LSL level
with the physical network connecting
to the device.

Novell uses I P X 0 D I . C OM to config-
ure the various options for each net-
work board in the workstation. This
program reads the text data contained
in the N ET. C FG file. An example of a
N ET. C FG file is shown in Listing 1.

The network board driver is the
Intel E X P 16 0 D I driver. This 16-bit
driver complies with the ODI specifi-
cations. The interrupt and port address
are specific to this type of network
board. The driver is provided by the
network-board manufacturer.

The four lines beginning with
“frame” are the protocol stacks for this
board. It can communicate using the
Ethernet 802.2, 802.3, II, and Sub Net-



work Access Protocol (SNAP). 1’11
define these in detail in Part 2.

The L i n k s up p o r t section defines
the memory pool’s size in kilobytes on
the network board. It also defines the
number of communications buffers on
the network board and their size in bits.

The NetWare DOS Requester
section defines the logical drive letter
used for the first network drive. This
logical drive is where the user finds
the login program.

OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION
I’ll now delve deeper into how DOS

Requester operates. First, let’s look at
what occurs when a user enters a basic
directory command at the workstation
console. Then, I’ll show the events
involved in printing from an applica-
tion running on the workstation.

The sequence of events that occurs
when a workstation needs access to a
network drive is depicted in Figure 3.
The user at the workstation enters
d i r f : * . * at the prompt (assuming
the f drive is a network drive). The
command interpreter at the worksta-

Program Request A p p l i c a t i o n  P r o g r a m

+

1 Network 1

lt-F$k$J-.-F$jy
E t h e r n e t

Link

Figure 4-A program requesf such as a fife  command
flows from the workstation up to fhe application program
residing on the file server. The request is passed
through fhe seven layers of the protocol model before
being transmitted on the interconnecting media. If is
then shipped, /ayer  by layer, by the receiving seven-
/ayer  profocol mode/ and finally passed as fhe original
data to the applicafion  program.

tion parses the command and calls a
specific BIOS system routine.

The BIOS system routine in ROM
is not executed. Instead, the com-
mand is redirected to DOS Requester.
The Requester checks whether the
command requires a local-system or a
network drive.

If the command uses a local drive,
it’s passed on to the BIOS system
routine. But, if the command uses a
network drive, a network command is
built by the Requester and sent to the
file server.

The file server processes the com-
mand and returns the requested data to
the workstation. Finally, the data dis-
plays to the user at the workstation as
if it had been accessed on a local drive.

The mechanics of the network
message follow the guidelines defined
by the international OS1 model. This
model is based on a seven-layer proto-
col used by both the workstation and
file server to encapsulate and recon-
struct the command (see Figure 4).

Network printing uses the same
basic DOS Requester mechanisms as
the file-system command parser. The
user at the workstation can redirect
any local printer port to a network-
attached printer.

In a Novell environment, this func-
tion is accomplished via c a p t u r e. The
variables used in c a p t u r e tell DOS
Requester when to bypass the internal

develop applications for PIC microcontrollers
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Workstation

1) Print Command

Printer File Server

2) Requester Intercepts ___+ 3) Stores Print Data
in a Print Queue

4) Returns Complete 4
Code to Application

5) Print Server Polls
Print Queues

Figure !i--This flow diagram details
the actions involved in printing to a
network-attached printer from a LAN
workstation. A/though the concept
seems simple, three separate devices
are involved. The file server is the
coordinator for each device.

Printer t 6) Print Server Sends
Data to Printer

BIOS system calls and send com-
mands and data to the file server.

As Figure 5 illustrates, in a print
operation, the application running on
the workstation calls the BIOS system
print routine. DOS Requester inter-
cepts the call and redirects it to one of
its software subroutines. This subrou-
tine builds a print packet, which is sent
to the file server.

print queue, the file serv-
er returns a completion
code to the workstation.

A background task on
the file server periodi-

cally checks the print queues for data.
When this so-called print server de-
tects that data is present in the print
queue, it transfers the queued data to
a predefined hardware printer. You
can check the status of this operation
through a network file-server utility.

The file server has a file defined as a
print queue which the print data from
the workstation is transferred into.
When the workstation completes the
print-data transfer to the file server’s

YOU NEED THE BASICS
In this article, I addressed the basics

of network operation and provided a
brief history of its evolution. I avoided
the many esoteric concepts which
make it seem like networks are based
more on black magic than technology.

As time marches on, networking
technologies will touch more and
more aspects of our professional and
personal lives. A basic understanding
of the concepts behind this technology
is essential to compete in the modern
world. q

Bill Payne has many years’ experience
as a digital design engineer. He holds
two semiconductor patents and has
others pending. You may reach Bill at
bpayne@kramerkent.com.

Novell
Novell, Inc.
1555 N. Technology Way
Orem, UT 84057-2399
(801) 222-6000
Fax: (801) 861-3933
http://www.novell.com/
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TCPIIP in
Embedded
Systems Richard Ames

love the scene
in sci-fi movies

puter sidekick to a monolithic alien
mainframe for a friendly file transfer.

Somehow, the hero manages to bring
the two systems into close physical
proximity, and through some magic
and perhaps a bit of impromptu cabling,
great volumes of information are trans-
ferred. When the data is later converted
into a visually exciting graphical for-
mat, it turns out to be of critical value.

Now, I don’t know how likely it is
that we’ll encounter alien beings pilot-
ing spaceships in another solar system.
But, I do know that if I ever wanted to
transfer information from a computer
developed by an independent civiliza-
tion, I’d start with TCP/IP.

TCP/IP  is a suite of layered network-
communication protocols best known
as the communication protocols of the
Internet. They are computer-architec-
ture independent and implemented in
an extensible, layered design. And,
they have open standards with freely
available specifications.

Traditionally, TCP/IP has been used
on mainframes and UNIX workstations
in universities and research centers for
system-wide distribution of informa-
tion. But in recent years, software
using TCP/IP has been increasingly
incorporated into PCs, giving desktop
users access to the rich resources and
capabilities they provide.

Today, it’s also practical to incorpo-
rate these networking protocols in
embedded systems with as little as
64 KB of address space. These systems
can now become Internet citizens as
well.

At its most basic level, the TCP/IP
suite provides a well-designed method
of transporting data between physically
connected computers. Among the
protocols, provisions for checksums
and flow control keep error-free data
flowing smoothly through the system.

And, since part of the motivation
for developing it was to provide a na-
tionwide computer network that could
function during a nuclear attack, rest
assured that reliability issues were
well-considered.

In addition to the core protocols
responsible for moving information,
there are application-level protocols
(e.g., ftp, telnet, and http), which are
summarized in Table 1.

These protocols typically have a
client component and a server compo-
nent. A system running the client
component can access the resources
made available by systems running a
server component.

For example, a Web browser is a
client application that accesses the
multimedia resources available on
Web-server applications running on
systems throughout the Internet.

Since the interaction between these
client/server applications is specified
in well-documented and -exercised
protocols, the software you develop for
your embedded system only needs to
implement one end of the application.
You can be sure that independently
developed applications for the other
end will work with your system.

For example, if you implement an
ftp client in your embedded system, it
should be able to download files from
any ftp server in the connected net-
work, even though you didn’t develop
the server. Standardized application
protocols let you take advantage of off-
the-shelf software and existing facili-
ties in putting together networked
client/server applications.

TCPllP LAYERS
Let’s take an in-depth look at the

layers composing the TCP/IP suite.
This set of layers is also known as a
stack, since they can be described as
being built one on top of the other.

Figure 1 shows two systems, A and
B, each containing a TCP/IP stack and
connected to a network. Figure 2 shows
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Protocol Application

smtp (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) Enables message transfer between systems
ftp (File Transfer Protocol) Allows files to be moved between systems
telnet (Telecommunications Network Protocol) Provides a terminal session with a system
http (HyperText  Transfer Protocol) Offers multimedia transfer between systems

Table l--Several  different application protocols are used in a TCPIIP  stack to provide common services.

a number of protocols and the positions
they occupy in the four-layer stack.

Certain relationships exist between
the protocols. For example, ftp requires
the transport layer to offer data-flow
control. TCP provides this feature and
UDP does not, so ftp applications must
use TCP at the transport layer.

When an application running on
system A needs to send information to
a system-B application, it sends the
information down through the stack.
Each layer adds information to the data
it receives from the layer above-a
process known as encapsulation.

Figure 3 shows the terms used to
describe data as it travels through the
stack at each layer. The terminology
depends on the protocol used at the
stack’s transport layer.

For example, an ftp application
writes a stream of data and passes it to
TCP at the transport layer. TCP adds
its header to the data, creating a TCP
segment, and passes the segment to IP
at the network layer. IP adds an IP
header, making an IP datagram, and
passes the datagram  to the link layer.

If the link layer is Ethernet, it adds
an Ethernet header, creating a network
frame. A device driver then readies the
frame for transmission on the network.

To better understand the role each
layer plays in the TCP/IP stack, con-
sider the problem of moving file con-
tents between systems A and B.

System A tells system B which file
to transfer. Here, the task is covered by
an application-level protocol. The ftp
protocol, in which an ftp client appli-
cation is running on system A, sends a
RET R command to system B, which is
running an ftp server application.

Following the ftp standard, RET R
specifies the file for transfer using:

RETR filename <CR> <LF>

Before an ftp server accepts the RETR
command, the client must establish a

connection with the server and verify
that it has permission to transfer files.
But, let’s assume that these steps have
taken place.

Next, the ftp client application calls
a write function, passing the text of the
RET R command along with an identi-
fier for the established connection.

The file-transfer processes need to
be identified. Large systems supporting
TCP/IP may run a multitasking OS
that enables several tasks to communi-
cate over the network simultaneously
and independently.

To ensure that the information is
delivered to the appropriate application,
port numbers are associated with each
end of an application. with ftp, the
port number associated with the client
is dynamically generated to be unique
on the system when the session starts.

The server’s port number is estab-
lished as port 21 as part of the ftp stan-
dard. Port-number information is stored
in the TCP header, which is inserted
before the datastream written by the
ftp application. This TCP segment
then passes to the network layer.

The systems involved in the file
transfer must also be identified, just as
a link to the transfer processes is in-
cluded in the transport-layer header.
Thus, once the frame is ready to go out
onto the network, it’s clear where it
should be delivered. And, once it is
delivered, it’s clear where it came from.

The network layer adds an IP header
including the packet’s sender and re-
ceiver addresses, which are four-byte
Internet protocol addresses. This layer
is also responsible for breaking up a
datagram  if it can’t fit in one frame on
the underlying link layer. So, it’s pos-
sible that a large TCP segment is bro-
ken up into many fragments on its
way down to the link layer.

Each system needs to be physically
connected to a network. Of course, the
computers don’t need to be connected
to the same physical wire. But, each

computer must be connected to some
form of network, and if the computers
are on separate networks, there must
be a path for data to travel between
networks.

The network type and the format
and interpretation of the frames ap-
pearing on the network are defined in
the link layer. This layer provides a
bridge between the network layer and
the physical media carrying the infor-
mation. The RET R command and the
transport and network headers must be
transmitted on the network in a way
that makes this information distinct.

The link layer can be as simple as
two RS-232C ports connected via a null
modem cable. Other possible solutions
include Ethernet, ARCnet,  Token
Ring, and FDDI.

The link layer must also handle
physical addressing. In a point-to-point
network, this is simple. All transmit-
ted and received data travels directly
between the local and remote interface.

But, information sent over a broad-
cast medium like Ethernet can be
received by all interfaces connected to
the network cable. So, these interfaces
have hardware-supported mechanisms
for recognizing frames that are directed
to a particular interface.

If the Ethernet header contains the
six-byte destination address matching
the interface’s physical address, then
the interface receives the frame and
alerts the processor.

Otherwise, the frame is allowed to
zip by without disturbing the proces-
sor. A special broadcast address is also
available. All interfaces receive
frames directed to that address.

After the network frame is com-
pletely assembled, it is transmitted on
the attached network. If system B is on
the same network, the network frame

Figure l--The TCPIIP  wife  can be divided into four
layers.
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arrives immediately. If system B
is on another network, you need
a router.

1 SNMP 1 TFTP 1 FTP 1 HTTP 1
UDP [ TCP

IP

Figure 2-The  protocol layers are stacked on fop of each other.

A router is a device containing
more than one network interface.
It joins networks by forwarding
information between directly
attached networks. If system A
determines that system B is not on its
own network, then system A sends the
frame to router A. Router A is then
responsible for delivering the informa-
tion to its destination.

Application Layer
Transport Layer

Ethernet [ PPP 1 SLIP 1 ARCnet
Network Layer
Link Layer

But, as shown in Figure 4, system B
may not be on any of the networks
attached to router A. In this case, the
information goes to more routers until
it arrives at system B’s network.

The link layer also includes a soft-
ware component for bridging between
the network interface and network
layer. With a serial interface, the most
common options are SLIP and PPP.
Both ends of the point-to-point inter-
face must run the same link-layer
software to communicate.

When host B receives a network
frame from system A, it first strips off
the link-layer encapsulation, yielding a
datagram. The destination address in
the datagram  is compared to system
B’s IP address to ensure that it was
directed correctly.

SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol),
an early addition to the TCF/IP suite,
establishes a TCP/IP  network link over
a dial-up telephone line. It’s fairly
featureless compared to its successor,
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol). But, it’s
simple and gets the job done.

receives this segment and checks the
destination port number in the TCP
header and finds that the segment is
directed to port 21, the ftp port.

The remaining bytes intended for
the application are then added to the
datastream for the ftp server. The ftp
server process examines the stream to
see if system A sent a RETR command.

If all is in order, the datagram  en-
capsulation is stripped off to reveal a
TCP segment. The transport layer

that each end of the link is assigned an
IP address before the link starts trans-
ferring data.

To address this issue, PPP includes
a mechanism for negotiating the IP

SLIP encapsulates IP datagrams with

address of each end of the connection.

a flag character and then escapes the
flag character when it occurs in the
datagram  with a special sequence. One

PPP also includes a checksum and

difficulty with SLIP is its assumption

provides extensions such as compres-
sion and authentication.

These features make PPP more com-

shared networks that allow
high-speed access for a number

ed twisted-pair cable and coaxial cable

of systems. ARCnet  tends to
cost less and guarantees a maxi-
mum latency for network ac-

are actually comparable in cost, but

cess. Ethernet is higher speed
and more likely to be in place
in an existing network.

networks using 1OBaseT  must include

ARCnet  and Ethernet controllers
need an interrupt to get the processor’s
attention when a frame is received

an Ethernet hub as well as cabling.

from the network or when the trans-
mit buffer is empty and frames are
waiting to go out. These controllers
are typically allocated a small.space  in

lOBase  networks can connect di-

the processor’s I/O memory. Some
controllers also support DMA transfer

rectly  from interface to interface with-

between the controller’s buffers and
system memory, as well as advanced
buffer-management features.

out a hub. However, network traffic

A number of options exist for the
physical media linking an Ethernet
network. The two most common solu-

can be corrupted if a connection to an

tions are unshielded twisted-pair cable
(10BaseT) and coaxial cable (lOBase2).

Coaxial cable is also known as

interface is disconnected. 1OBaseT

cheapernet because it can be a com-
paratively low-cost solution. Unshield-

LINK-LAYER ISSUES
You have a number of options for

doesn’t suffer from this difficulty.
plicated in its implementation and
configuration, but many users want at BOOTING THE SYSTEM

linking an embedded system to a TCP/ least some of these features. PPP is The first thing a system running
IP network. becoming a very popular standard. TCP/IP wants to know at boot time is

The simplest is to use an asynchro- Creating a network out of point-to- its IP address. Without an IP address,
nous serial interface to establish a point links is possible, but if you con- the system can only send information
point-to-point link with another sys- nect a number of systems in a small through network broadcasts-not the
tern. area, it’s more efficient to use a shared most efficient way to network. If a

This option is attractive because networking technology like Ethernet system doesn’t know its IP address
existing system designs may already or ARCnet. when it boots, you can use the address
contain a spare serial port or one can Ethernet and ARCnet  controllers 0.0.0.0, but only as part of the system
be added without much effort. The are fairly similar. Both systems provide initialization process.
physical media for such a
link can be a three-con-
ductor cable or a modem m I]
and telephone lines. Application Data m m Application Layer

Transport Hdr. Application Data I- m Transport Layer

Figure S-Each  layer in fhe stack Network Hdr. Transport Hdr. Application Data m m Network Layer

has a special name for its
information.

Link Hdr. Network Hdr. Transport Hdr. Application Data m I] Link Layer
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Retrieving RFCs from the Internet
RFCs are documents that include the official stan- starting point is the Web page administered by the RFC

dards for the protocols making up the TCP/IP suite. editor at <http://www.isi.edu/rfc-editor/>.
You also find proposals, recommendations, observations, Currently, more than 2000 RFCs are available, and
and even poetry among them. RFCs (Requests For Com- copying them all to your hard disk could be rather time
ments) reflect how TCP/IP standards come into being. consuming. If you want all this information locally,
They are proposed and openly discussed, reviewed, and consider purchasing a copy of the RFCs on a CD-ROM.
tested until they’re recommended for advancement to
the level of Internet standard. RFCs are also freely avail- %ftp ds.internic.net

able via E-mail, ftp, or the Web. Connected to ds.internic.net.
220. InterNIC  Directory and Database Services

For the latest information on obtaining RFCs, send E- 220.
mail with the subject get t i n g r f cs to <rfc-info@isi. ‘.’220 ds0 FTP server (V.4.105  Fri Jan 5 14:34:54 EST
edu>. In the body of the message, type he 1 p : way s-to_ 1996) ready.
get-r  f c s. You’ll receive a reply describing the process. Name (ds.internic.net:richard):  anonymous

331 Guest login ok, send your email address'as
If you have ftp access, you can retrieve RFCs from the password.

Password: <type in your email address here>h o s t  <ds.internic.net>inthedirectory/rfc.Figureishows  230.  Guest  login ok acceSS  restrictions  apply.
an example anonymous ftp session from a UNIX system. 230. Local time is:'Mon Ott 28 20:19:43 1996

Note that r f c - i ndex . txt is the first file retrieved- 230

a good choice for the first file to download. All the RFCs
ftp> cd rfc
250 CWD command successful.

are listed here in entries that specify the title, names of ftp> get rfc-index.txt
200 PORT command successful.

the authors, length, and other details. It’s a good idea to 150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for rfc-i
look at the current RFC index first because the index ndex.txt (274723 bytes).

entry indicates if a particular RFC has been updated or
:E;a:ransfer complete.

: rfc-index.txt remote: rfc-index.txt
rendered obsolete. Then, the RFC can be retrieved using 281113 bytes received in 27 s (10 KB/s)

a filename of the form r f cxxxx  . t x t .
ftp> quit
221 Goodbye.

You can also use a Web browser to review the RFCs %
online or download them onto your hard disk. A good Figure i--The WC index can be retrieved using ftp.

The IP address can be configured by You can use TCP/IP’s  many features If the embedded system is for an
hand and stored in nonvolatile mem- and applications without worrying organization that has no block of IP
ory, or the system can take advantage about where this network fits into the addresses to share, a local Internet
of several mechanisms that obtain this
information from another system on
the network (see Table 2). The latter
approach allows IP address assignments
to be centrally administered, which
saves time and is less error prone.

ever-crowded Internet. And, when you
join the Internet, the IP addresses can
be reconfigured to lie within Internet
space.

BOOTP (BOOTstrap  Protocol) not
only provides an IP address but also
delivers additional network-configura-
tion information. It also sets the sys-
tem up to receive a binary image across
the network which can be used to
augment the ROMed software the
system is booted from.

Service Provider (ISP) will handle these
needs for a monthly fee. Most dial-up
PPP accounts are geared toward run-
ning client applications primarily be-
cause the ISP dynamically selects an IP
address for the dial-up link when the
connection is made.

There’s a broader question concern-
ing IP addresses, however. Will
your system be part of a private
network or the Internet?

If your embedded system joins the
Internet, the question becomes: Where
in IP space will you hang your systems!
If the embedded systems are part of an
established network, it may be practi-
cal to simply include support for any
of the automatic mechanisms for re-
trieving an IP address on bootup and
leave it to the system integrators to add
your IP address to the central manage-
ment system.

Protocol Link Layer Remarks

For some applications, a stand-
alone network is all you need. Such
systems should adopt IP addresses
from a block of addresses reserved
specifically for private internets.
One of these blocks is in the range

An embedded system normally
cannot run as a server on this type of
link because the client end of the ap-
plication doesn’t know which IP ad-
dress to contact to obtain services from
the embedded system. ISPs often offer
dedicated IP addresses at a higher rate,
enabling a system to maintain a PPP

link and run as a server.
The system’s location has

significance for both the physical
media and the IP address assigned
to a system. If the system oper-
ates in an office or factory, you
might link the system with an
existing network using whatever
physical-layer media was adopted
and part of the area’s IP address

RARP Ethernet RARP server must be on
the same network

IPCP PPP Good method for
point-to-point links

BOOTP any Can deliver more information
than just the IP address

DHCP any Allows IP address to expire
after a lease time

192.168.0.0-192.168.255.255. Table 2-These  protoco/s  can deliver an IP address af boot time.
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Figure 4-Sysfem  A can communicate with system B
through router A and router B.

space. Systems installed in an area
without networking support can use
telephone lines or radio links.

With the great benefit of worldwide
access through the Internet comes the
potential threat of someone using your
system without permission. Security is
usually an issue of a system running a
server application.

Ftp and telnet servers typically start
a session prompting for a user name
and password. Although the user may
not see the password on their terminal
screen, it may be visible inside the
packet delivered to the system running
the server (there are ways to view pack-
ets as they stream across the Internet).

If your system needs an extra level
of security, you can build it in via an
encrypted key delivered across the
Internet. The Internet Protocol V.6
provides facilities for security at the
network level.

A TCP/IP  stack is usually not some-
thing you can put together over a long
weekend. Some publicly available
implementations exist, notably the
BSD Lite distribution. But, these tend
to be rather extensive collections of
software designed for the UNIX operat-
ing system and not easily adapted to
most embedded systems.

If your system is an embedded PC,
check out the vendors offering TCP/IP
stacks as DLLs potentially suitable for
your environment. There are also com-
panies that offer a TCP/IP stack opti-
mized for embedded environments.

REACHING OUT
In this overview of the TCP/IP

protocol suite, I’ve presented the ba-
sics of some core protocols, as well as
how they work together. In the future,
I’m hoping to describe the implemen-

tation of a system using TCP/IP to
enable an embedded system to interact
with a Web browser.

If you’re curious, all the Internet
Standards are documented among the
RFCs (see sidebar  “Retrieving RFCs
from the Internet”). And, there’s a
wealth of information in the network-
ing section of your local technical
bookstore.

Surely, there are more straightfor-
ward ways to transfer information
between two computers than TCP/Il?.
The protocols’ complexity is signifi-
cant, and implementations of a TCP/IP
network stack take a portion of a sys-
tems resources for memory space and
processor cycles.

However, investing in support for
TCP/IP  protocols can extend the power
and reach of an embedded system into
a resource-filled network that’s grow-
ing every day. @

Richard Ames is a staff engineer at
U.S. Software. He finds that working
with networking software allows h i m
to gather more computers around him
than the average engineer. You may
reach Richard at richard@ussw.com.
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Jim Butler

BACnet
An Object-Oriented Network
Protocol for Monitoring and
Distributed Control

works have taken

world. But, industrial
controllers have very different needs
than desktop machines.

In this article, I provide a technical
overview of BACnet-an ANSI-stan-
dard network protocol for controlling
and monitoring commercial and indus-
trial building systems. BACnet also
provides a potential solution for appli-
cations in a wide range of distributed-
control and monitoring situations.

But first, let me give you some
background. Automated systems in
modern commercial or industrial build-
ings are much more complex than in
homes, entailing more sophisticated
controls and communication between
various control devices.

Several different types of systems
exist in these buildings-HVAC (heat-
ing, ventilation, and air conditioning)
control, fire detection and alarm, fire
suppression, access control (security),
lighting control, and vertical transport
(elevators and escalators).

Many systems employ some data
communication between their ele-
ments, which can be very useful-
especially during emergencies. But
until recently, the communication
protocols of these systems were always
proprietary.

Because users had so much diffi-
culty interconnecting microprocessor-
based building-automation equipment
from different manufacturers, the
American Society of Heating, Refrig-
erating, and Air-Conditioning Engi-
neers (ASHRAE)  formed a committee
to create a standard network protocol
for building automation.

After many meetings and three
public reviews of draft standards, BAC-
net was approved in 1995 as ASHRAE
Standard 135-1995.  Later that year, it
was approved as an ANSI standard. It
is also a European (CEN) “prestandard.”

BACnet STANDARD
BACnet differs from popular net-

work protocols (e.g., Ethernet and
TCP/IP)  in one very important way. It
focuses on the structure of the data
communicated between monitoring
and control devices.

In contrast, Ethernet and TCP/IP
transmit data between network de-
vices. This difference marks them as
noncompeting protocols with BACnet.
In fact, Ethernet and TCP/IP can trans-
mit BACnet messages between BAC-
net-compliant devices.

The BACnet Standard states that its
purpose is ‘I.. to define communica-
tion services and protocols for com-
puter equipment used for monitoring
and control of HVAC&R and other
building systems.. .thereby facilitating
the application and use of digital con-
trol technology in buildings.”

To reach this goal, the authors de-
veloped a standard representation for
the data communicated between con-
trol and monitoring devices. The result
was an object model, network services,
and a powerful message-encoding
scheme.

Analog Input, Analog Output, Analog Value
Binary Input, Binary Output, Binary Value
Calendar
Command
Device
Event Enrollment
File
Group
Loop’
Multistate Inout. Multistate Outout
Notification &a&s
Program
Schedule

Table 1-BACnef  defines a number of standard object
types, and nonstandard types can be defined for
individual applications.
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BACnet’s  creators didn’t
want it to block innovation, so
the standard defines how build-
ing-automation manufacturers
may add proprietary function-
ality in a way that doesn’t
damage BACnet’s  fundamental
structure. Also, an ASHRAE
committee regularly discusses
proposed additions and changes
to the standard.

But, what doesn’t the BAC-
net Standard define? Although
the standard’s authors wanted
to facilitate communication,
they also wanted flexibility.
So, BACnet does not define:

l what BACnet capability a
device must have beyond a
minimum level

l what functionality a device
must make accessible to
other devices

. APIs

Mandatory Properties:
Object Identifier Analog Input, instance #2
Object Name “Zone 2 Temperature”
Object Type Analog Input
Present Value 70.0
Status Flags In-Alarm  = F, Fault = F,

Overridden = F, Out_of_Sewice  = F
Event State NORMAL
Units Degrees Fahrenheit

Optional Properties:
Description “temperature near the elevators on

the second floor”
Device Type “Thermistor”
Reliability NO-FAULT-DETECTED
Out of Service FALSE
Update Interval 10s
Min. Present Vat 0.0
Max. Present Vat 120.0
Resolution 0.5
COV Increment 2.0
Time Delay 15s
Notification Class 5
Hiah Limit 84.0
LOW Limit So.0
Deadband 1.0
Limit Enable HighLimit=T,  LowLimit=T
Event Enable ToOffnormal=T, ToFault=T, ToNormal=T
Ached Transitions ToOffnormal=T, ToFault=T, ToNormal=T
Notify Type EVENT

To see the utility of objects,
let’s examine a popular stan-
dard object type, the Analog
Input (see Table 2).

Table 2--These properties are contained in an Analog Input  object.

l the representation of data within a
in constructing BACnet software
libraries. This contrasts with other
protocols such as TCP/IP (UNIX
sockets and WinSock  for Microsoft
Windows), and Novell’s Netware.

Although the standard is complex and
lengthy, the authors hope rather inex-
pensive microprocessor-based control
devices could be BACnet compliant.

BACnet OBJECTS

The standard gives equipment de-
signers a lot of flexibility in choosing
how many features of the BACnet
Standard their device will support.
Already, BACnet-compliant  control-
lers have been built using g-bit micro-
controllers [e.g., Motorola’s 68HC05
and Intel’s 805 1).

Control and monitoring devices
differ in function and implementa-
tion. But for devices that are acces-
sible to other devices, it’s necessary to
have a common way to represent
functionality. BACnet meets this
need using objects.

The standard doesn’t define what
functionality a BACnet-compliant
device must have to be network acces-
sible. Hence, you can create a device
and protect the proprietary aspects of
the design.

A BACnet object is a data structure
representing a functional element
within a device. Most BACnet mes-
sages make direct or indirect reference
to one or more BACnet objects.

A number of standard object types
are defined in Table 1. Nonstandard
object types can be defined for particu-
lar applications. A typical controller
has several objects.

Suppose you come up with an inno-
vative temperature-control algorithm.
Your BACnet-compliant  temperature-
control device can allow other BAC-
net-compliant devices to set the desired
temperature, while keeping the tem-
perature-control algorithm completely
hidden.

Every BACnet object consists of a
collection of properties, each contain-
ing a value of a specified data type.
Some properties may contain values
not restricted to a single data type.
All objects must contain at least three
specific properties, and virtually any
useful object contains other properties.

The BACnet Standard also does not
define APIs, providing more freedom

Every standard object type has a set
of mandatory and optional properties.

An Analog Input object
typically represents a sensor
measuring some quantity
(e.g., temperature or flow).
The measured value is con-

tained in the Present Value property of
an Analog Input object. Naturally, this
value changes over time. The other
properties identify, describe, and sup-
plement the Present Value.

In network protocols that aren’t
object oriented, the sensor is repre-
sented by a single value (e.g., an input
register in the Modbus  protocol), which
is obviously simpler but much less
useful. In BACnet I/O objects, several
optional properties offer change-of-
value or alarm notification.

A particularly important object type
is the Device object. Any physical
device with any BACnet objects must
contain one Device object. The proper-
ties in a Device object contain general
information about the physical device.

The Object List property is impor-
tant because it lists all BACnet objects
in that controller. The value of the
Object Identifier property of a Device
object must be unique throughout a
BACnet network. 1’11 examine the
implications of this later.

Interoperability between equipment
from different companies is enhanced
when engineers designing controllers
make maximal use of standard and
published nonstandard object types.

Device Profile object types can also
enhance interoperability and inter-
changeability of components for a

device
l a device platform (i.e., operating

system and specific hardware)
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While optional properties may
be omitted, nonstandard prop-
erties may be added.

All BACnet objects must
have an:

l object identifier-a numeric
value uniquely identifying an
object within a device
l object name-a unique
name for the object within a
device
l object type-a numeric code
identifying the object’s type



particular application and simplify
network configuration. For example,
an object type could be created to rep-
resent all of a thermostat’s typical
functionality.

The committee maintaining the
BACnet Standard is actively discussing
possible new standard object types for
HVAC applications. New standard
object types for other building-automa-
tion applications are likely to be added.

BACnet SERVICES
While BACnet objects abstractly

represent network-accessible function-
ality in a device, its services enable
application programs to access the
functionality in other devices. When a
service is invoked, a request message
is transmitted. And, often, the request
recipient transmits a response.

The BACnet Standard defines a
broad set of services which cover most
users’ needs (see Table 3), but it also
defines a way for devices to transmit
proprietary messages.

The client-server model directs
BACnet services. A client asks a server
to perform some service. While servers
are typically powerful computers in
the office-automation world, BACnet
servers may be as simple as a sensor.

Client and server roles are not fixed.
A device may be a client in some trans-
actions and a server in others.

Let’slookatthe WriteProperty
service in detail. A client device in-
vokes Wri teProperty  to change the
value of a particular property in a speci-
fied object located in a server device.

From the client’s standpoint, invok-
ing Wri teProperty  is like calling a
function with the arguments:

l destination address (mandatory)
l object identifier (mandatory)
l property identifier (mandatory)
l property array index (optional)
l property value (mandatory)
l priority level [optional)

To continue with the function-call
analogy, Wri teProperty  returns a
Re s u 1 t ( + ) if the client received a
positive acknowledgment from the
server or a Re s LI 1 t ( ) and error infor-
mation if the Wri teproperty  request
failed.

Listing l--The Modbus  protocol uses a message format which is rigid but space efficient. Here’s one
example of a Modbus  message format.

q u e r y :
s l a v e  a d d r e s s  (8 b i t s )
f u n c t i o n  c o d e  (06h)
h o l d i n g  r e g i s t e r  a d d r e s s
p r e s e t  d a t a  (16  b i t s )
e r r o r  c h e c k

r e s p o n s e :
s l a v e  a d d r e s s  (8 b i t s )
f u n c t i o n  c o d e  (06h)
h o l d i n g  r e g i s t e r  a d d r e s s
p r e s e t  d a t a  (16 b i t s )
e r r o r  c h e c k

1 6  b i t s

1 6  b i t s

When a device’s application program
invokes a real API function implement-
ing Wri teproperty,  the device should
transmit a Wri teProperty  request
message to the server and wait for
acknowledgment. Assuming the server
receives the request, it acknowledges if
the request was successfully acted on
or sends an error message otherwise.

Invoking most services normally
results in the transmission of both a
request and response message. How-
ever, some services do not trigger re-
sponses(e.g.,  UnconfirmedEvent
Notification),andothersarein-
tended to be broadcasted (e.g., I Am,
which announces the presence of a
device on the network).

ENCODING MESSAGES
Traditional network protocols en-

code network messages using implicit
encoding. The message parameters and
parameter formats are fixed for a given
message type.

The main advantages of implicit
encoding are that it results in compact
and easy-to-decode messages. However,
these efficiencies are obtained at the
expense of flexibility and may lead to
the proliferation of message types over
time as the protocol evolves.

For an example of implicit encoding,
let’s examine the Modbus protocol’s
Preset Single Register command shown
in Listing 1. This encoding is compact.
Such messages can be quickly decoded
by the network protocol software.

But, consider the implications of
this command. It can only be used to
preset 16.bit holding registers, and it
supports up to 65,536 holding registers
in a device.

For the designers of Modbus, these
assumptions must have seemed reason-
able, and they may still be valid today.
Protocol designers choose implicit
encoding because compact encoding or
fast-message decoding seems more
important than flexibility.

Since BACnet needed to be both
flexible and efficient, it combines
implicit and explicit encoding.

Object-Access Services
ReadProperty
WriteProperty
ReadPropertyMultiple
WritePropertyMultiple
ReadPropertyConditional
AddListElement
RemoveListElement
CreateObject
DeleteObject

Alarm and Event Services
SubscribeCOV
ConfirmedCOVNotification
UnconfirmedCOVNotification
ConfirmedEventNotification
UnconfirmedEventNotification
AcknowledgeAlarm
GetAlarmSummary
GetEnrollmentSummary

File-Access Services
AtomicReadFile
AtomicWriteFile

Remote Device Management Services
DeviceCommunicationControl
ConfirmedPrivateTransfer
UnconfirmedPrivateTransfer
ReinitializeDevice
ConfirmedTextMessage
UnconfirmedTextMessage
TimeSynchronization
Who-Has
I-Have
Who-Is
I-Am

Virtual-Terminal Services
VT-Open
VT-Close
VT-Data

Table 3-BACnet  defines a very flexible set of standard
services that are invoked by a device needing to send
or retrieve information from another device.
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Listing 2-The  format of a ElKnet Confirmed Request message can be specified using ASiV.  1 notafion.

BACnet-Confirmed-Request-PDU  ::= SEQUENCE (
pdu-type [OJ Unsigned (0..15),  0 for this PDU
segmented-message [ll BOOLEAN,
more-follows 121 BOOLEAN,
segmented-response-accepted 133 BOOLEAN,
reserved [41 Unsigned (0..31),  set to zero
max-APDU-length-accepted [SJ Unsigned (0..15),  encoded
invokeID C61 Unsigned (0..255),
sequence-number [7J Unsigned (0..255)  OPT,
proposed-window-size [8J Unsigned (1..127)  OPT,
service-choice [9J BACnetConfirmedServiceChoice,
service-request [lOI BACnetConfirmedServiceRequest

OPTIONAL
i

BACnet’s explicit encoding is
based on the ASN.l Basic Encoding
Rules (IS0 standard 8825). The rules
specify that extra bytes (called “tags”)
be embedded in a message to help the
recipient decode the message.

A tag provides information about
the message parameter immediately
following it. A tag is a number that
identifies which message parameter is
present and the parameter’s data type
and length.

With tags, you can construct mes-
sages with optional parameters, which
are quite common in BACnet. In addi-
tion, a single message type can easily
accommodate parameters without a
predetermined type or length.

To see what’s possible with tags,
consider BACnet’s Re a d P r o p e r t y
MU 1 t. i p 1 e service. It enables the client
to request the values of multiple prop-
erties in multiple objects contained in
a server.

The response message typically
contains several property values hav-
ing different data types and lengths. It’s
hard to imagine how to encode the
response without tags or a similar
mechanism.

Let’s look at how BACnet messages
are encoded. Listing 2 is the format of
a Confirmed Request message written
using ASN. 1 notation. It shows the
message parameters in the order they
appear with addressing information
omitted.

Items [0] through [9] in the PDU
(protocol data unit) constitute the
message header, which is encoded
implicitly (i.e., without tags). Item [lo]
(servicemrequest)containsparam-
eters specific to a particular service.

The service-request isencoded
explicitly (i.e., with tags). In the case of
a WriteProperty request,theser-
vice- request is as in Listing3.

A Wri teProperty  request message
has two optional parameters. Also, the
data type of parameter p rope r ty
V a 1 ue is unspecified (denoted by
ABSTRACT-SYNTAX.&Type), allowing
WriteProperty to accommodate
properties of any data type.

The service-specific part of messages
is explicitly encoded using tags. The

values in square brackets ([0] through
[4]), known as context tags, identify
the message parameters.

The data type of parameter p r o

pe rty Va 1 ue is left undefined in the
format specification of a W r i t e P r 0
pe rty request message. So, it’s useful
for a Wri teProperty  request to con-
tain an additional tag (i.e., an applica-
tion tag) that identifies the param-
eter’s data type and length. It can then
be interpreted by the recipient.

Listing 4 shows the bytes that
could be present in a Wri teProperty
request, along with comments that
identify and decode its elements.

As you can see, BACnet tags result
in messages that are more complex to
decode than messages exclusively
using implicit encoding. However, tags
enable BACnet to have a relatively
small number of very flexible message
types.

This design choice also enables
new data types to be added without
requiring the addition of new mes-
sages or changes to the format of ex-
isting messages.
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MESSAGE TRANSMISSION
The BACnet Standard also specifies

how BACnet messages are to be trans-
mitted between devices connected to a
BACnet network. Four data link/physi-
cal layer technologies have been offi-
cially sanctioned. Two are standard
protocols:

l IS0 8802-3 (Ethernet) with IS0 8802-2
l ANSI 878.1 (ARCnet)  with IS0 8802-2
l Echelon’s LonTalk (using m s g-s end

and msg_recei  ve primitives)
l MS/TP  (a token-passing RS-485 pro-

tocol developed specifically for
BACnet)

In addition, BACnet developers
anticipated the possibility of needing
to connect multiple BACnet networks
to form an internetwork. This required
the creation of a network-layer proto-
col to allow the routing of BACnet
messages between networks.

Routing is typically done via a spe-
cial BACnet router device, but control-
lers connected to multiple BACnet
networks may also perform this task.

In some cases, it’s desirable to con-
nect BACnet networks located a sig-
nificant distance apart. The BACnet
Standard defines two methods for
handling this problem.

First, a special protocol permits the
temporary or permanent connection of
multiple BACnet networks using a
simple serial point-to-point (PTP) com-
munications link. PTP has also been
frequently used to connect a PC work-
station to a BACnet network over the
telephone line.

The developers also defined meth-
ods by which a TCP/IP internetwork
or Novell network could connect mul-
tiple BACnet networks using a tech-
nique known as tunneling.

The protocol’s structure enables
BACnet messages to be transmitted
using many current or future network-
ing technologies.

It could have sanctioned Token
Ring as a data-link/physical layer pro-
tocol, but Token Ring was left out
because it’s not popular in the build-
ing-automation industry.

A current topic of discussion is how
to enhance BACnet to make better use
of TCP/IP internetworks.

Listing 3--The  WriteProperty  request is a type of BACnet Confirmed Se&e  Request. It corresponds to
what you see after the [IO]  in Listing 2.

WriteProperty-Request ::= SEQUENCE 1
ObjectIdentifier [O] BACnetObjectIdentifier,
propertyIdentifier [ll BACnetPropertyIdentifier,
propertyArrayIndex 121 Unsigned OPTIONAL,
propertyvalue [3] ABSTRACT-SYNTAX.&Type,
priority [41 Unsigned8 (1..16)  OPTIONAL

ADDRESSING
Almost every communications

network containing three or more
connected devices must be able to
identify devices. BACnet is no excep-
tion.

Every BACnet device may be
uniquely identified on a given inter-
network by the combination of its
network number (two bytes) and data-
link layer address (one to six bytes,
depending on the network technology).
BACnet routers have more than one
such address.

BACnet requires that the object-
identifier value of every Device object
be unique throughout a BACnet inter-
network, so it can be used as a kind of
high-level address. From an implemen-
tation standpoint, the 32-bit Device
object identifier is easier to use than
the variable-length combination of the
device’s network number and MAC
address.

NETWORK CONFIGURATION
Network configuration is a task

which is very difficult to avoid en-
tirely. However, BACnet has some
features to help in the configuration
process:

l taking an inventory of devices-
BACnet provides the Who I s and
I -Am services, which can be used to
find out what devices are connected
to a network, as well as the network
address of each device found.

l locating a particular object-BAC-
net’s Who-Has and I-Have services
locate an object believed to be in a
device connected to the network.

l determining device capabilities-
Every BACnet device that contains
any objects must have one Device
object. This contains several proper-
ties describing the device’s capabili-
ties, including a list of all BACnet
objects in it.

The BACnet Standard also de-
fines the format of a Protocol Imple-
mentation Conformance Statement,
a document created by the device
manufacturer to detail the capabili-
ties of the device.

l configuring a device-BACnet’s  vir-
tual terminal services allow a de-
vice to be configured over a network
as if a terminal emulator was di-
rectly connected to the device.
Virtual-terminal services might also
be useful for performing diagnos-
tics.

Listing 4--Here, I’ve constructed a real Wri'teProperty  request. The hexadecimal bytes wouldactually  be
transmitted within a packet.

; msg header for a Confirmed Request (implicitly encoded)

::
; Confirmed Request, unsegmented
: max application msg size = 1024 bytes (from a table)

A:
: invokeID  = 29
; service-choice = WriteProperty  Request

: msg body for WriteProperty  Request (explicitly encoded with taos)
oc ; context tag 0 (object identifier), length = 4 bytes
y; 80 00 03 ; Analog Value object, instance.113

: context tag 1 (property identifier), length = 1 byte

::
; Present-Value property
. context tag 3 (property value), opening tag

:f 34 00 00
I appl tag 4 (single prec real number), len = 4 bytes
: 180.0 (value of present-value property, IEEE 754 enc)

3F ; context tag 3 (property value), closing tag
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BACnet’s FUTURE
BACnet should evolve as technology

advances. The standard has “continu-
ous maintenance” status, so anyone
can propose changes or additions at
any time.

The BACnet committee meets semi-
annually to debate proposed changes
and to issue clarifications and errata.
ASHRAE’s rules ensure that approved
substantive changes will not take
effect until after a public review period
has elapsed and all comments by inter-
ested persons have been carefully con-
sidered. Therefore, any changes happen
rather slowly.

The BACnet committee is develop-
ing a conformance testing standard,
creating device-specific object types for
HVAC applications, and exploring ways
to use BACnet on TCP/IP networks.

With increased interest from people
working on applications other than
HVAC, it’s likely that the committee
will consider additions to the standard
in the near future.

BACnet seems likely to become the
de facto standard protocol for automa-
tion systems in commercial and indus-
trial buildings. Virtually every major
HVAC-controls company has devel-
oped or is developing BACnet-compli-
ant products, and already, it is used in
hundreds of buildings in North
America and Europe.

Some companies are adopting it as
the native communication protocol for
their devices, and others are develop-
ing gateways between BACnet and
their proprietary communication pro-
tocols.

Manufacturers of fire-detection and
access-control systems can use BAC-
net to increase the level of integration
between different systems within a
building or campus.

As well, BACnet has many attrib-
utes that match the needs of a much
wider range of monitoring and distrib-
uted control applications (e.g., process
control and factory automation).

I believe that BACnet’s strongest
features are:

l an object model that provides a stan-
dard network-visible representation
of functionality present in control
and monitoring devices

l a broad set of services
l a powerful message-codmg method
l the flexibility to use many different

data-transmission technologies and
media

BACnet isn’t appropriate for all
embedded applications which require
networking. Simpler network proto-
cols may be faster and have more pre-
dictable response time. They may also
have a lower cost of implementation.

But, whatever your embedded net-
working application, BACnet deserves
consideration. Unlike other standard
protocols which have not yet entirely
materialized, BACnet is field tested,
clearly documented, and sufficiently
flexible to satisfy many needs. q

Tim  Butler is the director of software
engineering at Cimetrics Technology.
He’s also a member of the committee
in charge of maintaining the BACnet
Standard. Tim  received his B.S. and
M.S. in engineering from M.I. T. You
may reach him at info@cimetrics.com.
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BACnet
Cimetrics Technology
55 Temple PI.
Boston, MA 0211 l-1300
(617) 350-7550
Fax: (617) 350-7552

407 Very Useful
408 Moderately Useful
409 Not Useful

y_v‘,,,d (w. CONNECTS TO US-232)

AR-16 RELAY INTERFACE (16 channel) . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 69.95
Two 0 channel (TTL level) outputs are provided for
connection to relay cards or other devices (expandable
to 126 relays using EX-16 expansion cards). A variety of
relays cards and relays are stocked. Call for more info.
AR-2 RELAY INTERFACE (2 relays, 10 amp)....$44.95
RP6 REED RELAY CARD (6 relays, 10 VA)......$49.95
RH-6 RELAY CARD (10 amp SPDT, 277 VAC)...$69.95

A N A L O G  T O
DIGITAL

p ( C ONNECTS TO ~~-232)

ADC-16 A/D CONVERTER* (16 channel/6 bit)..$%.96
ADG6G  AID CONVERTER’ (6 channel/IO bit).$124.@6
Input voltage, amperage, pressure. energy usage, light,
joysticks and a wide variety of other types of analog
signals. RS-422/RS-465  available (lengths lo 4,000’).
Call for info on other A/D configurations  and 12 bii
converters (terminal block and cable sold separately).
Includes Data Acquisition software for Windows 95 or 3.1
ADCIE TEMPERATURE INTERFACE’ (6 ch)..$l39.96
Includes term. block & 6 temp. sensors (-40’  to 146’ F).
STA-6 DIGITAL INTERFACE+ (6 channel).........$99.96
Input on/off status of relays, switches, HVAC equipment,
security devices, keypads, and other devices.
PB-4 PORT SELECTOR (4 channels RS-422)....$79.%
Converts an RS-232 port into 4 selectable RS-422 ports.
CO-422 (RS-232 to RS-422 converter) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 39.95
l EXPANDABLE...expand your interface to control and
monitor up to 512 relays, up  to 576 digital inputs, up to
126 anal0
the PS-4. g

inputs or up to 128 temperature inputs using
X-16, ST-32 &AD-l6 expansion cards.

*FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT...provided  over the
telephone  by our staff. Technical reference 8 disk
includiig  test software 8 pro
OuickBasic,  GW Basic, Visua Basn.9 .#

rammin examples in
usual  C++,

Turbo C, Assembly and others are provided.

l HIGH RELIABILlTY...engineered  for continuous 24
hour industrial applications with 10 years of proven
performance in the energy management field.

. CONNECTS TO RS-232, RS-422 or RS_486...use  with
IBM and compatibles, Mac and most computers. All
standard baud rates and orotocols  (50 lo 19.200 baud)

FREE INFORMATION PACKET...use  our 600 numbar.
Fax or E-mail to order, or visit our Internet on-line catalog.

URL:  htt$x//www.eeci.com
Technical Support (614) 464-4470

24 HOUR ORDER LINE 800) 842-7714
\Visa-Mastercard-American xpress-COD

Internet E-mail: eecil  t)ibm.net
International & Domestic FAX: (614) 464-9656

Uw for information, technical support 8 orders.

ELECTRONIC ENERGY CONTROL, lNC.
3% South Fifth Street. Suite 604

Columbus, Ohio 43215-5491
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Getting
Pumped

Paul Paglia

DC-to-DC
Charge-Pump
Converters

7

‘oday’s electronic
equipment must be

smaller and less ex-
rpensive than ever before.

The analog portions of many systems
require special power supplies such as
negative or higher voltages at rela-
tively low currents (usually ~100 mA).

But, while there are many ways to
implement these power-supply solu-
tions, only a few meet the require-
ments of low cost, high efficiency, and
small size.

One way to generate these supply
voltages is to combine dedicated volt-
age sources (e.g., negative rectification
of the AC input, more batteries, special
transformer windings, etc.) with linear
regulators. However, extra batteries
and transformer windings add cost and
size. And, introducing a linear regula-
tor reduces system efficiency.

In comparison, switch-mode power
supplies offer more flexibility and
higher efficiency. Switch-mode power
supplies can step up, step down, or
invert input voltages.

Figure 1 shows a common switch-
mode power-supply scheme that steps
up voltages. The step-up or “boost”
switching regulator stores energy (sup-
plied by V,“) in the inductor (L) when
the FET is on. When it’s off, the energy
stored in the inductor (plus input en-
ergy] transfers to the capacitor.

The net result is an output voltage
greater than the input voltage. The
output voltage is fed back to the error
amplifier through a preset resistor-
divider network.

The error amplifier controls the on
time of the FET through the PWM.
This action indirectly regulates the
output-voltage level by controlling
how much energy is stored and trans-
ferred to the output.

In many applications, inductor-based
topologies provide a good solution.
However, they complicate matters by
introducing radiated electromagnetic
interference (EMI) as well as increased
cost and size.

Implementing an inductor-based
solution is not for every application,
nor is it the most user-friendly solu-
tion. Selecting the proper inductor,
rectifier, and storage capacitor requires
some knowledge of DC-to-DC con-
verter theory.

When you have large switching
currents, you need to pay careful atten-
tion to board layout. When dedicated
analog supplies are needed with low
output current, DC-to-DC charge-pump
voltage converters are the best solution.

These charge pumps provide up to
99% efficiency at a much lower cost
than inductor-based solutions. Instead
of using an inductor, two external ca-
pacitors store energy, reducing radiated
EM1 and simplifying system design.

Offered in eight-pin surface-mount
ICs and coupled with two capacitors
(see Figure 2), the charge-pump con-
verter provides a low-cost, easily imple-
mented, small-outline solution. When
light load, voltage inversion, or dou-
bling is needed, charge-pump DC-to-
DC converters are the best solution.

Let me introduce you to the con-
cepts behind these devices. I’ll discuss
some of current trends and products.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
The charge-pump DC-to-

DC converter works on the
principle of charge transfer.
By storing charge in a “fly-

Figure l-/n this typica/  boost converter
circuit, the converter’s output is
monitored via the resistor divider and fed
back to the PWM circuitry. The PWM
controk  the on time of the ET.
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Figure 2--Te/Com’s  X7660  is configured as a voltage
inverter.  Two external capacifors  generate a negative
voltage source. This volfage inverter configuration is the
most common application for the  charge-pump converter.

ing capacitor” and transferring this
charge to a reservoir capacitor, the DC-
to-DC converter can perform common
applications like voltage inversion and
voltage doubling.

Figure 3 shows an example of the
voltage inverter. An internal oscillator
and logic circuit controls a switch
matrix consisting of Sl and S2.

During the first half cycle, both
switches are to the left. The flying
capacitor (Cp) charges to the input
voltage, V,“. During the second half
cycle, the switches move to the right.

This shift ties the positive side of
Cp to ground and the negative side of
CP to V& offsetting Cp by -Vln.  Cp
and the reservoir capacitor (Cr) are now
tied together in parallel, and charge is
transferred from Cp to Cr.

For now, assume that switch losses
are negligible. Under these conditions,
the converter operates at close to 99%
efficiency. The only losses are due to
the supply current running the oscilla-
tor and logic circuitry.

With these assumptions, the con-
verter can be modeled as an ideal volt-
age source. But, for a more realistic
model, you must consider other things.

REAL-WORLD ANALYSIS
There is one P-channel (SWl)  and

three N-channel (SW2, SW3, and SW4)
MOS power switches that allow charge

Figure 4-This circuit shows fhe connections offhe
infernal charge-pump swifches  (SWLSW4)  to fhe
external capacitors (Cp and Cr) in a voltage inverter
configuration. When SW1 and SW2 are on, Cp is
charged to L(“. When SW3 and SW4 are on, Cp
transfers charge fo Cr and fhe load.

to be transferred from the flying ca-
pacitor to the reservoir capacitor as
shown in Figure 4. These switches are
driven by the outputs of the logic cir-
cuitry, which are synchronized to half
the internal oscillator frequency.

CHARGING THE FLYING CAP
During the first half cycle, SW1 and

SW2 are on and SW3 and SW4 are off.
The circuit can be simplified to the one
in Figure 5. The flying capacitor is
charged to a voltage ( VcP)  based on
equation (1). The total charge on the
flying cap (qp) is equal to CpVc_,:

Vcp = V,, - Vi, emjl/Rcpl  + V,,, emll/RcPl (1)

Given that Vc,,o equals VcP at the
beginning of the cycle, Vin  is the sup-
ply voltage,

R = R,,, + R,,, + ESRcp

and

t=os +
i 1chargt.

f1“SC

where fchorge equals 0.5 x fO,,,

SUPPLYING ENERGY TO LOAD
In addition to Cp being charged

during this half cycle, Cr supplies cur-
rent to the load as shown in Figure 6.
At the beginning of this half cycle, Cr
switches from being charged to supply-
ing current to the load.

This represents a change in current
equal in magnitude to 21,.  The voltage
on the output of the converter (pin 5)
drops instantaneously at the beginning
of this half cycle due to the IR drop
across Cr. It is reflected by 21,ESRCr
in equation (2).

Assuming a constant current load
condition, the discharge of Cr can be
represented by equation (2). This equa-
tion can be used to approximate the
devices output-ripple voltage:

V,,=V,,-2I,ESRCr-&dt  ( 2 )

where Vcro  is the voltage on Cr at time
0, I, is the load current, and

dt=+
0.X

ESRCr directly contributes to the
device’s output-ripple voltage. If the
device supplies a load of 20 mA and the
capacitor has an ESR of 10 a, expect a
minimum output ripple of 200 mV.

Increasing fosc decreases the output-
ripple voltage. However, increasing fO,,
results in increased switching loss
(increased IsUpp,Y).  At some point, switch-
ing losses become significant enough
that a dropoff  in efficiency negates the
benefits of increasing the operating
frequency.

Increasing fO,, also enables you to
use smaller capacitors. Keep in mind
that reduction in capacitor size typi-
cally results in increased ESR. Such a
reduction can detrimentally affect
output ripple.

Figure 3--This simplified circuit shows how fhe charge
pump generates a negative volfage  supply. V is stored
on Cp, inverted, and transferred to Cr. Nofice”?haf  fhe
anode of Cr is grounded. When switching losses and
capacitor ESR  are ignored as in this circuit, the charge
pump can be modeled as an ideal voltage source.

TRANSFERRING CHARGE
During the second phase of the

cycle, SW1 and SW2 are turned off and
SW3 and SW4 are turned on. The sim-
plified circuit is shown in Figure 7.
The logic timing is such that a finite
delay ensures that there’s never a con-
tinuous path from Vln to ground.

Cp is tied in parallel with Cr and
transfers a portion of its charge into
Cr, as well as supplying current to the
load. The voltage on Cp changes from
Vl prior to the switch to V2 at the end
of the cycle (see Figure 8).

The voltage V2 depends on the en-
ergy dissipated through circuit switch
resistance and capacitor ESR, as well
as the energy delivered to the load.
The energy lost is defined as:

E = 0.5 Cr (V12-  V22)

The amount of charge that was
transferred, qi,,,,i,,, from Cp to the
output is:
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Figure 5-While Cp is being
charged, the ESR  of capacitor Cp
and the resistance of SW1 and
SW2 cannot be ignored. These
components direct/y affect device
power-conversion efficiency. Using
low-ESR  capacitors ensures high-
efficiency operation.

9 rransfrr  = CPVI - CPV2
= CpAVcp

Knowing that the switch is operat-
ing at fc,,,, an expression for current can
be written as:

I=CdV
dt

=CpVI-V2
dt

where

dt=+
“SC

1=cpv1-v2
1

i If “SC

or
I= V l - v 2

l 1
+ CP

OX

Therefore, you can express the equiv-
alent impedance during the transfer
cycle as:

R transfer =
i 1
+  C P

“SC

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
Taking into account the switch

resistance and capacitor ESR, I can
generate a more accurate model for the
charge pump as an ideal voltage source
in series with a resistor (see Figure 9).

This resistor, R,, represents the
devices output resistance and is com-
posed of:

l series resistance of R,,,, RSW2,  and
ESRCl when Cp is charging

l series resistance of RSW1,  R,,,, and
ESRCl when Cp is transferring
charge to Cr

l the equivalent resistance during the
charge transfer cycle

l the equivalent series resistance of
the reservoir capacitor, ESRCr

This expression is summarized as:

R,= 2(ESRCp + R,,, + R,,J + 2(ESRCp

+ R,,, + RWJ + RWlsic, + ESRCr

where

R transfer =

Note that because the switches are
only on for half a cycle, the average
resistance is multiplied by two. As-
suming that the switch resistances are
equal, R, simplifies to:

Figure 6-When  Cr is supplying current to the load, the
capacitor’s ESR directly affects output-voltage /eve/.
Because Cr is tied directly to the load during this phase,
switching losses aren’t a factor.
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. lowering fosc increases R,

. increasing fosc decreases R, to a point.

Figure 7-This  circuit identifies switch (SW3 and SW4)
resistance as well as fhe capacitor ESR  during fhe
charge-transfer phase. During this phase, charge is
transferred from Cp to Cr and the load.

The two major factors contributing
to the charge pumps’ output resistance
are the IC’s internal switch resistance
and the ESR of capacitors Cl and C2.
The internal switch resistance must be
accepted as is. However, you must
minimize the ESR of Cl and C2 to
ensure optimal device operation.

Figure &This  circuif identifies ESR and switch-
resistance components associated with  fhe charge-
pump converter. The lower the internal switch
resistance, the higher the output load capability

R, = 4R,, + 4ESRCp  + Rt,ansie,  + ESRCr

where

R transfer = ~
i If1 CP

OX

The switch resistance is a function
of the transistor’s geometry and pro-
cess technology. You have only little
control over its value, but you should
be aware that R,, is sensitive to tem-
perature and supply voltage.

R,, decreases with increasing sup-
ply voltage or decreasing temperature.
Because R,, is multiplied by four,
increasing R,, can have a significant
effect on overall output resistance.

Looking at the remaining expres-
sions that make up R,, we know:

l ESRCp has a four times larger effect
on R, than ESRCr

You should select the external ca-
pacitor value and type that best suit
your size and cost requirements. Ce-
ramic capacitors offer the lowest ESR,
followed by (in order of increasing ESR)
OS-CON, film, Aluminum Electro-
lytics, and Tantalum capacitors.

Within one technology, ESR tends
to closely track physical capacitor
volume, given constant capacitance
value and voltage rating. Consequent-
ly, lower ESR is usually obtained at
the cost of increased capacitor size.

Film capacitors are obviously not a
viable solution due to their excessive
cost and size. Ceramic capacitors offer
the lowest ESR, but they too can be
cost prohibitive.

Their relatively low volumetric
efficiency can result in size restric-
tions. Also, they exhibit an order of
magnitude increase in ESR as operat-
ing temperature drops from +25”C  to
-55°C.

OS-CON capacitors offer an ESR
only slightly higher than ceramics, but
they consume more volume. The OS-
CON capacitor has excellent linearity
from -55°C to +125’C. Aluminum
Electrolytics are ideal for low-cost

Figure g-The real-world model of the charge-pump
volfage  converfer is depicted as a voltage source in
series with  output impedance. The output impedance is
a combination of internal switch resistance and external
capacitor ESR.

applications where board space is not
an issue.

Electrolytics like OS-CON capaci-
tors are typically offered in a radial
lead package but are available in sur-
face-mount styles. Tantalum capacitors
offer an ESR similar to the Aluminum
Electrolytic, but their excellent volu-
metric efficiency provides the smallest
profile solution at a reasonable cost.

Table 1 identifies some of the sup-
pliers of low-ESR  capacitors. Most
manufacturers do not identify ESR.
Instead, they provide DF (dissipation
factor) specifications at 120 Hz. The
lower the DF, the lower the ESR, since
ESR is derived from:

ESR=s

LAYOUT
To ensure good noise protection,

use these basic layout practices:

l minimize stray inductance by keeping
board trace lengths to a minimum

l minimize ground impedance by em-
ploying a ground plane

l mount the charge-pump IC as close
to the load as possible to minimize
output impedance

l mount the supply decoupling and
pump capacitors as close as possible

to the charge-pump IC

DF Q ESR Q Cap Working
Manufacturer Series 120 Hz 100 kHz (uF) Vo l tage Size

Ca;;;tor

Chemi-Con
Sanyo

Panasonic
Sanyo
Marcon
Marcon
Mallory
Matsuo

Illinois Cap
Panasonic

Sanyo
Sanyo

Panasonic
Matsuo

cl% Kl 1 4.7 4.7 ;: 4.3 3.0 x 4.3 x 5.2 x 5.4 SMT SMT Al Al Elec Elec
:: 0.06 0.07 0.150 R 4.7 4.7 16 7.9 7.0 x x 5.3 7.0 x x 3.3 9.0 SMT SMT Spec  OS-CON Polymer

THC <0.05 0.05 R 4.7 :: 3.2 x 2.5 x 2.0 Ceramic
TCC co.05 - 4.7 25 5.6 x 5.0 x 2.5 Ceramic

T491/5 0.06 4.7 25 6.0 x 3.2 x 4.5267E 0.06 O.iQ 4.7 20 3.5 x 2.8 x 1.9 T”,
RZM 0.12 40 4.7 50 5.0x11.0 Rad Ld Al Elec
& 0.05 0.08 0.125 n 4.7 4.7 :: 6.3 6.3 x x 11.2 6.8 Rad Rad Ld Ld OS-CON Al Elec

SL 0.06 0.150 R 4.7 6.3 x 5.0 Rad Ld OS-CON

&; 0.06 0.06 - - 4.7 4.7 ;: 25 3.7 4.8 x 4.1 x 7.5 x 5.6 Rad Rad Ld Ld Tant Tant

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
TelCom offers 11 charge-

pump DC-to-DC converters
(see Table 2). These products

Table l--Many low ESR capacitor
opfions are available  for both surface-
mount and fhrough-hole applications. The
designer’s task is to select the /owes?
ESR  capacifor fhaf meefs the system’s
cosf  and size restrictions.
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L

Pi” #
1
2
3

TC660

Boost

%D
C -
$t

o s c
v +

TC962

Ze”er

%D
C -
V0”l
FreqXP
o s c
v +

TCl044S TC7660 TC7660S TC766OH TC7662A TC7662B TCM680 TC682 TCM850.3

Boost N/C BOOSi N/C N/C Boost Cl- Cl- C l +

&D %D &D &D %D %D
c2+ c2+ C -
cz- c2-

C - C - C - C- C - C - N/C
NegOut
SHDN/OSC

;$ $t ;yt ;$ut
ai?

;L+ui 2% GND FB/CONT
VI” V,” OUT

o s c o s c o s c o s c o s c o s c C l + C l + GND
v + v + v + v + v + v + Vwt+ Vwt+ IN

$hn;~~pplication

8S0 C,E’ :
X X

;
; ; ; ; ; ; :: X

8CDIP I,M X X X X X
16SO  C,E X

Features
VI” (V)
fo,, (kHz)
f,,,  boost

(kHz)
CS$rr

zener  ref.
LV Pin
RI @I
fS&Y

(max, KA)
lkhd”  (!-LA)

1.5-5 3-18 1.5-12 1.5-10 1.5-12 1.5-10 3-18 1.5-l 5 z-5.5 2.0-5.5 5-l 0
10 12 10 10 10 120 12 10 20 12 100

90 24 45 N/A 45 N/A N/A 35 N/Z N/A N/A

X
::

X X X X X X

g.5 32 :0
X X X X
70 60 55 40 65 140 140 N/A

200 190 80 80 80 460 190 80 500 185 2000
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A l - 3

High Medium Medium LOW LOW LOW
current current current current currentfrequency

reference, 7660 V,,, No b&t 7600 V,,,
Wide V,, Boost pin Boost pin

KY;‘)  $99’ ES;,  e$% Kz;i kzgz%d

capacitors or FreqXP extended inverting
voltage

doubler invelter  WI
range V,, and voltage shutdown

slightly doubler
higher Ron

Table 2-Given the wide range of charge-pump devices available, you’ll likely  find one that fits your application. Note  the variations in supply current, oscillator frequency, and
output drive capability

are ideal for low-current, voltage-inver-
sion, or doubling applications.

All of TelCom’s charge-pump de-
vices (except the TCM85x, TCM680,
and TC682) are spin-offs of the TC7660.
Except for the variations in output
load capability, supply voltage range,
supply current, and so on, they operate
using the same principles.

The TCM680 and TC682 are unique
because they provide positive and
negative voltage doubling functions. In
other words, the TCM680 can generate
+lO V from a single 5-V input.

The TCM85x  family of charge
pumps integrates a low dropout regula-
tor, which provides a regulated nega-
tive output. The TCM85x  is designed
for applications where a low-noise
regulated negative output is needed
(e.g., gate bias for GaAs transistors in
cellular phones).

PRODUCT TRENDS
Charge pumps were once consid-

ered unregulated DC-to-DC converters
and used strictly for doubling or in-
verting voltages. And when it came to
adjusting and regulating output, they
fell short of inductor-based switchers.

Meshing the benefits of the charge
pump with those of inductor-based
converters, however, provides the ideal

solution. A high-efficiency, adjustable,
regulated converter with no radiated
EM1 is achieved by integrating a linear
regulator or other feedback circuitry
into the charge pump.

Many charge pumps already have
shut-down capability. The appearance
of other features that further reduce
the average device’s power consump-
tion is inevitable. Charge-pump oscil-
lator frequencies are being decreased or
increased to reduce supply currents or
accommodate small capacitors.

As with most products, manufac-
turers are offering the same or more
functionality in a smaller package.
Consequently, package size is reducing
from the standard eight-pin SOIC to
MSOP or SOT-23-5 packages.

Smaller packages typically mean
reducing die size, resulting in smaller
output transistors and larger output
resistance. Obviously, maintaining the
same efficiency when going to a small
package is the real challenge.

BEST FIT?
The charge pump is by no means all

things to all people, but for certain
power-conversion applications, it’s the
ideal solution.

The charge pump can’t provide the
output current and regulation of induc-

tor-based DC-to-DC converters. But, it
does provide a noise-free (EMI) power-
conversion solution that’s easy to
implement, low cost, and compact.

These features combined with ex-
cellent efficiency at light loads, make
the charge pump the converter of
choice for many low-power applica-
tions. q

Paul Paglia  is a field applications
engineer for TelCom Semiconductor.
He is a graduate of Tufts University
and has worked in the semiconductor
industry for 10 years. You may reach
Paul at pags@mindspring.com.

DC-to-DC charge-pump convert-
ers, TC7660EV  and TCM-
850EV evaluation kits

TelCom Semiconductor, Inc.
1300 Terra Bella Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043-  1800
(415) 968-9241
Fax: (415) 967-1590
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Standards for Electromagnetic
Compliance Testing
Introducing Concepts and Standards

’ n the past 20
years, the use of the

V electromagnetic spec-
r trum has changed drama-

tically. Far more cell phones and com-
puters now operate at much higher
frequencies and power levels.

The average portable computer has
a master clock above 100 MHz, caus-
ing harmonics into the gigahertz. The
latest cell phones operate at 900 MHz.

Designers of electronic equipment
must consider electromagnetic inter-
ference (EMI) and electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) issues like never
before. However, the mere mention of
EM1 and EMC to engineers usually
brings moans, groans, colorful lan-
guage, and a horror story or two.

Few areas in the field of electronics
evoke such emotions. And, it’s unfor-
tunate since EMI/EMC issues and
their associated tests have become de
facto design standards for all electronic
equipment.

A major reason for such negative
reactions is the lack of understanding
by electronics designers of the EMI/
EMC rules, regulations, standards, and
tests. (From now on, I’ll refer to rules,
regulations, and standards simply as
standards.)

This lack of understanding is parti-
cularly true of digital designers. When
CPU clocks rates were in the low mega-
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hertz, there was a clear
distinction between
analog and digital.
Digital designers had
little cause to be con-
cerned with EMI/
EMC. But with ever-
increasing clock rates,
they too must pay
attention to EMI/EMC.

The number of
standards and tests

Receiving Antenna
b)

m

Ground Plane

Stabilizing Network -AC Mains

Figure l--The basic test setup for radiated (a) and conducted (b)  emissions tests are fairly simple.
These tests will  be discussed further in INK 80.

associated with EM1 and compliance is
numbing. It’s difficult to determine
which standards and tests apply to a
particular piece of equipment.

In this series, I discuss only the
standards and tests for equipment
where a computer, microprocessor,
and/or digital circuits (I refer to all of
these as digital circuits] are a major
source of EM emissions.

I ignore the standards and tests for
such equipment as broadcast and tele-
communications, although they most
certainly contain digital circuits. Also,
I only discuss the standards and tests
demanded by the FCC and European
agencies since they cover most of the
industrial world.

And, this series is written
for the design and devel-
opment engineer. I’m not a
compliance engineer, so I’ll
omit the nitty-gritty bureau-
cratic details, as well as the
esoteric exceptions.

While I emphasize the
technical issues of the stan-
dards and tests, don’t use me
as your sole guide to EMI/
EMC compliance. This is
intended a general resource.
It in no way replaces the
actual standards and tests.

Depending on your spe-
cific equipment and appli-
cation, it may be worth it to
read the actual standards and
tests. However, let me give
you some tips.

Do not read the standards
at work. You will fall asleep
and get fired. Read them at
home, but not in bed (unless
you suffer from insomnia).

The best way to read the
standards and tests is stand-

ing up. Ambient temperature is also
important. Turn down the heat. Or, if
live in an area that requires air condi-
tioning in winter, turn down the AC
and start reading.

FCC
The FCC regulations that deal with

equipment containing digital circuits,
where they’re the major source of EM
emissions, are the Code of Federal

Regulations Title 47 (CFR 47) Parts 15
and 18.

Part 15, Radio Frequency Devices,
is the part that most equipment con-
taining digital circuits normally seeks
compliance under. Part 18, Industrial,

Scientific, and Medical
devices (ISM), covers a
special class of prod-
ucts, most containing
digital circuits.

Part 15 is divided
into four subparts:
general [A), uninten-
tional radiators (B),
intentional radiators
(C), and unlicensed
personal communica-

tions service (UPCS) devices (D).
Subpart A covers general topics and

gives definitions. Subpart D deals with
personal communications devices that
operate in the 1910-1930-  and 2390-
2400-MHz frequency bands, which I
won’t discuss here.

Subpart C handles intentional radi-
ators, which are usually broadcast and
telecommunications equipment. The
vast majority of products that contain
digital circuits, where the digital cir-
cuits are the main source of EM emis-
sions, are typically unintentional
radiators and are covered in Subpart B.

Under Part 15, a piece of equipment
is either an intentional or unintention-

1 FCCPart15  1

J-

S u b p a r t  B

Affix Proper Labeling
Place Notice and Warning

Verification Nonpersonal Computer,
Certification Personal Computer

Place on Market

Figure 2-This  flowchart illustrates the steps required to obtain FCC approval for
 15,  S u b p a r t  B.

al radiator. An intentional
radiator is a “device that in-
tentionally generates and
emits radio frequency energy
by radiation or induction.”

These devices radiate RF
energy as an inherent part of
their functionality [e.g., cell
phones, CB radios, and broad-
cast transmitters). While most
of these devices contain digi-
tal circuits, they’re not nor-
mally the main source of EM
emissions. So, I won’t discuss
intentional radiators further.

An unintentional radiator
is “a device that intentionally
generates radio frequency
energy for use within the
device, or that sends radio
frequency signals by conduc-
tion to associated equipment
via connecting wiring, but
which is not intended to emit
RF energy by radiation or
induction.”

Virtually every electronic
device produces unintentional
emissions. Any digital circuit
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produces radiated and con-
ducted emissions as an by-
product of its operation.

Switching currents on
wires and traces radiates RF.
The faster the clock rate, the
higher the frequency of the
radiated RF. And, the faster
the rise times of the switch-
ing currents, the fuller the
frequency spectrum. Recall a
dirac function has zero rise

Digital devices used in transportation vehicles
Power utility or industrial-plant electronic control systems
ISM (Industrial, Scientific, Medical) equipment (covered in Part 18)
Digital devices used in household appliances
Specialized medical devices used by health-care practitioners

(covered by FDA)
Digital devices that consume less than 6 nW of power
Joysticks, mice, and other passive devices
Battery-operated devices that generate frequencies 4.705 MHz

and that do not operate while connected to the AC mains

Table l--The FCC grants exemptions for some classes of products for several
reasons. Sometimes, the product is covered by another part of the code (i.e., L!TM)  or if
may be exempt due to fhe nature of the product or its operating environment.

time and infinite frequency content.
Unintentional radiators (device or

system) containing digital circuits are
classified as digital devices (previously
called computing devices). They gener.
ate and use timing signals or pulses at
a rate in excess of 9000 pulses (cycles)
per second and use digital techniques.
The definition includes not only com-
puters and microprocessors but digital
logic such as PALS and gate arrays, as
long as they operate at 9 kHz  or more.

Part 15 subdivides digital devices
into two categories-classes A and B.
A Class A digital device is “marketed
for use in a commercial, industrial or

The FCC limits the radi-
ated-emission levels that an
unintentional radiator can
emit under Subpart B. The
test procedure consists of

business environment, exclusive of a the equipment under test (EUT) being
device which is marketed for use by placed at a distance, normally 330 m
the general public or is intended to be from a receiving antenna as shown in
used in the home.” Figure la.

In contrast, a Class B digital device
is “marketed for use in a residential
environment notwithstanding use in
commercial, business, and industrial
environments.”

The EUT is operated normally, and
the received radiation over the frequen-
cy band 30-1000 MHz is measured. In
some cases, the upper frequency limit
can be up to 40 GHz.

For example, a Class A digital device
is any piece of test equipment (e.g.,
spectrum analyzers) while a Class B
example is a personal computer.

For FCC approval as a digital device,
a device must undergo two tests-a
radiated-emissions test and a con-

If the measured values are lower
than the defined levels, the EUT passes.
I’ll provide more details about this test
in Part 2 of this series.

CONDUCTED EMISSIONS
Most of us have experienced con-

ducted emission (i.e., noise on an AC
line caused by other equipment con-
nected to the same line). To keep AC
lines noise free, the FCC limits the
amount of noise a product can send
back on the line.

“We’re impressed by the level of
documentation and particularly
by the readability of the code”

- M, Ryan, Cordant,  Inc.

‘%ast,  flexible, high-quality
code, and excellent
technical support.”

- L. Allen, Andros,  Inc.

“Personally, Ifound  the
Adaptation Kit and tool set very
straightforward to use, making

the BIOS development
process relatively easy. ),

- S. Chaplin, Software Engineer.

Includes our award-winning Run-From-Rom DO

Includes Flash Disk for popular Flash part

Over 300 easy configuration options

BIDS Kit includes full source cod

Royalties - SUcopy  81 dow

General Software’” -
3 2 0  1 0 8 t h  A v e .  N.E..  Suite 400 * Bellevue.  W A  9 8 0 0 4

Te l :  206 .454 .5755 .  Fax :  206 .454 .5744  .  Sa les :  800.850.5755

http://www.gensw.com/general * E - M a i l :  general@gensw.com
0 ,996 GDnDra  safww Ik Genera,  soltware Ihe  GS LCqO  En&w4  BlOS  and ErnbedOBd  DOS s a lrsdemah  Of Gerwd  saltsare  iu1  @x3  rw.rvEd
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ducted-emissions test. The
standard that provides the
basis for the tests prescribed
by Parts 15 and 18 is ANSI
63.4-1992.

RADIATED EMISSIONS

The basic test setup is as in Figure
lb. The noise level that the EUT cond-
ucts back on the AC line is measured.
The frequency band tested is from 0.45
to 30 MHz. As long as the EUT pro-
duces noise levels less than the limits
set out in Part 15 Subpart B, it passes.

The radiated and conducted emis-
sions tests for Class A and B digital
devices are the same. However, Class A
digital devices are allowed higher levels
of radiated and conducted emissions.

Class A and B digital devices that
aren’t personal computers or peripher-
als are subject to verification. But, other
Class B devices (i.e., computers and
peripheral devices) are subject to certi-
fication.

With verification, the manufacturer
must be satisfied that the device meets
the appropriate standards prior to mar-
keting. For certification, the FCC must
be satisfied that the product meets the
appropriate standards before marketing.
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ISM Freauencv Tolerance

6.78 MHz
13.56 MHz
27.12 MHz
40.68 MHz

915 MHz
2450 MHz
6800 MHz

24,125 MHz
81.25 GHz

122.50 GHz
245.00 GHz

+15.0 kHz
+7.0 kHz

+163.0 kHz
+20.0 kHz

+13.0  MHz
+50.0  MHz
+75.0  MHz

+125.0 MHz
+250.0 MHz
+500.0 MHz

+l .O GHz

Table 2-/ndustria/, scientific, and medical equipment
can have unlimited radiating power in fhese  frequency
bands, but the signal bandwidth is quite narrow.

With verification, the manufacturer
has measurements made to verify that
equipment complies with the appropri-
ate standards. Copies of the verification
tests are kept at the production site.

The FCC label is placed on the
device, FCC notices and warnings are
placed in the owner’s manual, and the
device goes on market. At its discre-
tion, the FCC can request a unit for its
own tests (not a normal occurrence).

In contrast, with certification, after
taking the same compliance measure-
ments, the manufacturer makes an
application to the FCC that includes a
set of test results. The FCC reviews
the results, maintains them in its files,
and issues a certificate of approval.

At its discretion, the FCC can re-
quest a unit for its own tests. Before the
device goes to market, the FCC label is
placed on the device, and FCC notices
and warnings are placed in the owner’s
manual.

Both types of devices must carry the
FCC label. If it’s impractical for the
label to appear on the device (e.g., the
device is too small), it may be placed
in the operations manual or the con-
tainer the device is sold in.

After approval, operation is subject
to two conditions. It may not cause
harmful interference. And, it must
accept any interference received, in-
cluding that causing undesired opera-
tion.

The first condition ensures that,
even though the product has FCC
approval, it cannot cause harmful
interference. So, should you use your
computer at an airport and it interferes
with air-traffic frequencies, the FCC
can stop you from using the computer
even though it has FCC approval.

The second condition points out
that the product must be designed
with good engineering practices that
let it operate in the EM environment
set up by the radiated- and conducted-
emissions tests. There are no FCC tests
for EM1 susceptibility or immunity.

Certified products must bear an
FCC identifier:

FCC ID : XXXnnnnnnnnnn

where XXX is the FCC grantee code
assigned by the FCC and nnnnnnnnnnn

is the Equipment Product Code.
The digital devices listed in Table 1

are exempt from FCC Part 15 Subpart
B. Even though they’re exempt, they’re
still subject to some general Part 15
rules. Most importantly, they cannot
cause harmful interference.

These exemptions are one reason
the European EMI/EMC standards that
came into effect January 1, 1995 were

such a concern. Most of these exemp-
tions do not apply in Europe.

Here, digital devices in household
appliances are not tested under FCC
regulations. However, they are subject
to testing for the European market.

I’m not implying that products with
FCC exemptions are not tested for EM1
or EMC. Exempt devices are tested by
the manufacturer, often to levels more
stringent than the new European tests.

But, Part 15 Subpart B does not
normally apply to equipment that
contains digital circuits covered by any
other FCC regulation or is an inten-
tional radiator. Therefore, you cannot
make the case that your l-MW TV
broadcast transmitter should be classi-
fied under Part 15 Subpart B because it
contains digital circuitry. Figure 2 is a
general flowchart for digital devices
subject to Part 15 Subpart B.

FCC PART 18
Normally, an intentional radiator is

designed for broadcast or communica-
tions. But, one class of instruments
intentionally radiates RF energy for
functions other than communications.

These instruments range from RF
welders to meteorological instruments.
While they usually contain digital
circuits, they’re not covered by Part
15.
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The reasoning is quite simple-these
devices require RF levels that are orders
of magnitude greater than what’s al-
lowed under Part 15. The FCC has a
special class for these instruments-
CFR 47 Part 18 for ISM devices.

Some recognized ISM categories
include industrial heating, medical
diathermy, ultrasonic equipment,
consumer ISM equipment, and mag-
netic-resonance equipment.

The FCC gave ISM devices their
own set of frequencies as shown in
Table 2. In the allotted bands, ISM
equipment can have unlimited radi-
ated power. The major source of un-
wanted EM1 is from digital circuits.

Outside the allocated frequency
bands, ISM equipment is subject to
both radiated- and conducted-emis-
sions tests. The test setup is similar to
that of digital devices under Part 15
Subpart B (see Figure 1).

The FCC distinguishes between ISM
equipment intended for consumer and
nonconsumer markets. Consumer ISM
equipment is certified, while noncon-
sumer equipment is verified.

Those are the basic FCC standards
and tests for products with digital
circuits. Let’s turn to the European
standards.

EUROPE
When the countries of the European

Community (EC) merged into one mar-
ket, unified standards were one major
issue to be resolved. Prior to EC, each
country had its own set of standards.

If manufacturers didn’t meet the
standards of the country they were
exporting to, their product was denied
access. Clearly, this system was im-
practical under a unified market, since
member states could use standards as
nontariff trade barriers.

In an effort to unify standards, the
EC passed a massive array of directives.
Several directives can apply to a prod-
uct, and of those, the Electromagnetic
Comparability (EMC) Directive is the
most onerous.

The European EMC Directive S9/
336/EMC was adopted on May 3, 1989,
amended by Directive 9213  1 /EMC, and
went into effect on January 1, 1996. It
applies to any apparatus that’s liable to
cause or be affected by EMI.
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European FCC

Product-specific Emissions Standards
ISM
Radio/TV
Household Appliances
Luminaries
Information Technology

Product-specific Immunity Standards
RadiomV

EN 55011 CFR 47, Part 18
EN 55013 CFR 47, Part 15
EN 55014 Exempt
EN 55015 Exempt
EN 55022 CFR 47, Part 15

EN 55020 N/A

Generic Emissions Standards
Generic Class;Residential,  Commercial, and Light Industry EN 50081-l N/A
Generic Class;lndustrial EN50081 -2 N/A

Generic Immunity Standards
Generic Class;Residential, Commercial, and Light Industry EN 50082-l N/A
Generic Class;lndustrial EN 50082-2 N/A

Table 3--This  fable lists European product-specific and generic test standards and their FCC equivafen,ts.  The FCC
has no immunity standards and several exempt  producfs.

Its Article 4 requires that apparatus
be constructed so:

l the EM disturbance generated doesn’t
exceed a level where radio and tele-
communications equipment and
other apparatus operate as intended

. it has an adequate level of intrinsic
immunity to EM disturbance to
enable it to operate as intended

Here, the FCC and European stand-
ards significantly differ. Although the
FCC rules state that equipment must
tolerate interference, it doesn’t man-
date immunity tests. However, in Eu-
rope, a product must pass tests on both
emissions and immunity standards.

You can comply through self-certifi-
cation or type approval. Type approval
requires a technical construction file
and the services of a European Compe-
tent Body (ECB) (i.e., an EC-accredited
consultant). Type approval is for spe-
cific cases and is used much less often,
so I won’t discuss it further.

SELF-CERTIFICATION
Self-certification offers great flexi-

bility. Within reason, the manufacturer
can choose the standards that compli-
ance is sought under.

There’s no need to engage an outside
test house or-in fact-that tests actu-
ally be performed. Legally, all that’s
required is a declaration by the manu-
facturer or its European agent that the
equipment complies with the EMC
directive. But of course, performing no
tests subjects the company to a poten-
tially bankrupting liability should an
EM1 problem arise.

Self-certification has five steps. First,
the manufacturer or testing lab tests to
ensure the equipment complies with
the appropriate standards.

Next, a technical file is written to
show how the product complies with
relevant standards. It includes a ratio-
nale for selecting the standards as well
as the results of the compliance tests.

A Declaration of Conformity de-
scribes the equipment (with model and
serial numbers) and the directives and
standards that define conformity. It

must be signed by a person empow-
ered to bind the company.

The CE mark is affixed to the equip-
ment, packaging, manual, and/or in-
structions. And finally, the product
enters the market. The manufacturer
must ensure that 80% of all of the
product must meet the EMC directive
to an 80% confidence level.

STANDARDS
The Europeans are taking a different

and more complex route to standards
development. They are developing
product-specific standards.

Each product-specific standard is
general in nature and calls other stan-
dards to provide compliance details.

When no product-specific standards
exist, generic standards based on the
environment the product is used in are
applied. Table 3 lists some product-
specific and generic standards and the
FCC equivalents.

The basic standards and tests meth-
ods are developed by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and
by the ComitC Internationale Speciale
des Perturbations RadiotGctriques
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IEC Standards
1000-4-2
1000-4-3

Electrostatic Discharge-Range: 2-l 5 kV (8-kV contact)
Radiated RF immunity-Range: 1, 3, 10 V/m, 80-1000 MHz, 80% AM

modulated
1000-4-4 Electrical fast transients-Range: 1 kV on AC lines, 500 V on I/O and DC lines
1000-4-5
1000-4-6

Surge-Range: 0.5, 1, 2! and 4 kV
Conducted disturbances Induced by radio-frequency fields-Range: 1, 3, 10 V

EMF unmodulated
1000-4-8 Power frequency magnetic field-Range: continuous 1, 3, 10, 30, or 100 A/m;

short duration 300 or 1000 A/m
1000-4-9 Pulse magnetic field-Range: 100, 300, and 1000 A/m
1000-4-l 0
1000-4-l 1

Damped oscillatory magnetic field-Range: 10, 30, and 100 A/m
Voltage dips, short interruptions, and voltage variations

1000-4-l 2 Oscillatory waves

CISPR Standards
11 Limits and method of measurement of radio interference characteristics for

industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) radio-frequency equipment,
fluorescent lamps, and luminaries

16 Specifications for radio-interference measuring apparatus and
measurement methods

22 Limits and method of measurement of radio-interference characteristics of
information technology equipment (ITE)

Table 4-/K  and CLSPR  standards are “technical” standards (i.e.,  they lay out the technical details of the EM/
tests). The calling standard can therefore be general in nafure,  facilifafing  standards development.

(CISPR). The IEC and CISPR standards
relevant to this series are in Table 4.

The IEC details the required tests,
while the CISPR provides test meth-
ods. This greatly simplifies the process
of developing a new product standard.

The new product standards need
only to lay out the required levels and
tests. The details of the tests and test
methods are in place via the IEC and
the CISPR.

For the equipment I’m discussing
(i.e., equipment with digital circuits
that are the major source of EM emis-
sion), generic standards apply. Which
standard applies depends on the envi-
ronment the equipment is used in.

For example, if the environment is
residential, commercial, or light indus-
try, the generic standards EN 5008 1- 1
and EN 50082-l are likely the most
applicable. The applicable tests are:

l emissions-Radiated and Conducted
emissions based on EN 50022 (simi-
lar to FCC Part 15 for digital devices]

l immunity-IEC 1000-4-2: Electro-
static discharge; IEC 1000-4-3: Radi-
ated RF immunity; IEC 1000-4-4:
Electrical fast transients

As you can see, the European stand-
ards are much more involved than the
FCC rules.

COMING UP
In the rest of this series, I look at

the technical aspects of emissions and
immunity tests. I deal with emissions

standards in Part 2 and immunity in
Part 3. Part 4 covers testing labs.

Keep reading. You’ll gain an under-
standing of how to design for EMI/
EMC. By handling EMI/EMC issues at
the design stage, you can save both
time and money, as well as enhance
your product’s performance. q

foe DiBartolomeo,  I? Eng., has over 15
years’ engineering experience. He
currently works for Sensors and Soft-
ware and also runs his own consulting
company, Northern Engineering Asso-
ciates. You may reach lee at idb.nea@
sympatico.ca or by telephone at (905)
624-8909.

FCC, Code of Federal Regulations,
Title 47, Parts 15 and 18, 1995.

IEC Standard 1000-4-1, Electromag-

C

T

netic Compatibility, Testing and
Measurement Techniques, Over-
view of Immunity Tests, Basic
EMC Publication, 1992.
Marshman, The Guide to the
EMC Directive 89/336/EEC,  EPA
Press, Ambo, UK, 1992.
Williams, EMC for Product De-
signers, Butterworth and Heine-
mann, Oxford, UK, 1996.

413 Very Useful
414 Moderately Useful
415 Not Useful

Use Your PC Development Tool!
No MORE CRASH & BURN EPROM

Technology - 512 k FLASH

DOS Single Boarci  Computer
with 572 k FLASH Memory disk drive

ti 10 Mhz/8 Mhz CPU pt*  2 Timers
d 512 k bytes RAM J 4 Interrupt Line:
ti 512 k/256 k FLASH d 8 Analog Inputs
J 2 Serial Ports e, X-Modem File
ti 24 Parallel I/O Lines Transfer

INCLUDES DOS & Utilities

J 8 Channels, 12 Bits
J 6 ps. Conversion Time
v’ Clock/Calendar Option
ti Includes Drivers & APPS.

Relav I/O

4 8 Opto-Isolated Inputs

JK microsCost Effective Y
stems

Control efs for hdustry

TOORDER(510)236-1151
FAX (510)236-2999-email:  jkmicro@dsp.com
Jisit  our WEB site-www.dsp.com/jkmicro
1275 Yuba Ave., San Pablo, C4 94806
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COMPACT ‘486-BASED PC
The Biscuit PC series is a cost-effective solution for limited-

space applications (e.g., medical computing devices, machinery,
point-of-sales, and gambling control). Based on PC/AT architec-
ture, these computers are compatible with most off-the-shelf soft-
ware and can significantly reduce development time and cost. They
pack the features and processing power of a standard industrial
computer into the size of a 3.5” hard drive (4” x 5.7”).

Major features include a PCI-bus  SVGA controller with LCD
display, PCI-bus  EIDE controller, and 16bit PCI-bus Ethernet
interface, which is Novell NE 2000 compatible. Additional hard-
ware integrated into the board includes two high-speed serial
ports, one multimode parallel port, fourchannel DIO, a mini-DIN
PS/2 keyboard, and a PS/2 mouse interface. Power-saving modes
for I/O peripheral devices are also supported.

Prices for the Biscuit PC start at $166.

American Advantech
750 E. Arques Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245-6678
Fax: (408) 245-8268

#510

EMBEDDED I/O MODULES
Arcom Control Systems introduces five PC/104 industrial

expansion modules that offer economic combinations of digital or
serial I/O. The AIM104 series can be used with any PC/lO4-
compatible board. With their onboard  signal conditioning or
interface to the industry-standard Signal-Conditioning System, the
modules are aimed at machinery and automation-system builders
seeking cost-effective control and data-acquisition systems.

Three digital functions come with onboard  signal conditioning
and provide a choice of 16 channels of optoisolated inputs with
link-selectable debouncing,  16 channels of optoisolated outputs,
or a combination of 8 optoisolated inputs and 8 relay outputs rated
to 60 W. The relay module lets you define the power-up state of the
outputs for fail-safe operation.

Another digital module offers 32 channels of bit-programmable
I/O that defines the power-up state in banks of eight. The last
module offers four programmable serial communications channels
with asynchronous transmission at rates to 57.4 kbps or synchro-
nous transmission at up to 1.9 Mbps. Based on the Zilog 85230,
it includes deep FIFO buffers to optimize data throughput. On both
modules, I/O is routed via a 50-way  ribbon cable connector with
a pinout  conforming to the Signal-Conditioning System.

All five modules are supplied with a driver library and C source

code. Prices range from $135 to $180.

Arcom Control Systems, Inc.
13510 S. Oak St. l Kansas City, MO 64145
(816) 941-7025 l Fax: (816) 941-0343
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CREDIT-CARD-SIZED ‘486 PC
The comPCard 486-50 and 486- 100 are i486-based  PC

modules capable of 50 and 100 MHz, respectively. Both modules
are fully functional IBM PC/AT motherboards packaged in the size
of a credit card (measuring approximately 3.4” x 2.2”). The cards
are designed for endurance with guaranteed shock resistance of
up to 100 G and vibration resistance up to 15 G.

Through its 236-pin EASI interface connector, the comPCard
‘486 family supports an ISA bus, serial and parallel ports, mouse,
keyboard, and IrDA SIR (infrared interface). Also included is a
speaker, floppy disk drive, IDE hard disk drive, CRT and LCD
interfaces for three types of flat-panel displays (TFT/D-STN/STN),
and power management. The card family also supports PCMCIA-
ATA boot functions. A PCMCIA hard disk drive can be used as the
system disk to reduce the overall size of the system. An SVGA
graphics accelerator with 5 12 KB of VRAM connects to an internal
VLB to offer high-performance graphics capabilities.

The comPCard  family can be configured with a 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, or
16-MB memory module. Future expansion through the use of Small
Outline Dual lnline Memory Modules (SO DIMM) is possible. By
using a 3.3-V power supply, along with power-saving and sus-
pend/resume functions, overall power demand in the comPCard

486-50 reduces to -1.5 W. The card also features very low power
consumption in suspend mode (60 mW).

Okidata
532 Fellowship Rd. l Mount laurel, NJ 08054
(609) 235-2600 l Fax: (609) 778-4184
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6x86 EMBEDDED PC
The IPH-686 half-size ISA

Pentium board contains all the
basics of a standard IBM PC/
AT-compatible desktop com-
puter plus some unique fea-
tures that make it ideal for high-
speed embedded applications.
The IPH-686/166  MHz per-
forms at a Landmark V.2.0 rat-
ing of 964 MHz and supports
256-KB  through 1 -MB pipeline
burst and standard cache RAM
modules for high-speed access
to data blocks.

The board includes a Super
AT peripheral chip to provide
two high-performance 16C550-
compatible serial ports, an
ECP/EPP-compatible bidirec-
tional parallel port, a dual
floppy-disk port, and two EIDE
hard-disk ports. Also included
are a PS/2 keyboard port, a
PS/2-compatible mouse port,
an onboard  speaker, watch-

dog timer, clock/calendarwith The loo-MHz  IPH-686 SBC comes complete with a user manual
integral lithium battery, and up and a two-year warranty. It is priced from $875.
to 64 MB of DRAM. Since the
IPH-686 was designed for em- Micro Computer Specialists, Inc.
bedded and industrial applica- 2598 Fortune Way l Vista, CA 92083
tions, the BIOS permits booting (6 19) 598-2 177 l Fax: (6 19) 598-2450
without a keyboard or monitor.

The watchdog timer makes #I513
the board well-
suited for control-
ling critical pro-
cesses where unat-
tended operation is
essential. In the
event of an I/O
timeoutdelayorex-
ternal  failure, you
can program the
watchdog timer to
generate a non-
maskable  interrupt
or system reset. The
timeout delay is ad-
justable from 1 to
220 s.

-huvtauPC
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FLAT-PANEL DISPLAY SBC
The Pixel Press is a highly integrated, com-

pact single-board computer that combines the power
of a 32-bit ARM RISC processor, I/O support (serial,

parallel, Ethernet, and SCSI), and the flexibility of
reconfigurable Xilinx FPGA and PAL programmable logic into

a low-power module that drives any flat-panel display with
resolutions up to 1280x 1024. The board can beeasilyconfigured
for applications as diverse as a VGA 6” monochrome LCD flat
panel with RS-232 input or a 17” flat-panel display with 1280 x
1024 resolution and Ethernet TCP/IP network input. No disk or bus
interface is required.

A unique feature of the Pixel Press is its PCXgraphics-file display
capability. PC-generated PCX images, which previously had to be
redrawn every time, can now be stored and displayed. This
capability increases productivity, reduces processor requirements,
provides for quicker development, and improves data transfer.

The Pixel Press sells for under $250.

Applied Data Systems, Inc.
9140 Guilford Rd.
Columbia, MD 21046
(30 1) 490-4007
Fax: (301) 490-4582

RUGGEDIZED  PC
PC/Scout is a modular,

ruggedized, panel-mount PC
system that is available with
either PC/104 or half-length
ISA expansion slots. The sys-
tem includes a high-brightness
color-LCD VGA display with
self-adjusting contrast control
and a resistive-touch front
panel. The unit is intended for
OEMs and systems integrators
in factory automation, process
control, environmental monitor-
ing, and other  applications that
need PC technology in physi-
cally challenging situations.

These network-centric indus-
trial-PC products work with pe-
ripherals, sensors, and instru-
ments common in industrial
applications. 1 OBaseT  and
lOBase  Ethernet support is
standard. Optional interfaces
include DeviceNet,  InterbusS,
and Proxim wireless Ethernet
LANs.  PLC support is also avail-
able via add-in expansion
cards.

PC/Scout is available with
either an Intel ‘486DX4-100 or
a Pentium P166 CPU. Addi-
tional features include two se-
rial ports (one configurable as
an RS-485 industrial communi-
cations link), one parallel port,
floppydiskdrive, 640-MB  hard
drive, and up to 32 MB of

DRAM. Package features in-
cludea touchscreen, touchpad,
membrane keyboard, and
NEMA-4-compliantfrontpanel.
PC/Scout ships with your
choice of Microsoft Windows
3.1, Windows 95, or Win-
dows NT operating systems.

An 8-MB ‘486DX4-100 sys-
tem with industrial touchscreen,
Ethernet interface, two PC/l 04
slots, two serial ports, and
floppy and 640-MB hard drives
sel ls for $4495. OEM dis-
counts are available.

Kinetic Computer Corp.
270 Third St.
Cambridge, MA 02 142
(617) 547-2424
Fax: (617) 547-7266
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FOUR-CHANNEL SERIAL INTER.
The Zl6660 is a 32.bit, 3U-size,  CompactPCI

serial interface board that features four serial chan-
’ nels, implemented with 16650 UARTs (8250 compat-

ible),  at speeds up to 1 15 kbps. With the Dl option, each
channel is individually configurable for RS-232 or RS-485

operation. The D2 version provides RS422/-485  optical isolation

r flor e ectrically noisy environments. Each RS-422/-485 channel is
isolated from the serial cable by 300 V. The maximum data rate
with optical isolation is 56 kbps.

All RS-232 channels terminate TXD, RXD, CTS, RTS, DSR, DTR,
RI, and DCD signals to half of an 80-pin SCSI-type connector
configured for DTE operation. When RS422/-485  operation is
selected, transmitted and received data is made available on the
other half of the connector. Both arrangements allow easy connec-
tion to a flat cable, 9-pin, D-type connector without conductor
scrambling or soldering.

The ZT 6660 requires 64 I/O port addresses, with the base
address being determined by the system BIOS. Both ZT 6660
versions include the PCI plug-and-play registers and an._ _

Ziatech
1050 Southwood Dr.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 541-0488 l Fax: (805) 541-5088
infoBziatech.com
http://www.ziatech.com/ #516

interrupt latch tar sottware compatibility.
The ZT 6660 sells for $375.

200-MHz SBC
The VIPer820 is a half- Built-in functions include

size industrial single-board com-
eration. It also has serial, par-

boot-block flash BIOS, PCI EIDE
and power-failure detector). It

allel, keyboard, and mouse
puter that integrates Pentium

supports up to 256 MB of
hard-disk interface, and simul- ports, as well as supervisor DRAM, 256 KB of Level-2

processors up to 200 MHz, taneous flat-panel and CRT op- utilities (e.g., watchdog timer cache, up to 4 MB of bootable
PCI Fast SCSI II, and a com-
plete range of I/O and ad-
vanced firmware. Designed
primarily for high-speed por-
table systems, the SBC is
also well-suited for embed-
ded applications due to its
ISA-bus connector, PC/ 104
interface, and stand-alone
operation modes. It was de-
veloped with a plug-and-
play-compatible philoso-
phy for easy peripheral in-
terfacing. And, it supports
advanced power-manage-
ment functions that reduce
power consumption.

flash memory, and 1 MB of
video DRAM.

The VIPer820 with a
75-MHz Pentium processor,
1 -MB video DRAM, 256-KB
synchronous cache, and a
PCI Fast SCSI II (without
memory) is $1569.

Teknor Industrial
Computers, Inc.

7900 Glades Rd.
Boca Raton, FL
33434

(561) 883-6191
Fax: (56 1) 883-6690
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Here’s a practical hands-on example of embedded PCs doing their thing.San
Louis Obispo uses embedded PCs to manage its water and wastewater utilities.
Smart remote computers coordinate with a centralsystem to monitorparameters.

a the old days, industrial process control
was pretty easy. It was all done by hand.

If you wanted to fill a tank with water,
you turned on a pump. When the tank got
full, you shut it off. With a telescope, you
could even do this at a fair distance, as
long as itwasn’t  dark  and you could see the
indicator on the tank.

After a while, switches and floats auto-
mated the tank-filling process. The tankand
the pump station had to be close together,
or there was a lot of expense and mainte-
nance in running control wires. The more
functions the system had (e.g., lead and
lag control for multiple pumps and low- or
high-water alarms), the, more conductors
were required.

When distances got too long, a tele-
phone-system infrastructure was built up.
Control engineers figured out how to per-
form multiple control and alarm functions
by sending various audio tones via the
phone and decoding them into different
functions at the far end. So, several sites
were monitored and controlled remotely.

C O N T R O L  A N D  C O N T R O L L E R S
This system basically describes distrib-

uted control’s older sibling, SCADA (Su-
pervisory Control And Data Acquisition),
which is illustrated in Figure 1. Later control
engineers realized that, with all this field
data brought back to one central location,
they could take one new-fangled com-
puter, wire in the field equipment, and run
pretty elaborate control routines.

As electronics grew more sophisticated,
hard-wired or tone-remote equipment was
replaced by dumb remote field terminals
that communicated with the central com-
puter via modem and digitized signals sent
to the supervisory computer. They also
decoded return data into varying analog
outputs or control relay closures.

However, the centralized supervisory
computer relied on one computer for total
system control. As long as it ran and the
phone lines were intact, all the tanks were
full of water and everyone was happy.

But, when the computer crashed or
phone lines were knocked out, tanks were

FEKRLJARY  1997 PC

not kept full. No one was happy, and the
water-distribution crew was reduced to
manually controlling the system until things
got repaired.

D I S T R I B U T I O N  O F  C O N T R O L
Microprocessors enabled engineers to

spread out the control-system intelligence
and make it more fault tolerant. Small con-
trollers at each location provided more
sophistication than float-switch control. It
wasn’t as powerful, but itwas  more reliable.

Next step: combining the new, smarter,
remote-control computers with SCADA’s
central-computer concept. That way, the
smarts are in the field, the operator inter-
face is in the shop, and the entire system
can be monitored remotely.

That’s the basis of utility’s Distributed
Control System (DCS). Smart, embedded
microprocessor-based Distributed Process
Controllers (DPCs)  are in the field, commu-
nicating with one or more graphic man-
machine interface (MMI) computers in cen-
tral locations.

5 5



Figure I: This simple
SCADA system transmits
tank and reservoir levels
to a central controlling
computer via telephone
line;. Different phone  lines
send control signals to the
pump stations to control
the pumps based on the
water levels. If the central
computer fails, everyihing
stops working.

Pump
StationT-;Water

Lines

-3SCADA

I I
Reservoir

+Y
Water Main

I

let’s take a detailed look at these DCSs.
Even though this system is for a small
municipal drinking-water and wastewater
utility, the distributed-control concepts are
easily extrapolated to other situations.

DIRTY TO CLEAN WATER
The City of San Luis Obispo, California,

Utilities Department supplies drinking wa-
ter and treats wastewater for -50,000
people. DCS is used in every facet of raw
water supply.

In water supply, distributed control of-
fers remote automatic and manual control
of pump stations and turnouts or valves
along an 18.mi. pipeline (see Figure 2). In
the water and wastewater treatment plants,
DPCs  operate the treatment processes and
log flows and other measurements.

In the wastewater-collection system
shown in Figure 3, each lift station is

operated and monitored by a DPC, and all
operating data and alarm conditions are
reported to the section shop. Alarms are
sent via automatic voice dialer to a pager.

The city’s equipment of choice is the
Bristol Babcock Network 3000 line of
controllers. The BBI 3330 is the predomi-
nant DPC in all our systems.

The 3330 in Photo 1 is similar in con-
cept to the computer on your desk. Current
models feature a ‘386 processor, while
older ones have a ‘186. A typical control-
ler has 64 or 128 KB of onboard  RAM, and
ROMs contain the OS kernel.

The backplane shown in Photo 2 con-
tains edge connectors for inserting the
processor, communications, and I/O cards,
as well as a couple of general-purpose
IBM-compatible slots. The I/O cards are
single-purpose boards with multiple con-
nections for analog inputs and outputs,

Water Plant
3330 Data

Concentrator

928/952-MHz  Radio System #l
I I I I I I

\ 928/952-MHz  Radio System #2

Figure 2: San Luis  Obispo’s water supply and distribution DCS
network spreads the actual control out in the field, putting less
reliance on cmy  one communications path or controller. Several
different radio systems are used due to local geography and
network concerns.

digital (switch closure or voltage signal)
inputs or outputs, or high-speed counters.
Depending on the model, there are 0,6, or
12 I/O cards on a backplane, and serial
remote I/O racks can extend this count.

Each 3330 has an assortment of I/O
cards and runs a unique control program
written in Bristol Babcock’s high-level
ACCOL language. ACCOL is a compiled
language with prebuilt modules for many
processcontrol and communications needs.

The 3330s communicate over hardwire
or radio in a master/slave tree network.
Depending on address-space limitations,
this network can be up to 7 levels deep and
128 nodes wide on each level.

It is possible for a 3330 to be simulto-
neously a slave and a master to different
network parts as shown in Figure 2. The
communications protocol is similar to
InternetTCP/IPoramateur-radiopacketing.

Each node is assigned a unique numeri-
cal address l-l 27 on its level and a node
name up to four characters long that iden-
tifies it to the network. When network
topology files are created during network
programming, a global address isassigned.

The distributed nature of this control
system lends itself to the diverse nature of
water and wastewater utilities. We pro-
gram individual field units with the intelli-
gence to run stand alone, but we also take
advantage of networked communications.

To make this possible, we use several
forms of data communication. In treatment
plants, the data path is a 9600-bps RS-485

multidrop cable.
Unfortunately, RS-485

needs to be continuous run,
which means lots of doubled-
up runs if the buildings or DPC
locations aren’t linear. I get
around this by using an opto-
isolated RS-485-to-RS-485
repeater to make a spur off
the multidrop cable.

Another disadvantage is
the cable’s length limit. We
successfully used a single
cable run of -1 mi. With
newer isolators, repeaters,
and fiber modems, RS-485
can run as far as your check-
book allows.

We recent ly  l i t  up a
9600-bps  fiber-optic link us-
ing fiber-to-RS-232 modems
to connect a remote network.



r

7Fiber has one big ad-
vantage over copper-its

I

7

insensitivity to electromagnetic
fields. Before we figured out the

surge suppression, lightning several
milesaway induced enough EMF in that

buried l-mile-long cable to blow the line
driver and receiver chips.

In the field, we use 928/952-MHz
band-radio repeaters for the system’s
backbone. The oldest ones in ser-
vice still use 1200-bps  Bell 202
AFSK modems. We upgraded the
wastewater-collection system re-
peater to use Microwave Data Sys-
tems (MDS) 9600-bps  radio mo-
dems and data repeaters.

The MDS23 10 radios in Photo 3 are
computer-programmable frequency-synthe-

The first implementation of remote-level
measurement used a complicated float-
and cam-driven timed-voltage pulse sent
from the tank to a similar cam arrangement
at the pump station. If cable was installed,
there was no problem, but sometimes the
cable was damaged.

One vendor tried to solve this by mea-
suring the total head or system pressure at

the pump house (around 100 psi).
The water depth in the 30’ tall tank
was the top 13 psi on that pressure,
which was marginally OK when
the pumps were off.

The upgrade cut the polling pe-
riod (i.e., the time to interrogate and
receive data from the nine in-field
DPCs) from 45 to 8 s. If 45 s doesn’t
seem long, try making changes in
an emergency. Time adds up.

RADIO DISTRIBUTEDCONTROL
The MDS radio system is a sort of

a DCS of its own. By plugging a
computer into the master station or
repeater, every radio transceiver
can be queried individually for vari-
ousoperating parameters (e.g., sup-
ply  voltage, received signal strength,
frequency deviation, forward and
reflected power, and VSWR).

Not only can these be reported
to the computer and logged in a file,
but over-the-air adjustments of out-
putpower, deviation, and frequency
can be made to remote radios.

Each radio contains a remote
diagnostic card with EE pots in par-
allel with the regular mechanical
potson  the main circuit board. When
remote diagnostics are installed, the

Photo I: Below the BristolBabcock  3330 Data Concentrator is an
MDS23  10 radio, back-up batteries, and a 24-VDCpowersupply.
It communicates with  remote units and feeds data to the man-
machine interface (MMI) computer. Its  programming drives a
voice-synthesized alarm autodialer based on incoming data.

DTMF tones. DTMF is used rather than the
data channel to avoid sending false or
inaccurate data to any equipment con-
nected to the radio transceivers. Also, in
some cases, the communications system
uses external modems, making them un-
available to the internal radio diagnostics.

mechanical pots are set at full range, so all
adjustment comes from the EE pots.

The MDS radio system handles remote
maintenance via preassigned addresses,
called loopback  codes, for each radio
transceiver. The code is usually the last four
digits of the radio’s serial number.

This address is programmed into the
radio’s EEPROM. it’s highly unlikely that
two radios in the same system have the
same loopback  code. If that happened,
we’d simply reprogram one radio’s code.

All inquiries to field radios and re-
sponses to the master station are made via

But when they ran; there was
dynamic system pressure due to the
pumps overcoming line friction to
move water up to the tank. Thus,
the turn-on pressure setting for the
pumps was based on static system
pressure, and the turn-off setting
was based on dynamic pressure.

Tocomplicate matters, dynamic
pressure changed depending on
whether the small regular pump or
the large fire-flow pump was run-
ning. To a lesser extent, the actual
use in that pressure zone at the time
also affected the pressure.

When this system became too
hard to control, we replaced it with
a DPC connected to a submersible
4-20-mA pressure transmitter, a
DPC at the pump house to control
the pumps, and a radio link using
Bell 202 protocol modems to carry
the digital signal.

Admittedly, this expensive solu-
tion was overkill. But, our options
were limited, and it worked.

Today, there are single-purpose
devices for this. We use a radio
transmitter/receiver pair [not trans-
ceivers] that digitizes the analog

sized 928-/952-MHz transceivers. The
main board uses a 68k processor.

The two slots on the motherboard are for
a remote diagnostics card and a modem
card. At least the 9600-bps modem and
maybe one or both of the others have 68k
microprocessors to handle the data flow.

WIRELESS CURRENT LOOPS
Early on, one of the difficult parts of the

water-distribution telemetry system was
getting a simple depth signal from a stor-
age tank on a hill down to the pump station
to control the pumps.

signal, transmits it by AFSK over the radio,
and converts it back to an analog 4-20-mA
signal. It’s essentially a wireless 4-20-mA
current loop.

The Dataflows run on 12 VDC from an
internal or external power supply, so they’re
easy to use remotely. After installing a solar
panel, we add a charge regulator and
battery. Both ends have address-setting
switches, so multiple loops can be run in the
same area on the same frequency.

The transmitter and receiver also have
dip-switch adiustable  timers. They’re set to
the same interval. If the receiver doesn’t
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Figure 3: The wastewater-collection system uses DCS mainly as local controllers with remote
monitoring and alarming. In an emergency, the network can manually control lift stations,
which have battery backup for wetwell-level  monitoring during a power failure.

receive a valid signal before timeout, a

relay closure signalsthat the current output

may not be correct and sounds an alarm.

No radio path is perfect, so I set the

receiver’s alarm time to a multiple of the

transmit time to allow for interference. The

relay contacts signal the DPC that the

current tank level may not be correct. They

then send the alarm up the network to the

MMI computer to inform operators that

there’s a problem at the tank.

The older Dataflows were strictly one-

way units. The newer model has radio

transceivers at both ends and can be used
as a simple remote-terminal unit, sending

analog and discrete data both ways.

One difficulty with DCS or SCADA

systems containing radio data paths is the

long lead time and expense in getting a

radio license, including the application

and frequency coordination.

Available radio spectrum is increas-

inglycongested, and finding channels that

minimize interference to you and other

users is harder. A frequency coordinator

attempts to do this for new applicants.

S P R E A D - S P E C T R U M  R A D I O S

One alternative is license-free radios,

which typically use spread-spectrum tech-

nology. Rather than a single, distinct nar-

row-band radio channel, spread spectrum

sends the signal over a wide band. It

interferes less with other users and is less

susceptible to interference.

In one spread-spectrum technique-fre-

quency hopping-the synthesized trans-

ceivers simultaneously and rapidly change
frequencies in a preprogrammed pattern.

Frequency-hopping radios are suited more

for direct data input than audio.

In a couple of systems, we use MDS

spread-spectrum 902-928-MHz  9310s.
These 93 1 OS use the same PC board as the

2310s but different firmware and a fre-

quency-hopping controller in the modem

slot. They hop from frequency to frequency

at a rate of four per second.

A typical 93 10 system has one polling

master radio and several remote radios.

They are all programmed to use the same

channel or block of 64 frequencies, hop

pattern, and system address so they can

communicate with each other.

When radios on a 9310 system are

powered up, the remotes wait for the

master’s hop pattern to synchronize. Initial

sync can take up to 16 s (64 frequencies

divided by the 4-frequencies-per-second

hop rate).

Once the remote locks on to the master’s

signal, it speeds up to the master’s hop

rate. If synchronization is lost, the remote

slows its hopping to resync.

The 93 1 OS internally error check data

packets and retransmit garbled ones to

ensure clean data is sent between devices.

Internal and PC-based diagnostics check

link integrity between the master and re-

mote radios to measure the usefulness of

individual frequencies.

Like the 23 1 OS, each 93 10 has its own

four-digit loopbackcode for individual test-

ing. If interference renders one or more

frequencies in a given channel unusable,

they can be masked out of the hop pattern.

The mask is sent from the master to each

remote on command. So, the whole net-

work is updated at once, and there’s no

need to visit each remote site.

Several frequency-hopping 93 1 O-based

systems can be used in a given area if you

pay careful attention to channel (frequen-

cies) selection, the hop pattern, and the

system address.

One problem with our first 93 1 O-based

system was that users hooked the units up

using the default channel, hop pattern, and

address. If a couple of users in one area are

unaware of each other, the 93 10 remotes
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The only way to find out the root
cause is to shut off your master
radio.

If the remote 93 10 still shows
CD and the RD light flashes, your
remote has locked on to someone
else’s master. To avoid this, we
routinely change all parameters-
not just to the next one in numerical
or alphabetical order, but to ran-
domly chosen ones-for each
93 1 O-based system.

REPORT BY EXCEPTION
The data network path for most DCSs is

built around a topology that can be traced
directly back to copper-wire communica-
tions. The Bristol Babcock network is no
exception. Its master-slave polling requires
a dedicated data path for master-slave
communications on each network level.

This network isn’t too bad in a plant
environment using wire, but it gets un-
wieldy using radio. The distributed-net-
work design model shares communica-
tions among small controller groupings to
minimize the effect of any one failure. It
clashes with the realities of coordinating
and licensing many radio frequencies.

One new system abandons the polling
paradigm. Rather than a master station
regularly polling for data, they report by
exception, sending data only

Photo 2: Without a cover, the 3330 shows a bockplane, proces-
sor, memory card [the long row of LEDs),  and one serial communi-
cotions  card (four LEDs)  plugged into it. At the bottom, from left to
right, a four-input I20-VAC discrete input card, a four-output
relay card, and a four-input analog card fill three of the six slots
on this chassis.

when it changes by a prede-
termined amount. Data can
also be sent on a timed basis
so other units on the same data
path know a given unit is still
active.

The inevitabledata collisions
are handled intelligently. So

twounitsdon’tcontinuouslycol-
lide, they wait for acknowledg-
ment and randomize the resend
time. Short packets also help.

Data can be addressed to
a given recipient or tagged
with its unique ID and broad-
cast for others. Thus, many
units can share a common
radio frequency. Also, any unit
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can be a master, asking others for data,
and/or a slave, supplying the data.

S T O R E  A N D  F O R W A R D
A report-by-exception network adapts

to changing network conditions and topol-
ogy. it’s well-suited for difficult locations
like mountainous regions or new sites.

Programmed units act as store-and-for-
ward repeaters, passing data between
units not in direct contact with each other.
A regular radio repeater simultaneously
retransmits what it hears on one radio
frequency on another frequency.

When reception ends, a store-and-for-
ward repeater records and retransmits what
it hears on the same frequency. Byaddress-
ing messages, tagging them with the ad-

photo 3: looking at the MDS23 10 928-/952-MHz  without its
cover, in the upper right corner is the 68k-series  processor.
The two edge-mounted cards on the left are the 9600-bps
modem and DTMF remote diagnostics cards.

CIRCUIT CEIlA? INK FEKRLJAKY  1997

dress of each intervening unit, and
keeping an internal list of locally
“heard” units, an adaptive store-
and-forward network dynamically
minimizes data-path length, by-
passes dead or nonresponsive units
when possible, and keeps the net-
work running.

D I R E C T  T O  D I G I T A L
One more development that

really puts the distribution in dis-
tributed control is direct-to-digital
or network-ready sensors.

Digitizing the standard analog
transmitter for pressure, distance,
or other parameters puts the sensor
and network controller in the same
package. A remote sensing device
added to a communications path
without an intervening controller

cuts the cost of remote sensing and in-
creases the system designer’s options. EPC

Chris Amdt, KD6D.9, has been the Telem-

etry and instrumentation  Technician for

San Louis  Obispo’s Utilities Department for
7 years. He designed, programmed, and

installed most of the civ’s  DCS systems and
is a Grade 5 State Certified Wastewater

Plant Operator and Grade 3 Water Plant

Operator. You may reach Chris ~7

carndt@s/onet.org.
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ALever a&l a Place -Eo Stand
Codmllfns th, World WA the Internet

Archimedes wanted to move the world, Atlas held if up, and you-what do you
want to do? If if’s to have your computers remotely access a// I/O ports on a
server, here’s how. Paul shows how WinSock brings global access.

ne of the first computer books I pur-
chased was TRS80 as a Controller by Jerry
O’Dell. Years later, it’s still on my book-
shelf. I always liked the idea of hooking
cool stuff to a computer and controlling the
world. I guess that’s one of the reasons I
read INK.

Mind you, the concept of controlling the
world isaboutasfarfetchedasArchimedes’
dream of moving the world with a lever. His
dream is fundamentally flawed because
it’s impossible to have a lever and a place
to stand large enough to move the world.
Controlling the world with a computer has
the similarly imposing problem that every-
thing must be connected to it.

Bringing the concept a bit more into
reality, I’ve spent the past several years
connecting computers and other equip-
ment on a small college campus. The ad-
vantages of networking are well-known in
most organizations these days, but from
my perspective, being able to access a
remote computer is the most important and
exciting aspect.

To be somewhere electronically instead
of physically is more than convenient. It
opens up all kinds of possibilities.

I’ve often considered using an office
network like the Ethernet for control instead
of a proprietary wiring scheme. I’m sure
thatcontrol-oriented networks offer specific
advantages that make sense for particular
purposes.

In applications where tight timing is
critical, a specialized architecture is just
about the only option. But, for many appli-
cations (e.g., building control), I think it’s
better to use a preexisting computer net-
work.

With the recent boom of the Internet, we
no longer have to be content with a locally
connected network. The next office and the
next continent are about the same distance
away, electronically speaking.

Suddenly, if we consider a computer
network to be a control infrastructure, con-
trolling the world seems plausible. We
have the “place to stand,” as Archimedes
might put it.

All we need are the simple machines to
use it. I think those simple machines could
be called TCP/IP.

O L D  P R O T O C O L  L E A R N S  N E W
T R I C K S

Briefly, the Internet speaks a collection
of protocols known as TCP/IP. Any text
about the Internet goes into a lot of in-depth
discussion about its military origins and the
seven-layer OSI model.

l2eEEa
Computer

Temperature

J

Figure  I: A single computer amaches to a
temperature probe and a fan.
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Since, in my 0~
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Suffice it to say that, even though TCP/
IP is rather old (ancient by computer terms),
it has found new life with the commercial-
ization of the Internet.

With TCP/IP, the medium doesn’t mat-
ter. You might have a dial-up modem
connection, Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI,
ATM, or anything else the future holds.

TCP/IP is also implemented on a great
number of hardware platforms. It used to
be that only UNIX machines spoke TCP/IP,
but now it’s common on all the Microsoft
Windows operating systems as well as
many embedded real-time operating sys-
tems. It’s truly an open system where the
transport medium and the OS matter very
little.

Listing 1: Here’s some pseudocode of the simple temperature-control system shown in
Figure 1. All the system peripherals are attached to local l/O ports.

/* Is temperature > high threshold? If so, turn on fan */
If (INP(Temperature_Port)  > HighTemp)
OUTCFanport, FanOn);

/* Is temperature < low threshold? If so, turn off fan */
If (INP(Temperature_Port)  < Lowtemp)
OutCFanport, FanOff);

col. UDP is unreliable in this sense because
it lacks protection mechanisms.

There’ssignificantlymoreoverhead ina
TCP connection, but it’s warranted for es-
sential information across a complex net-
work. On a small, lightly loaded, robust
network, a UDP packet will reach its desti-
nation. But, in a large complicated network
like the Internet, a UDP packet may be lost
along the way.

Any sort of data can be transmitted
through a socket. There’s no reason why
control data cannot be transmitted like any
text document.

Client Server Temperature

Figure 2: To the simple computer in Figure 1, I added a second
computer and TCP/jP  network.

Most software implementations, includ-
ing Microsoft’s, are based on the Berkeley
sockets model. In this model, a communica-
tion channel is created between two ma-
chines, and its end points are known as
sockets.

One machine is called the server and
the other the client. Which machine is the
client or server depends on the application.
Often, it’s valid to call the machine initiat-
ing the communication the client, while the
machine waiting for a connection acts as

the server.

Communication across this channel can

either be reliable two-way (TCP) or unreli-
able connectionless (UDP). The term “reli-
able” means that protections guaranteeing
accurate delivery are built into the proto-

6 2

Some network devices
are controlled by protocols
like the Simple Network
Management Protocol
(SNMP), but I’ve found these
to be far from “simple” and
much more complex than
necessary for simple con-

trol tasks.

I envision a truly simple

protocol based on /he input
and output model that’s the
bread and butter for most
microcontroller program-
mers. In a control applica-
tion, it’s pretty common to

read and write data to or from an I/O port.
Figure 1 shows a typical hardware

configuration for a simplistic temperature-
control system. A computer monitors the
temperature, and if it’s too warm, it turns on
a fan. When the temperature drops, the fan
turns off. The code for this elementary
system might resemble listing 1.

To make things more interesting and

useful, I’ll expand the system as shown in

Figure 2. All I’m adding is a second com-
puter and a TCP/IP network.

To make things work remotely, I in-

stalled software on computer A to make it
a server and software on B to make it a
client. With the proper design, devices
attached to computer A are available to
computer B.

The code, which executes on the client,

is essentially the same as the original and

is shown in Listing 2. The only changes are
replacing OUT( ) functionswith NET_OUT(  )
and I N P ( 1 functions with NET-1 N P ( ).

These new functions have the additional
parameter of a remote machine name, as
well as the I/O port. This feature effectively

allows all I/O ports on the server to be

accessed by the client, enabling the client

to control devices attached to the server.

This model is easily expanded to more

clients and servers. The TCP/IP  network

could be replaced with the Internet. Pretty

soon, there’s a global pool of accessible

I/O ports, putting world-wide control al-

most within reach.

P L U G  I N  T O  S O C K E T S
Sockets programming is mostly cook-

book-style programming. All server appli-

cations have an essentially identical block

of code. The code in Listing 3 is the mini-

mum necessary to create a server applica-

tion.

A commercial implementation provides

more robust error detection. Where servers

differ is in thearea of packet interpretation.

listing 2: The client code from listing 1 is adapted to the network system shown in Figure
2. The local INP and OUT instructions are replaced with network NET_INP and NET-OUT to
provide remote access.

/* check temp given by RemoteMachine. If too high, turn on fan *I
If (NET_INP(RemoteMachine, Temperature_Port)  > HighTemp)
NET_OUT(RemoteMachine,  FanPort,  FanOn);

/* check temp reported by RemoteMachine and turn off fan */
If (NET_INP(RemoteMachine, Temperature_Port)  < LowTemp)
NET_OUT(RemoteMachine,  FanPort,  FanOff);

CIRCIJIT  CELLM!  INK FERRLMY  1997
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listing 3: The code necessary to create a server is essentially unchanged from BSD sockets
to WinSock. WinSock requires some additional initialization and cleanup not shown.

char myname[321; /* holder for machine ID */
char buffer[l501; /* send/receive buffer, make good size */
SOCKET s, connecteddsocket; /* socket descriptors */
int portnum 4567; /* TCP/IP port to listen on */
struct hostent *hp; /* host entry structure */
int ReceivedBytes /* received packet size */
struct sockaddr-in  sockaddr; /* Inet-style socket addr */
memset(&sock_addr,  0, sizeof(sock_addr));  /* clear addr */
gethostnamecmyname,  MAXHOSTNAME); /* get own name */
hp gethostbyname(myname,  MAXHOSTNAME); /* get host addr info */
sock_addr.sin_family  AGGINET: /* set addr type to ARPA */
sock_addr.sin+port  =3D htons(portnum1; /* set port to listen on */
s socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM,O): /* create TCP socket */
bind (s, &sock_addr,  sizeof  sock_addr);  /* bind socket/host addr */
listen(s,3); /* listen for corm, queue up to 3 */
connected_socket  acceptcs,  NULL,NULL);
/* wait for corm, return socket descriptor for corm */

Received Bytes recv (connected_socket, buffer, sizeof  buffer,O):
/* receive bytes and put them in buffer */

[Process received packet here1

[Create Packet to send here]
send (connected_socket, buffer, sizeof  buffer,O);
/* send buffer to connected machine *i

closesocket(connected_socket): /* close corm with remote */

The application-level protocol is what dis-

tinguishes one server from another.

In every application, both the server

and client must create a socket through

which to communicate. In UNIX, a socket

and a file are the same, but in DOS, a file

handle and a socket descriptor are two

entirely different animals.

Much of the work in creating a socket

involves setting up the address informa-

tion. Every machine on a TCP/IP  network

has a unique name and IP address.

Although we usually refer to machines

by name, computers refer to each other by

number. Fortunately, all we have to do is

call the correct sequence of functions to

translate names into numbers and then

translate the numbers into the proper byte

order.

After the socket is created, the server

will bi nd ( ) it. The server can then 1 i s

ten ( ) and accept ( 1 incoming connec-

tions. With a connected socket, it’s rather

The OUT packet is four bytes consisting

of the letter “0” followed by a two-byte

address and single data byte. The I NP

packet is only three bytes-an “I” followed

by a two-byte address.

For simplicity, I only implemented

eight-bit instructions, so the only packet the

server transmits is a single return byte to the

I N P instruction. One-, three-, and four-byte

packets may not make efficient use of

bandwidth, but it’s all the complexity this

application requires.

I also chose TCP instead of UDP, which

takes even more bandwidth. In most appli-

cations, it’s rather important that the packet

arrive as intended. And, not being a real

enthusiastic programmer, I’d rather the

protocol do the error checking for me.

One last (and potentially confusing)

element of the server is that a server is

bound to a particular TCP port, which has

to be distinguished from an I/O port. I wish

there were two terms to distinguish be-

straightforward toimplementand to send ( 1
and recv ( 1 dialog with theclient.

tween them.

I kept things simple and defined

a protocol consisting of three differ-

ent packets. The packets transmit-

ted by the client are shown in

Figure 3.

NET-OUT Byte 0 1 Byte 1 ] Byte 2 1 Byte 3

’ 0  L-Y-J  V a l u e  ’

Port Address

NET_INP  Byte0 Byte1 Byte2

Figure 3: This figure shows the
structure of the data packets, which
are basically just boxes indicating
the byte order.

Port Address



I chose port 4567 because it’s easy to

type and, as far as I know, not reserved for

any other application. Thus, a client must

establish a TCP connection to the server on

port 4567 to gain access to the I/O ports

on that server.

The client is also like a cookbook. The

code in Listing 4 is all that’s required for a

basic TCP client.

Many of the structures and functions are

identical to those for the server. A socket

still has to be created, but it must be based

on the server’s address and TCP port in-

stead of the local machine’s, Instead of a

listenO,theclientusesconnectOto

call the server and establish connection.

The structure of the I/O client is rather

different. I’m intending the client to be

general purpose and easy to use. It makes

sense that the client should be a couple of

functions that can be compiled into appli-

cations for accessing remote devices.

Thus, instead of a stand-alone program,

it should be a library of routines that other

programs can use. At this time, the only

functionsarenet_inp(  )andnet_out( I
for network input and output, respectively.

SERVING UP I/O PORTS
Implementing the I/O client and server

requires the choice of an operating system.

Given that the server must access I/O ports

directly, a protected OS is ruled out unless

a suitable virtual device driver (VxD)  is

available.

Since I didn’t want that additional com-

plexity, 16-bit Windows looked like the

best approach. Windows may not be the

best choice for an embedded system, but

since the server can run as a background

task, it makes any office PC a potential

candidate. Besides, an old Windows-

capable machine costs far less than it used

to, and developmenttools are readilyavail-

able.

Microsoft  defines a socketTCP/IP  speci-

fication called WinSock.  The WinSock

specification is available from Microsoft’s

ftp site. (While there, pick up w i n so c k . h
and winsock. l ib ,  too. )

WinSock  is included with Windows 95

and Windows NT. There’s a drop-in proto-

col for Workgroups and several third-party

implementations for Windows 3.1.

The WinSockspecification  differs slightly

from the original BSD sockets, but it’s

similar enough that programs can be easily

ported to or from a Berkeley socket system.
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Even though Microsoft
doesn’t recommend it, the

code in Listing 3 and Listing 4
.

can be placed directly into a
QuickWin application.
The reason Microsoft does not rec-

ommend it is because functions such as
cal1OandacceptOareblockingcalls
by default. A blocking call sits and waits
until the function completes before it returns
control back to the calling program. In a
cooperative multitasking environment, this
isn’t recommended, but it’s fairly common.

Windows requires a WinSock  applica-
tion to call WSAStartup(  ) before using
any WinSock  functions and WSACl  ean
UP ( 1 before the application exits. The little
extra housekeeping is shown in Listing 5.

I created the server with Microsoft Vi-
sual C++ V.l .O. Granted, that’s a pretty
dated version, but it was collecting dust on
my shelf. The code should work with other
compilers that have an environment like
QuickWin.

QuickWin enables DOS-like programs
to be developed for Windows. The old
familiar pr i ntf functionsarethere, among
others, without the overhead required by
Windows. I’ve found that compiled as a
16-bit application, direct access to I/O
ports is still available under Windows 95.

The client is fashioned after the code of
Listing 4. The Windows startup and clean-
up code is part of each function, so your
native code doesn’t need to know anything
about networks. It could be compiled as a
DLL and used with your favorite language
without great difficulty.

Visual Basic custom controls with these
routines would make an impressive display
without much work. A couple sample appli-
cations you can use to amuse your friends
are also available.

INTO THE FUTURE
Using this client and server should add

new life to old control projects. It’s not
necessary to totally redesign hardware for

Listing 4: Here’s all the code necessary to create a sockets client.

SOCKET s;
struct sockaddr-in sock_addr;

/* socket descriptor */

struct hostent *hp;
/* ARPA-style socket addr */
/* host entry structure /*

int tcpport 4567:
char server[32]'Server';

/* TCP port to connect to */
/* server name to connect to */

char bufferil501;
int ReceivedBytes;

/* packet storage buffer */
/* ii bytes received from server */

memset(&sock_addr,  0, sizeof(sock_addr));  /* clear addr */
hp gethostbyname(server); /* get addr of server */
memcpy(&sockLaddr,  hp->h_addr,  hp->length); /* copy addr */
sock-addr.sin_family  AF-INET;
sock-addr.sin_port  tcpport:

/* set Internet type */
/* port to connect to */

s socket(AF-INET, SOCK-STREAM, 0); /* create socket */
connectcs,  &sock_addr,  sizeof  sock_addr);  /* connect to server */

send (s, buffer, sizeof  buffer, 0); /* send buffet-[]  to server */
1..
ReceivedBytes recv(s,  buffer, sizeof  buffer.0):
/* receive buffet-[1  from server */

remote operation. Systems built to monitor
and control can now do it remotely. And
with the Internet, remote can be very re-
mote indeed.

These programs are not, however, suit-
able for common use in an Internet environ-
ment because there’s no security whatso-
ever. Any computer on the Internet can
access any I/O port on any machine this
server code is executed on.

Think about someone messing with your
hard-disk controller or the frequency set-
tings of your video, and you see the risk.
This application isvery powerful but poten-
tially very dangerous. Some rudimentary
security based on access-control lists would
be a great improvement if you implemented
this system in a public network.

This system is also not suitable for real-

time applications because propagation
delays of packets across the Internet can’t
be reliably determined. Usually, packets
are delivered within a few hundred milli-
seconds, but this can stretch into tens of
seconds if it’s really busy.

New techniques being developed for
the real-time transmission of audio and
video might provide a more deterministic
environment. Operation on a local net-
work could be suitable for a great many
applications.

listing 5: This  code is necessary for WmSock  setup and cleanup.

I* Startup */
long RetCode  0;
WSADATA wsaData:

/* check for WinSock 1.1, 0 means WinSock found Cleanup */
RetCode  WSAStartup(Ox0101,  &wsaData):

/* Windows Sockets Cleanup */
WSACleanupO;

One logical extension of this applica-
tion would be to replace the client with a
Web browser with suitable client program-
ming on a Web server. Another possibility
is to remotely load and execute a program
on the server instead of simple I/O opera-
tions. Once the TCP connection is estab-
lished, interpreting the information packet
is the only difficulty.

I hope you’ve seen some of the possibili-
ties of using networks for real-world con-
trol. If Archimedes were alive today, you
might hear him say, “Give me TCP/IP and
the Internet, and I’ll move the world.” EPQl

After Paul Beam earned his MSEE, he
began work as a computer systems engi-
neer atJohnson  Bible College in Knoxville,
TN. You may reach him at paul@jbc.edu.

SOFTWARE
The complete source code for this article is available
from the Circuit Cellar  BBS, the Circuit Cellar Web site,
or Software on Disk for this issue. Please see the end of
ConnecTime  for complete downloading and ordering
information.

REFERENCES
C. Hunt, TCP//P  F/e/work Adminbtrafion, O’Reilly  and

Associates, Sebastopol,  CA, 1992.

MicrosohCorp.,  “WindowsSocketsAn  Open interface
for Nehvork  Programming under Microsoft Win-
dows V. 1.1,” ftp://ftp.microsoft.com/bussys/
winsock/specl  1, January, 20, 1993.
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WinSock
Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
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Derek Seward and
StepLen  Qua&

LUCIE
Lancaster  Udversfty cornputerfzed  lr&lli,,,t Lcavator

Using three PC/ 7 04 embedded computers, NC/E makes the intelligent
decisions of a human operator. Route planning, priorities, navigation, depth
alterations, safety considerutions -u/l are part of how 1UClE digs a trench.

n 1987, the Lancaster University Engi-

neering Department combined the three

disciplines of civil, mechanical, and electri-

cal engineering in to one “mechatronic”

project-the Lancaster University Comput-

erizedlntelligentExcavator.  LUCIE, aswe’ve

come to call it, is shown in Photo 1.

Over the next few years, we developed

aJCB801 minitrackedexcavatorthatcould

dig a good-quality trench in highlyvariable

ground. Theexcavatorwas positioned manu-

ally before excavation began. Due to safety

concerns, we didn’t automate the tracks.

The system basics consisted of a paral-

lel set of electrohydraulic valves connected

to a large “controller box” filled with vari-

ous DAC, ADC, signal-conditioning, and

safety cards. Software was written in Forth,

and arm-position feedback was achieved

via digital optoencoders.

In 1994, we updated the excavator’s

hardware. The entire hydraulic system was

stripped and replaced with a set of Danfoss

electrohydraulic PVG32 proportional con-

trol valves.
Photo 1: LUCK,  the Lancaster University Computerized Intelligeni  Excavator, is undergoing fesh
to check out ifs autonomous trench-digging capabilities.
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’ with a Danfoss EHDC

controller. Unfortunately,

this controller couldn’t cope

Electrohydraulic Valves

-?

d--b
Sensors

User interface

Laser
Scanner

with the high computational

demands. So, we replaced it FF ?I

with three PC/l 04 units. J

Work started on navigation

and automation of the vehicle LLC AM--
e

SM.-
tracks. Two Trimble 7400MSi

satellite receivers in differential
CAN Bus

mode achieve positional preci-
L

sion at the centimeter level.
Figure I: Three PC/104  stacks control the excovotor.  Communication
between the stacks is achieved via CAN bus. The eventual aim is to have

Safety concerns led to the all sensors and actuators acting OS nodes directly from the CAN bus.

making intricate maneuvering

of the arm very simple.

XY mode is the most com-

plex of the three modes. A

series of forward and reverse
kinematic calculations make it
possible to move the excava-
tors bucket in a straight line.

This task is done by setting
a series ofvirtual (target) points
for the excavator. The differ-
ence between the current and
target positions (i.e., positional
error) forms the basis for the
drivecommandstoeachvalve.

If the arm is deflected off
course (e.g., by an under-development of a research pro-

gram-safe System Architectures for Large
Mobile Robots, funded by the U.K. Engi-
neering and Physical Sciences Research
Council (EPSRC) under the DTI/EPSRC
Safety Critical Systems Programme.

The brain of the excavator relies on the
three embedded PC/l 04 computers. Each
one is responsible for a separate task.
Figure 1 shows how these processor stacks
connect. We’ll discuss each stack in turn.

L O W - L E V E L  C O N T R O L L E R
The Low-Level Controller (LLC) dia-

grammed in Figure 2 is the largest of the
PC/l 04 stacks. It has a 80-MHz Tiny
‘486DX processor card from Advanced
Micro Peripherals with 4-MB DRAM and
2-MB flash disk.

The DM5400 ADC I/O card from Real
Time Devices has 16 I/Ochannels,  a 12-bit

mapped directly out to the valves via the
DAC card. This gives control of the excava-
tor in the conventional manner (i.e., lo  of

freedom of the joystick corresponds to 1

valve operation). If necessary, the PC/l 04
stack can be removed and the joysticks
connected directly to the valve drivers.

The soft-stop mode is like direct mode,
except the arm position is monitored using
simple rotary potentiometers fixed across
the arm joints. These potentiometers con-
nect to the ADC card, which reads each
channel 20 times before averaging the
results. (This eliminates noise and voltage
spikes, giving accurate computation of the
arm’s position.)

If the processor sees the arm reaching its
mechanical limit, it proportionally closes
the valve producing a soft-stop effect. Vari-
ous joystick gain settings are also possible,

ground obstruction), the positional error
changes, modifying the drive commands.
Thus, the system becomes self-rectifying.

Moving one joystick excavates a flat-
bottomed trench to within 25 mm-a feat
normally requiring much time and a highly
skilled operator. XY mode is used for the
automatic excavation routines.

A C T I V I T I E S  M A N A G E R
In effect, the Activities Manager (AM)

replaces the human operator. It plans activ-

ity (e.g., which t rench to dig first) and

navigation and is diagrammed in Figure 3.

The AM’s processor card is a Tiny ‘486

SIC,  running at 33 MHz with 2-MB DRAM.

The VGA1 04 is a 5SD display card from
Advanced Micro Peripherals. It has5 12-KB

display memory and a 1 -MB flash disk. Like

the LLC, the AM uses the MSMCAN CAN

ADC, 16-l-L/CMOS  8255 DIO

lines, three 16-bit counters, two
DAC channels, and diagnos-
tics software. Real Time Devices’
DM5604 DAC I/O card has
eight 12-bit DAC channels, 24-
lit/CMOS  8255 DIO lines,
and diagnostics software.

The MSMCAN CAN bus
card from Digital-Logic includes
an Intel 82527 controller and
achieves 125 or 500 kbps. The
Power Distribution II from parvus
has 7.5-17 VDC input and
20-W combined output.

Keyboard \.

-
CAN Bus

AM ’

VGA Display

The LLC’s main responsibil-
ity is controlling the hydraulic
valves. There are three different
modes of operation.

Potentiometers

In the direct mode, joystick Y
inputs via the ADC card are

Flgure 2: Six PC/104  cards connect together to form the Low-Level
Controller.
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bus card.
The AM has a Power Distri-

bution with 7.5-l 7-VDC input
and 20-W combined output. It
also includes an M-Systems
2-MB flash disk.

For positioning, the AM uses
a Trimble Navigation 7400msi
GPS. It has centimeter accu-
racy, real-time positioning,
~-HZ updates, and automatic
OTF (on-the-fly) initialization
while moving. It also includes
four serial I/O ports and
NMEA-0 183 message outputs.

The Satellite-2ASx Radio
Data Modem from XL Systems
has a frequency range of 4O5-
470 MHz, 16 software-select-
able channels, an RS-232 in-
terface, and 1200-9600 bps.
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Photo 2: We

used the Star
Track vehicle tor

r develop navigation
principles using GPS.

m m .

Automatic dig routines devel-
oped to mimic joystickcommands
are passed to the LLC operating
in Xymode.  This returns data on
current arm position and status.

By monitoring the rate of the
arm relative to the given com-
mands, the AM deduces if the
ground is hard or soft and changes the cut
depth accordingly. This feature makes the
digging process more efficient and en-
ables successful removal of obstructions.

The AM program structure is based on
an artificial-intelligence technique known
as a production system. The system is
divided into three parts.

The production-rule memory contains a
set of if-then rules. A typical rule for LUCIE is:

IF (penetrat ion of bucket > 300 mm)

T H E N  ( r o t a t e  b u c k e t  a n d  g o  t o  t i p )

The working memory contains the data
necessary to check the conditions in the left-
hand side of the rules. All the latest sensory
data is stored for other parts of the program.
In the future, the working memory may be
replaced to a large extent by having data
available directly from the
CAN bus.

To navigate around a site, we set up a
series of intermediate way points. These
consist of a GPS location and a path width
(i.e., the distance the vehicle can veer
safely from the stored location).

LUCIE calculates tangent points for arcs
to intersect the straight line paths, keeping
within the given constraints of path width.
Therefore, the vehicle moves more fluently,

The third part, the infer-
ence engine, cycles through
the rules, checks their condi-
tions, and fires or sanctions
them if necessary. Using this
system lets rules be added or
changed without significantly
affecting the rest of the code.

COM 1l- GPS

Keyboard I ,,
Processor Card /

The AM connects to a dif-
ferential global positioning
system (GPS) and compass.
We developed the navigation
system and real-time vehicle
control using a small tracked
vehicle known as Star Track
(see Photo 2).

Most commercial GPS systems use the
U.S. Defense Department system of 24
SATNAV satellites (although there is an
alternative Russian GLONASS system).
These orbit at about 20,000 km, and at
any one time, you can see 5-l 1 satellites.

We’ll briefly review the GPS basics
here, but see Do-While Jones’ series on
GPS (INK 77 and 78) for details.

The basis of positioning is the accurate
measurement of distance from a terrestrial
receiver antenna to several satellites. This
distance is determined by how long a satel-
lite signal takes to travel to the receiver.

Knowing the distance from one satellite
fixes the position to the surface of a sphere
centered on the satellite. Having the dis-
tance to two satellites locates the position
on the surface of a circle formed by the
intersection of two spheres.

The distance to three satellites reduces
the position to two points on
the circle’s circumference. In
theory, knowing the distance
to four satellites defines the
coordinates of a specific point.

However, distance measure
ments are subject to numerous
errors. Therefore, modern sys-
tems usually prefer six satel-
lites and use sophisticated av-
eraging techniques to get the
best estimate of the position.

A complication arises be-
cause the satellites emit sig-
nals in two codes on different
frequencies.TheCoarseAvaiI-
ability (C/A) code is the signal
used by yachtsmen and the
cheap hand-held receivers
used by climbers.

VGA Display

NAVIGATION

Figure 3: The Activities Manager collects positional information from the
compass and GPS to broadcast on the CAN bus.
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Star Track uses a Trimble 7400msi GPS
operating in differential mode. It provides
positional information accurate to 25 mm
and at a ~-HZ update rate. With the GPS
and data from an onboard  compass, Star
Track knows exactly where it is and-just
as important-which direction it’s facing.

Once the tracks have sensors and move-
mentscan be dead reckoned, LUCIE will be
able to travel under bridges and continue
to work when the GPS signal is lost.

cutting corners in an almost human-like
motion as shown in Figure 4.

We plan to add a higher level controller
that creates alternative intermediate points
should the original path become blocked.

We hope to use a production system
similar to the XY bucket control to keep the
excavator on its designated path. By doing
this, a data table can be used to simplify the
navigation program.

We’re investigating the postprocessing
of CAD drawings to create this table auto-
matically. The draftsman’s drawings then
go directly to excavation instructions with-
out human intervention.

USING GPS



The P-code (Precise code) is subject to
selective availability (SA), deliberately in-
troduced errors which can only be de-
coded by authorized military users. Thus,
the signal’s accuracy is eroded for ordi-
nary users [l].

In nondifferential mode, the 7400MSi
receivers determine location via range
measurement. Positional accuracy is dic-
tated by SA and is typically within 100 m.
This can be improved if the system has time
to settle. Without SA errors, P-code users
can achieve an accuracy of -1 m.

Operation in differential mode increases
positional accuracy via two interconnected
receivers. One receiver, known as the base
station, is set up at a known survey point.
It calculates the difference between its
position and that indicated by thesatellites.

This difference is transmitted to the rover
receiver via radio modem as shown in
Figure 5. By differentiating the satellite
range measurements, the accuracy with
the two receivers becomes -1 m.

The distance between the base station
and rover is currently limited to - 10 km,
which ensures that the two receivers have
the same set of satellites and atmospheric
errors. One base station can serve several
rovers. A strategically placed base station
can provide for a whole city.

To achieve centimeter-level accuracy,
the rover receiver tracks carrier-phase data
and initializes itself relative to the base
station. Initialization resolves the integer
carrier-phase ambiguities between receiv-
ers and satellites.

Before initialization, the 7400MSi re-
ceiver provides float solutions, differentially
corrected relative to the base station and
accurate to -1 m. Once initialized, the
mode switches from float to integer fixed,
and precision drops to the centimeter level.

The 7400MSi receivers are most accu-
rate when operating at an update rate of
1 Hz, so this value is used for final position-
ing. A ~-HZ update rate is preferable for
fast-moving vehicles where the reduced
latency better indicates a true position.

The transmission speed of the RTK base-
station data to the rovers is important to
system accuracy and solution latency. Mea-
surement data, base-station coordinates,
and a base-station description message
are sent via the data link.

The measurement data requires less
than 2000 bits to transmit information for 9
satellites, hence a 24OO-bps  modem can

Start
Point

support an update rate of 1 Hz. It’s prefer-
able to use a faster transmission rate (e.g.,
9600 bps) as on LUCIE’s Satellite 2ASx
radio data modem.

The base receiver must be positioned at
a known location and have its GPS coordi-
nates set manually. The rover location is
computed relative to the base station. Ev-
ery 10 m of error in the base-station coor-
dinates introduces a 1 ppm in the baseline
vector. So, a position error of 50 m with a
baseline vector of 10 km produces an error
in the rover location of -5 cm.

Figure 4: To move to Q set lexotion,  o
series of intermediate points is used.
Stor Track cuts corners, producing o
more human-like motion.

The term “real-time kinematic”
refers to the ability to rapidly up-
date the position of moving receiv-
ers. Obviously, it’s a requirement
for control applications. When a
receiver first switches on, it takes
some time to initialize itself (cur-
rently about 2 min.).

If a receiver loses contact with the satel-
lites for any reason, it must reinitialize. The
term “on the fly” refers to the receiver’s
ability to reinitialize without returning to a
previously known point [2].

The signal from the rover receiver on the
excavator passes to the PC/l 04 stack via
an RS-232 serial data link. The 7400MSi
data string has many possible options,
includingchoiceofellipsoids,velocitydata,
magnetic bearings, date and time settings,
local datum positions, and so on.

VIP=820
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Figure 5: Using a base
station and rover achieves

differential GPS positioning
with centimeter-level accuracies.

SA errors are removed by the
base station andpassedto the rover

via radio modem.

Options currently used are:

l A North-the north component of a vec-
tor from the base station to the rover
projected onto a plane tangential to the
W G S 8 4  e l l i p s o i d

l A East-the east component of the same
vector

l A Up-the difference between the ellip-
soid height of the tangent plane at the
base station and a plane parallel to this
passing through the rover point

l GPS quality indicator

S A F E T Y  M A N A G E R
The Safety Manager (SM) acts as the

excavator’s conscience, ensuring that the
machine remains in a safe stable condi-
tion. To detect obstacles, the SM is con-
nected too laser-scanning sensorvia RS-232
(see Figure 6).

The SM uses the Tiny ‘486 SIC and the
MSMCAN CAN bus card. like the AM, the
SM uses a Power Distribution I and an M-
Systems 2-MB flash disk.

The SM monitors the state of the other
two controllers via the CAN bus and is
capable of taking the AM offline and
providing instructions to the LLC itself.

The CAN bus protocol was specifically
designed so the SM has priority over all
other systems. If the AM fails to respond to
a shut-off command, the SM messages
override and get through to the LLC.

If an unsafe state is detected, the SM
decides on the best course of action. A
situation may arise where a sudden stop is
more hazardous. Theexcavator mightwith-
draw the arm before stopping, leaving it in
a more stable state.

R O T O S C A N  S E N S O R
The principal sensor available for ob-

ject detection within the working envelope
is a sophisticated scanning laser known as
a Leuze Rotoscan RS3. It works by using
two losers which scan through 900, provid-
ing a semicircle of coverage as shown in
Figure 7.
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or More Satellit

I-  40 km 4

Objects greater than 7 cm wide are
detected up to 25 m. The area is swept at
10 Hz, and the precise position of objects
is output in serial form to the computer.

C A N  B U S  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S
CAN bus directs communication be-

tween the cards. This communications bus
developed by Robert Bosch Co. in the mid
’80s was designed primarily for the outo-
mobile industry but is gaining acceptance
in many fields.

It is defined by IS0 1 1898 and IS0
1 15 19 and uses two signal wires and a
power wire. (Systems are currently being
developed to pass signals down the power
wires). The full CAN bus protocol is very
fast, with transfer rates of up to 1 Mbps.

No addresses are given in the message
identifier. Instead, the message is labeled
with its contents (e.g., RPM, hopper full,
etc.). Messages are then only picked up by
nodes requiring that information (i.e., mes-
sage filtering).

The message identifier determines the
priority using nondestructive bitwise arbi-
tration. It uses nonreturn-to-zero encoding,
so if a signal wire is broken, communica-
tion continues.

COM 1
Rotoscan Sensor

Also, it contains five error-checking
mechanisms as well as an error-confine
ment feature unique to CAN. It detects if a
node is faulty, and if so, it is turned offline.
The defective node is monitored, and if it
becomes OK again, it is turned back on.

It is estimated that a CAN operating at
1 Mbps (with 50% utilization, using an
average message length of 80 bits, and
operating for 8 h per day for 365 days a
year) will contain one undetected error
once every 1000 years.

Currently, only interPC  communication
is via CAN bus, but we intend to gradually
move all sensors and actuators onto the
bus. CAN microcontrollers can be used as
nodes to feed clusters of sensors or actua-
tors, but the technology isn’t trivial and
there’s an extensive learning curve and the
need for software CAN analysis tools.
Items such as rotary encoders are now
coming on the market with embedded
CAN bus interfaces.

F U T U R E  D E V E L O P M E N T S
Although we’ve done a lot of work on

LUCIE, much remains. The environment of
an excavator is different from a standard
robot’s, so LUCIE’s  system requirements
are much greater.

The possible interaction with human
beings and the machine’s enormous power
make safety o critical issue to be solved
before automatic excavation can become
reality.

But, there are many advantages to an
automatic system over manual-control meth-
ods, including an increase in the speed of
trench digging and improvements in the
dimensional accuracy of the trench.

There’s a reduction in the operator skill
levels necessary, thereby opening up the

backhoe market to less skilled
customers. The use of remote
control reduces the need for
bank persons.

The computer can display
any information required about
the trench and arm position.

AM
---_=

Figure 6: The Safety Manager uses
the Rotoscan to detect unforeseen
objects. It can stop the excavator
by sending commands across the
CAN bus.
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Sensor

Figure 7: The Leuze Rotoscan sensor uses two
scanning laser beams to detect obstacles up
fo 25 m away at angular increments of 24

Increasing speed and efficiency may re-

duce a construction company’s lead time,

providing them with a competitive edge.

Of course, these machines aren’t lim-

ited to the work schedules and conditions

that people are. And, by reducing human

labor and using power more efficiently,

running costs are reduced.

As well, autonomous operation is pos-

sible in hazardous environments such as

chemical accidents or the decommission-

ing of nuclear power stations.

Automation preserves the vehicle itself

by incorporating such features as “soft

stops” on ram operations and condition

monitoring. It also improves safety via

operator warning systems and prevention

of movement outside a safety envelope

with tilt sensors and metal detectors.

However, our most immediate concerns

for LUCIE involve extending CAN bus to

incorporate all sensors. We’ll also be link-

ing task planning to CAD drawings, as well

as doing more research into underground

obstruction sensors and SAFE-Sam.

ITQ.EOT

Derek Seward is a lecturer in Engineering

at Lancaster UniversiIy. He teaches soft-
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and conducts research in construction ro-
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University with a Masters in Mechatronics.
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This month, Fred turns matchmaker. Teknor’s  Wet- and a desktop PC meet
QNX and 7 OBaseI It was love at first sight. Each machine’s memory, drive,
and port resources became part of the other. Oh! To find such a catch.

A Sweet Solution

lT
IL t’s 1O:OO  A.M., and I just rigged power
to the newest embedded PC in the shop.
No smoke! (You weren’t expecting smoke,
were you? Hey, I’m a professional!)

Normally, “no smoke” signals the be-
ginning of another journey into “Freddy’s
EPC land.” But, this coming-out party is
taking a different twist.

You’ll recall that I’ve travelled exten-
sively in the machine-shop world. As a
result, I’ve made many friends.

After all, in my area of the country,
embedded PCs control the mills cranking
out bunches of mechanical parts that regu-
larly take rides on the birds of NASA’s
Orbiter fleet. These space-shot machinists
occasionally drop in to peek at what’s
stirring in Circuit Cellar’s Florida Room.

This morning, my friend Mark the Ma-
chinist is looking over my shoulder. (Mark
created my industrial positioner in INK73.)
So far, everything’s normal. The familiar
BIOS banner appears with the now de
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facto memory-count screen followed by the
“what’s in the box” screen.

The memory count reaches 16 MB, and
the peripherals include the ever-present
floppy drive, a 60 1 -MB Seagate  IDE hard
file, and the usual assortment of serial and
parallel ports. It even has a mouse!

“Oh, neat! An embedded Windows
application or one really big ugly DOS
project?” Mark quipped. He thinks it’s just
another of my little embedded marvels.

However, his “All this stuff is running off
that little ole board?” marked his jealousy.
His lips drooled as fl loo-MHz  CPU Speed”
and “Upgradable Flash BIOS” came up.

I giggled as the hardware boot process
ended with “Missing operating system”.

Thinking himself a savior, Mark prof-
fered, “I’ll get the DOS boot disk so you can
init the drive.”

“No worries. I’ve got the disk.” He paid
little attention as I placed the diskette into
the drive.
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A moment later, “What’s this ‘Press ESC
to boot alternate OS’ stuff?” I didn’t utter a
word as the display glowed with “Wel-
come to QNX 4.23” and a shell prompt.

Mark pulled up his copilot chair. He
knew we were before a truly powerful
piece of hardware that was about to be
melded with an equally powerful OS.

As we began to explore, it was obvious
to us that QNX users, like their UNIX kin,
are partial to fish. They always talk about
spawning and using forks. We thought
about stopping for some good Florida
seafood. But not today. There’s work to do.

We’re installing QNX4.23 on a Teknor
VIPer806 and QNX 4.22 on one of the
“more well-equipped” nonembedded de-
mons. Then, we’ll tie the two nodes to-
gether on a 1 OBaseT  Ethernet network.

The good news is we’re taking you
along, too. Even if you’re a heavy DOS or
Windows user, this journey will interest
you.



THAT FIRST LOOK
VlPer  stands for Very Integrated Proces-

sor. As you probably figured, Viper806 is
a complete embedded system on a board.
Mine has an Intel ‘486DX4 running at
100 MHz. (There’s a 5x86 133-MHzVIPer
variant, too.) Not only does this little reptile
hiss, it has big teeth!

I liken the ‘486-laden VIPer806 to a
well-designed, high-tech military aircraft. It
supports mission-specific peripheral pay-
loads in all kinds of weather-“all kinds of
weather”? Oooh...too many episodes of
Wings on the Discovery Channel.

For instance, in hostile industrial envi-
ronments, the VIPer806 can be configured
to operate entirely on flash EPROM, elimi-
nating faults incurred by mechanical drives.
In addition, it can operate stand alone or in
a passive-backplane system.

The VIPer806 is also capable of carrier
launch and recovery anytime, day or night.
Gotta see this baby. Check the Table of
Contents of this Embedded PC (page 49).

Although the onboard-peripheral fire-
power is truly awesome, an impressive
array of hard and floppy disks, serial and
parallel devices, built-in networking, and
plug-and-play compatibility can be wing
mounted and brought to bear on the most
obstinate applications.

The VIPer806 is a complete embedded
PC down to the battery-backed real-time
clock. In fact, every standard peripheral
(and then some) found on the industry-
standard PC platforms in my shop can be
found on the VIPer806!

Although I received my VlPer with a
rudimentary QNXsystem  preloaded in flash,
I chose to outfit mine with standard out-
board peripherals to demonstrate the ex-
tensible power and ease of use that comes
from the VIPer806/QNX combination.

AN IMAGE OF SIMPLICITY
Operating systems are born to control

their system resources. But, depending on
the particular OS-versus-application com-
bination, sometimes “in control of” be-
comes “out of control with.”

Not with QNX. It’s a POSlX-compliant
OS that controls system resources just like
any other well-behaved OS. It looks and
feels like any other UNIX system and con-
trols the chaos under the covers in a highly
logical and efficient manner.

QNX is well-suited to real-time applica-
tions because it provides multitasking and

Interrupts

priority-driven preemptive scheduling. It
can be configured for a single user or
hundreds of users. There’s no waste.

Since QNX is process based, you need
only include the processes necessary for
your particular application. This feature is
made possible by QNX’s  microkernel and
message-based interprocess communica-
tion architecture.

The core set of QNX documentation
including theOSsystem  architecture, user’s
guide, and utilities reference is exactly
2.92” deep (after bookmark removal). The
total documentation measures 2’ and takes
up my whole bookshelf. It’s obvious to the
most casual observer that a lot of stuff can
be done with the QNX OS! Let’s take a
peek at its basic system architecture.

MORE THAN SKIN DEEP
Whether you realize it or not, willingly

or under duress, you have at some time
written a kernel. If you’re like me (and
you’re reading INK, so you are), you tend
to cram every conceivable function into
your kernel so you don’t have to write extra
stuff into your application.

Before you know it,
your little kernel is becom-
ing an OS. Not so with
QNX. The QNX kernel is

tiny (8 KB to a little over 10 KB, depending
on versions) and has only two missions in
life-message passing and scheduling.

The kernel itself is never scheduled.
Instead, it responds to hardware interrupts
and kernel calls. Figure 1 shows the kernel
and its relationship to processes.

I’ll talk more about processes when I
install the OS on the VIPer806. For now,
understand that QNX system processes are
much like processes you write to make up
your application.

In fact, there’s very little, if any, differ-
ence between a process and an applica-
tion in QNX. There are no hidden process-
interface gotchas.  It’s like my mom says,
“Be careful what you wish for-you might
get it.”

- Partition Table -

Hard Drive 0

_ $-

DOSrQNX

Hard Drive 1

le diagram, the QNX
I .

COMMUNICATION HAPPENS
In a real-world QNX system, the kernel

must be able to react to multiple, concur-
rently executing processes. The most effi-
cientwaytodo thisistoallowtheprocesses
to communicate with each other by simply
passing messages-something QNX calls
IPC (interprocess communication).

In this area, QNX is the pio-
neer, as far as operating sys-
tems go. A process can send,
receive, and reply to a mes-
sage. The messages are not
modified by the kernel as they
are routed between processes.

Instead, the kernel monitors
thechanges in message-process

Figure 2: I still think they should
call the disks with mounted
partitions “cooked.” Hard drive 1
is the hard drive 0 setup on my PC
in the shop.
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Listing 1:Youcouldissuebuildqnx build/hard.2 imageslhard.Zormake  b=hard.Zfo
use this file to build the boot image ha rd. 2. The numbers following the B are heap size
allocations in kilobytes.

syslProc32
B 52000 Proc32 -1 2

sys/Slibl6
B 1 Slibl6

syslSlib32
$ 1 Slib32

/bin/Fsys
B 8000 Fsys

lbinlFsys.ata
B 1000 Fsys.ata

/bin/mount
$ 1000 mount -p /dev/hdO  /dev/hdOt77 /

lbinlsinit
$ 1000 sinit  TERM=qnu

The changes in state indicate the lifetime of
itate andschedulesresourcesaccordingly.

a process. There’s also a built-in QNX
mechanism synchronizing the message flow
between processes.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, Mark
and Fred are poised at theVIPer806/QNX

SETTING DATES

console. I type i ns ta 11, and we’re off.
The next screen explains that the install

process is done via standard QNX utilities
and not some preconcocted install pro-
gram. Refreshing!

WHAT’S MINE IS YOURS
The IPC philosophy holds for the entire

QNX network. Any QNX node on the
network with proper permission can have
its processes access any resource on any
other node in the QNX network.

There are no local or remote boundaries
as far as resources are concerned, and no
special application code needs to be writ-
ten to invoke this functionality. It becomes
a vast resource pool that can be channeled
as needed to any process in the network.

This form of priority-driven operation
inherently puts the QNX network resources
where they’re needed most. And, IPC is
transparent to the point that special code is
needed to determine whether a resource is
local or on the network.

If it sounds too good to be true, loop on
this paragraph until your WOW! flag is
set. Now that we’ve got that straight, let’s
install some QNX images.

PC Side VlPer Side
RJ45 Pin RJ45 Pin

1 + - [TX+]- - -[RX+]. - + 3
2 + - [TX-] - - -[RX-]. - + 6
3 + - [RX+]- - -[TX+]. - + 2
6 + - [RX-]- - -[TX-].  - + 1

Figure 3: Hmmm.... looks real similar to
something out of an 115-232 null-modem
diagram. I told you communications stuff
was easy!

This screen also suggests that DOS be
installed first if it’s required on the same
hard disk. In regards to the VIPer, I ponder
the DOS option a moment. Heck, this is a
QNX article. I press Enter.

An EIDE controller is found onboard  the
VIPer806. We’re on our way! (I did install
a DOS partition on the PC. I’ll tell you why
later.)

First, QNX starts a conversation with the
installed hard disk by starting the Filesystem
Manager (FSYS  &) and the hard disk
driver (FSYS . a ta &). QNX provides driv-
ers for many hard-drive types. Here, the
. at a signifies that my hard disk has a
standard ATA interface.

The Filesystem Manager is responsible
for managing block special files. Within
QNX, block special files define physical
devices like tapes, disks, and disk parti-
tions.

Thus, every disk, tape drive, or partition
on a QNX system is known to QNX as a
block special file. As the name implies,
these disks are viewed within the filesystem
as sequential blocks of 5 12 bytes each.
Each block is numbered (beginning with
block 1) and extends to the capacity of the
physical device.

Once Filesystem Manager and the de-
vicedriver positivelyidentifythe hard drive,
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Mark and I partition the hard disk using

QNX f d i s k (it’s very similar to its DOS

counterpart).

In fact, the partition information is pretty

much identical to the DOS partition infor-

mation and is kept on the first physical

block of the disk. Using the interactive

f d i s k window, I partition the entire drive

as a QNX partition. The command to

invoke the f d i s k utility with a “raw” hard

disk designated as hd0 looks like:

fdisk /dev/hdO

Once the partition is created, the install

program mounts it, initializes the filesystem,

and mounts the QNX filesystem on the hard

disk:

mount -p /dev/hdO

The - p tells the mount utility to read the

partition table from the block special file,

/dev/hdO,andmountaIlpartitionsfound.

Partitions appear as block special files in

the format:

b l o c k  s p e c i a l  f i l e  t  partition-

type -num

My QNX partition happens to be type 77,

so I end up with:

ldevlhdOt77

QNX uses a partition number scheme to

identify partition types. For example, a

16-bitFATDOSpartitionis  /dev/hdOt4.

You can even have another QNX partition

on the same physical drive. Here, that

partition is /dev/hdOt78.

A UNIX partition on hdl is designated

/dev/hdlt99 and soon. Figure 2 offers

a clear view of how QNX partitions are

structured.

Next, I initialize the formatted hard disk

for use as a QNX filesystem via a utility

aptly called d i n i t. (I love this operating

system. It’s so logical.) It is invoked as:

dinit -h /dev/hdOt77

Finally, I mount the newly initialized

partition at mount point / hd and check it

for correct formatting and bad blocks. The

syntax is:

mount ldevlhdOt77  /hd

dcheck -m /dev/hdOt77

The m option tells dc h ec k to mark the bad

blocks as unavailable.

All the ground work is done, and the

Seagate  checked out OK. To complete this

segment of the installation, i n s t a 1 1 cop-

ies a QNX license to the hard disk and

transfers the rest of the archived operating

system files to the QNX partition.

THE RING THING
Everything in its proper directory and

linked? Then, it’s time to create a QNX boot

image and give this machine a node ID for

networking purposes. Since I’m concur-

rently installing a QNX node 1 in the shop

(on the PC), the next logical choice for the

VIPer806 node is 2.

The QNX boot image is built using the

bui 1 dqnx  utility. The boot image is deter-

mined by the contents of a build file located

in the /boot/bui 1 d directory.

On the VIPer806, this file is defined as

/boot/build/hard.Z.OnthePC(node

l), it’s /boot/build/hard.l.

lnvokingthema ke utilityagainst ha rd. 2

creates a boot-image file in the /boot /

imaaes directorv. A< I

QNX boot image is simply

a collection of processes pack-

aged into a single file.

This single-file image loads into

memory at boottime, and control passes

to the first process within the image. Nor-

mally, the first process starts the remaining

requiredprocesses.TheVIPer806/boot/

b u i 1 d / h a r d .2 file contents are in Listing

When QNX boots, the first process in

the boot image is always the Process Man-

ager, which contains the QNX microkernel.

Processor initialization and process sched-

uling within the image are boot-time re-

sponsibilities of the Process Manager.

The s i n i t utility is the last process in

the boot image. It starts a shell that allows

the execution of commands from a file.

That command file in the boot instance

isthe sysinit.node file.The sysi nit

file contains commands to initiate service

processes for the machine.

Listing 2 is the sysi ni t file for the

VIPer806 node. Let’s look at it from the top.

The set i command establishessome

keyenvironmentvariables (e.g., node num-

w
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ber and file pathing).
r

TZ in the second line of
l e t c l c o n f i g l s y s i n i t . 2

defines the time-zone rules such
as when to switch to Daylight Sav-

. ing Time or vice versa. While we’re in
the zone, rtc 1 hw gets the date and
time from the hardware clock.

The next five lines, beginning with Dev
&, start the Device Manager. Once the
Device Manager starts, the following com-
mand lines register the console and serial
and parallel I/Owith  the DeviceManager.

Starting with mousetrap start, the
command lines up to freeze are pretty
obvious. Mouse support is engaged, the
floppy system is established, a simple form
of IPC called piping is installed, and soft-
ware floating-point emulation is started.

QNX is smart enough to look for float-
ing point hardware and “slays” (mean-
business OS, huh?) the software emulator if

the hardware exists.

The Dosf sys utility enables data trans-
fers between QNX and DOS partitions. I
used it to transfer some listings to a DOS-
formatted floppy so I could transmit them
electronically to the INK editorial staff.

l;sting  2: If if ain‘t here, if ain’t gonna  run! The v the Net line helps troubleshoot

set -i
export T2=est05edt04,M4.1.0/2,M10.5.0/2
rtc -1 hw
Dev &
Dev.con  -n 6 &
reopen //O/dev/conl
Dev.ser  &
Dev.par &
mousetrap start
Fsys.floppy &
Pit2e &
e&a7 &
Dosfsys &
freeze -cdz /etc/logo.F
tinit  -T /dev/con* -t /dev/conl  &
Net -v &
Net.ether2100 -d 5 -i 9 -D 300 &
netmap

And, this is also why I installed a small
DOS partition on the PC. With the DOS
partitionand Dosfsys,  a Windows-based
ftp application can get info and updates
from the QNX Web site in QNX archive
format ond transfer the downloaded data
between the DOS and QNX partitions.

If that’s not enough, Do s f sy s lets some
QNXcommands  manipulate DOS resources
just like DOS would! I like it!

I get a kick out of the freeze com-
mand. It’s a QNX way of compressing and
decompressing (melting) files. It zips and
unzips like DOS and Windows but with a
logical nomenclature. The QNX logo fades
in and freezes into a full screen view.

The login  is brought up by the t i n i t
command string. Although t i ni t can bring
up other programs, it is rarely, if ever, seen
outside the sys i n i t environment.
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A R R A N G I N G T H E \
SID PID PROGRAM

Microkernel
syslProc32
syslSlib32
lbin/Fsys
lbinlFsys.ata
idle
//2/bin/Dev
l/Z/binlDev.ansi
//Z/bin/Dev.ser
llPlbinlDev.par
llPlbinlFsys.floppy
//2/bin/Pipe
l/Z/binlDosfsys
//Z/bin/tinit
//2/bin/Net
//Z/bin/Net.etherZlOO
//Z/bin/ksh
//Z/bin/sin

PRI STATE BLK CODE

10623

DATA

0

D E T A I L S
If you think I’ll need a few

paragraphstowalkthrough build-
ing the QNX network, too bad. This
ain’t no DOS, this ain’t no Windows,
and this ain’t no foolin’  around.

Believe it or not, I’ve already built the
network. QNX doesn’t require network
layers over OS layers. Networking is inher-
ent. Once the hardware network interfaces
are installed and the Network Manager
finds them, just interconnect the machines.

Normally, a UTP-based network of more
than a couple of machines requires a hub
for operation. Since I’m only putting two
machines on my network, I’ll use the “null
Ethernet” method.

Basically, there are two sets of signals
on a 1OBaseT  backbone-the transmit-
data pair and receive-data pair. To effect
the “null Ethernet,” I simply cross connect
the lines as shown in Figure 3.

I ’ M  I N  L U V
Bing! Bang! Boom! By establishing a

simple QNX network, I’ve just added al-
most 1 GB of hard disk, a CD-ROM drive,

30f
_
READY
RECV
RECV
RECV
READY
RECV
RECV
RECV
RECV
RECV
RECV
RECV
WAIT
RECV
RECV
WAIT
REPLY

106K 233K
57K 4096
81K 2277K
20K 12K

12K
!8K 53K

81K
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32K
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22r
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ri
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20r
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32K
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20K
16K

0 45K
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:
-1
1

20K 16K
24K 81K
24K 20K
94K 36K
45K 32K

23r
20r
100
100

Figure 4: Here’s the result of executing the s in (display system information) command. Can you
find the floating-point emulator process? I hope not! Our VfPer806 is a ‘4860X4.

The final three lines of the /etc / same fashion. The d, - i , and - p param-
conf i g/sysi ni t .2 file initiate the Net- eters select DMA, interrupt, and port values
work Manager and start the driver for the for the VIPer806 Ethernet interface.
network components. In this configuration, At this point, there’s a login  prompt on
the VIPer806 uses the AMD Am79C96 1 to the console. Assuming that a similar pro-
implement a 1 OBaseT  Ethernet interface. cess  took place on the network’s PC side,

Net.ether2100isthedriverthatsup- I can concentrate on what I came for.
ports the AMD device. On the network’s PC I want to tie our freshly QNX’ed embed-
side,theNet.etherlOOOdriversupports
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two floppies, two se-
rial ports, and two paral-

lel ports to my VIPer806.
Conversely, my PC has come

into a little less than 600 MB of extra
hard-drive space, a floppy, two serial

ports, and a parallel port. All this from an
OS called QNX and stringing some wire.

Nothing else to do but logon as root and
go after it. Accessing the PC’s resources
from the VIPer806 is effected by prefixing
the request with / / 1, denoting node 1.

The same (i.e., / /2) gets resources on
the VlPer from the PC. For instance, / / 2 /
etc/readme/tech notes/Net.ether
1000 accesses the Net.etherlOOO  file
on the VlPer from the PC.

Changing I I2 to I I1 does the same
from the VIPer. Figure 4 captures the
VIPer806 processes running along with
their priority, state, and code size.

I T ’ S  F O R  L I F E

I’m not done with QNX. There’s still over
a foot of documentation left to explore!

It’s armed with an integral C compiler
from WATCOM. And, there’s a new ver-
sion of the Photon microGUI.  It’s a rela-

tively small footprint-perfect for embed-
ded systems.

There’s alsoTCP/IP  support and a utility
to run DOS programs under QNX! As they
fit, look for me to apply the remaining
modules in future projects.

Technical support during the produc-
tion of this article was excellent. Their Web
site is an great place to start with questions
or problems concerning an install.

Before I go, there’s one gotcha I ran into
that put my face in the dirt. You must install
a different license of QNX on each node.
Otherwise, you’ll have the meter out check-
ing perfectly good network cables while
your nodes are laughing at you. APC.EPQ_’

Special thanks to Tracy Nicholson at QNX

customer support for slaying all the drag-

ons that stumbled into my QNX kingdom.

Fred Eady has over I9 years’ experience
as a systems engineer. He has worked with
computers and communication systems

large and small, simple and complex. His

forte is embedded-systems design andcom-

munications. Fred may be reached at

edtp@ddi.digitaI.net.
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Jeff Bachiochi

Unconventional Access

icture this. It’s
Saturday evening,

crowded around the
small-screen TV. There’s absolutely
nothing on (IMHO). Maybe a field trip
would help.

I needed to pick up some ceiling
paint to repair the water stains caused
by ice backing up on the roof last
winter. Off we went to Home Depot.

I picked up double-sided tape to fix
the blinds, caulk to fix the counter-
top, and other hardware items. Bev
grabbed some heavy-duty spray clean-
er for the water spots in the shower.

While the kids composed a sym-
phony on the door-bell display, my
eye was caught by an RF doorbell by
Trine Products-a doorbell button
transmitter and a “no wires” chime
unit. At $15 for the transmitter/re-
ceiver pair, I couldn’t pass it up.

We finally left to the tune of 80
bucks. All the way home, I couldn’t
stop thinking about where I might use
my new find until Bev asked about
the paint. Huh?

STARTING FRESH
Nothing like getting back to work

Monday morning to help bring one
back to normality-or so it seems. I’m
not even through my first cup of cof-
fee, and the phone rings with a plea
for help.
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A pleasant-sounding gentleman
asks what tools he needs to change an
existing program presently running in
the company’s embedded controller. I
explain the tools necessary, based on
the information he gives me. He says
thanks, and I hang up thinking this is
going to be a good week.

A few days later, John calls again.
“OK,” he says, “I’ve got everything in
front of me. How do I get the program
out of the controller?”

Right then, I got a bad crick in my
neck. Politely, I tell him he can’t
afford to have me read manuals to
him. I provide him with a list of pro-
cedures to accomplish his task, ask
him to read the manuals, and tell him
to call if he gets frustrated.

It didn’t take long. He called again
that afternoon.

Truth was, he had inherited this
project. The former project engineer
had left the company, and no docu-
mentation could be found.

The program was written in BA-
SIC52. However, the system had no
console serial port, so access to the
program was impossible.

John not only needed to know how
to edit a program file and produce a
new ROM but also how to get the
original program out of the controller.
No offense, but I felt he was in way
over his head.

BASIC TO THE RESCUE
When you have access to the con-

sole serial port on an embedded con-
troller using BASIC52, you have ac-
cess to the program (unless some
protection schemes are implemented).
The BASIC52 processor converts the
ASCII data of your BASIC program to
a tokenized record stored in RAM.

Whenever you list or edit it
through the serial console, the BA-
SIC52 processor converts the tokens
back to ASCII data. You never even
realize it’s tokenized unless you look
into the RAM spaces.

When BASIC52 recognizes one of
its 110 BASIC commands, it replaces
the command with a single byte of
data. This way, program space is con-
densed, and the commands don’t have
to be reinterpreted to be processed.
The commands are given values above

Listing

10 DEI
20 PR
30 PR
40 PR
50 PR'
60 INI
70 CL!
80 OPI
90 ES=
100 Pf
110 F(
120 If
130 NI
140 64
150 01
160 Pl
170 G(
180 G(
190 C$
200 If
210 If
220 If
230 If
240 G(
250 G(
260 D$

270 HE
280 LB
290 LC
300 v=
310 v=

320 IF
330 v=

340 IF
350 v=

360 IF
370 IF
380 IF
390 PT
400 v=
410 PT
420 IF
430 IF
440 ON
450 ON

460 DB
470 DB
480 D$
490 D$
500 D$
510 D$
520 D$
530 DB
540 08
550 D$
560 DB
370 D$
180 D$
590 D$
so0 D$
510 D$

,000  c
,010 I
1020 I
'030 I
'040 x
1050 x:

iO60 X;
io70 I

1080 I



Listing l--Here’s the GWBASlC program creafedto  convertan  Intelhexfileinfoa  BASIC52ASCll  text file.

10 DEFINT A-Z
20 PRINT"This program will prompt for an Intel hex filename."
30 PRINT "If the file is a tokenized BASIC-52 file,"
40 PRINT"an untokenized ASCII file is created."
50 PRTNT.._..
60 1NPUT"What  is the Intel hex filename? ",A$
70 CLS
;; ,o,PLN  A$ FOR INPUT AS #lII II
100 PRINT
110 FOR A=1 TO LENCAB)
120 IF MID$(A$,A,l)<>"."  THEN BB=B$+MID$(A$.A,l)  ELSE GOT0 140
130 NEXT A
140 B$=B$+".BAS"
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
2 2 0
230
240
250
260

270
280
290
300
310

F,';",""  FOR OUTPUT AS 112

GOSUB 4000: REM Look for a BASIC52 program finoerorint
GO-- -^^

1 ”

‘VU LUU
C$- =RIGHT$(C$.LEN(C$)-1)
IF LEN(C$)=O  THEN GOSUB 2000: REM Get more raw data

REM Line lengthIF PTR=O THEN GOT0 260:
IF PTR=l THEN GOT0
IF PTR=Z THEN GOT0
GOT0 4
GOT0 1
D$=" 98 : _ ..-.. .._.. ,,,,I,,__

processing": END ELSE PTR=l:-  GOTO-190
HB=ASC(LEFT$(C$,l)):  PTR=2: GOT0 190
LB=ASC(LEFTB(C$,l)):  LN=HB*256+LB
LOCATE 2.1: PRINT"Writing output file program line #",LN
V=INT(LN/lOOOO):IF  V>O THEN D$=D$+CHR$(V+&H30):  LN=LN-(V*lOOOO)
V=INT(LN/lOOO):IF  V>O THEN D$=D$+CHR$(V+&H30):  LN=LN-(V*lOOO):GOTO

330

270: REM Program line number high byte
280: REM Program line number low byte

00: REM Program line data
90: REM Next data byte
NUMCHAR=ASC(LEFT$(C$.l)j:TF  NIIMCHAR=l THFN PRTNT "Finizhpd

320 IF LEN(D$)<>O  THEN D$=D$+CHR$(V+&H30):  LN=LN-(V*lOOO)
330 V=INT(LN/lOO):IF  V>O THEN D$=D$+CHR$(V+&H30):  LN=LN-(V*lOO):  GOT0

15n
_I”

340 IF LEN(D$)<>O  THEN D$=D$+CHRB(V+&H30):  LN=LN-(V*lOO)
350 V=INT(LN/lO):IF  V>O THEN D$=D$+CHR$(V+&H30):  LN=LN-(V*lO):  GOT0

370
360 IF LEN(D$)<>O  THEN D$=D$+CHR$(V+&H30):  LN=LN-(V*lO)
370 IF LN>O THEN D$=D$+CHRB(LN+&H301:  GOT0 390
380 IF LEN(D$)<>O  THEN DB=D$+CHRB(LN+&H30)
390 PTR=3: GOT0 190
400V=ASC(LEFT$(C$,l))
410 PTR=PTR+l
420 IF PTR=NUMCHAR  THEN D$=D$+CHR$(V):  PRINT#2,D$:
430 IF V<&H80 THEN D$=D$+CHR$(V):  GOT0 190
440 ON (INT((V-&H80)/161)+1  GOT0 450,620,790,960,11
450 ON V-&H7F  GOT0 460,470,480,490,500,510,520,530,

580.590.600.610

PTR=O: GOT0 190

30,1300,1470,1640
540,550,560,570,

460
470
480
490
500
510

LET'": GOT0 190
CLEAR": GOT0 190
PUSH ': GOT0 190
GOT0 'I: GOT0 190
PWM ": GOT0 190

520
530
540
550
560
570

D$=D$+”
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"
D$=D$+"

580
590

PHO. ": GOT0 190
UI": GOT0 190
UD": GOT0 190
POP ‘: GOT0 190
PRINT": GOT0 190
CALL ": GOT0 190
DIM ": GOT0 190

600
610

STRING ": GOT0~190
BAUD ": GOT0 190
CLOCK": GOT0 190
PHl.": GOT0 190

2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050

2060
2070

2080

C$="": REM Read and check an Intel hex paragraph
IF EOF(11 THEN PRINT"End  of File": STOP
INPUT j/l, I$
IF (MID$(I$,l,l)<>":")THEN  PRINT"Error,  character should be: '
X=2: GOSUB 3000: L=V*16: X=3: GOSUB 3000: L=L+V
X=4: GOSUB 3000: NA=V*4096:  X=5: GOSUB 3000: NA=V*256+NA:  X=6:

GOSUB 3000: NA=V*16+NA:  X=7: GOSUB 3000: NA=V+NA
X=8: GOSUB 3000: M=V*16: X=9: GOSUB 3000: M=V+M
IF CM<>0 AND M<>l) THEN LOCATE 3,l: PRINT"Mode Error: must be 00

or 01"
IF (M<>O) THEN LOCATE 3,l: PRINT"Mode: End of File--Conversion

Complete": CLOSE: END
(continued)

80h, leaving OO-7Fh for any 7-bit
ASCII character.

Without the serial connection, the
processor has no way of delivering an
untokenized listing to the user. This
became John’s predicament.

He suggested removing the ROM
and getting it read with an EPROM
programmer. After a careful explana-
tion of BASIC52’s  tokenizing process,
I had him totally confused.

Should I give in and tell him to
ship me the ROM and I’d send him
back a listing? What if further protec-
tion was implemented to prevent the
code from being reverse engineered?

What if-pardon the accusation,
John-this was really a covert opera-
tion to illegally copy someone else’s
protected code? Wouldn’t a legal own-
er have proper documentation?

I quickly put on my marketing hat
and convinced him that, for less than
$100, he could get a “development”
board (with the necessary console
serial port on it) and use it to read out
the ROM’s program. I knew this
wasn’t the last time he’d call, but at
least next time, he’d have the tools he
needed for me to talk him through it.

The more I thought of John’s pre-
dicament, the more I realized how
handy it would be to be able to con-
vert a BASIC52 (tokenized) Intel hex
file back into native ASCII text. I
decided to create the BASIC Untoken-
izing Device-BUD, for short.

So, John, this BUD’s for you!

BASIC PROGRAM STORAGE
On powerup  or reset, the BASIC52

processor reads address 80OOh. A l-6
(ASCII 31h36h)  tells it to use one of
the six special start-up procedures.

These procedures include a number
of options. You can automatically run
the program stored at location 801 lh
or use a baud rate for serial communi-
cation based on a timer reload value
(RCAPZ)  located at address 8001-
8002h. You can also automatically set
the baud rate based on a received
character or set an upper RAM bound-
ary based on address 8003-8004h.

The tokenized BASIC program
starting at 801 Ih must have a SSh
preceding it at address 8010h to sig-
nify that a valid program follows.
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BASIC52 program lines are stored in
a simple format. The first character is
a line-length indicator. (Although the
maximum is 255, the actual value is
much less since the ASCII line length
must be fewer than 80 characters be-
fore tokenizing.)

The second and third characters
make up the line number (maximum
65535). The fourth and following
(through the line length) are either
characters (ASCII values <8Oh) or
tokens (ASCII values >7Fh).

If a line starts with a Olh character,
there are no more lines (i.e., it’s an
EOF marker). Otherwise, additional
program lines continue as above.

Unless the design of the embedded
system is really off the wall, the ROM
(which holds this program) can only
be in one of two locations-a 64-KB
ROM starting at OOOOh (code begins at
address 801 Ih when read with a pro-
grammer) or a smaller ROM starting
at 8000h (code begins at address
001 lh when read with a programmer).

So, the hex code read into the pro-
grammer and saved to a file may start
at address OOOOh or 8000h. It’s also
possible that the tokenized BASIC52
program may not have any special
start-up procedures saved, so it’s nec-
essary to check for the 55h before
assuming the file is good.

INTEL HEX FORMAT
A file stored in Intel hex format

has built-in safeguards against data
errors. Each individual line begins
with a I’:” and ends with a two-char-
acter checksum of the whole line to
assure data integrity.

However, the file format does have
one small gotcha. There is no overall
checksum. If a complete line gets lost,
there’s no way of knowing.

All characters in an Intel hex file
are 7-bit ASCII characters which en-
sures all characters are printable. Two
hexadecimal characters combine to
create a single 8-bit  binary value.

The first pair (following the “:“) is
a line-length count. The second and
third pair combine to make a load
address for the first data byte.

The fourth pair indicates a mode
byte for the line (“00” means data in
the line, and “01” is the EOF marker).

Listing l-continued

2090 FOR X=10 TO lO+(Z*(L-1))  STEP 2
2100 GOSUB 3000: CS=V*16:  X=X+1: GOSUB 3000: CS=V+CS: X=X-l
2110 C$=C$+CHR$(CS)
2120 NEXT X
2130 cs=o
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
3000
3010

FOR X=2 TO lO+(Z*L) STEP 2
GOSUB 3000: CS=V*lG+CS:  X=X+1: GOSUB 3000: CS=V+CS:  X=X-l
NFXT X

3020

3030
4000
4010
4020
4030

4040
4050
4060
4070
4080

4090
4100
4110
4120
4130
4140
4150
4160

IF (CS AND &HFF)<>O  THEN PRINT"Checksum  Error": STOP
LOCATE 1,l: PRINT"Reading  input file line #",ILN:  ILN=ILN+l
RETURN
REM ASCII data to binarv conversion
IF (MID$(I$,X,l)>="O"  AND~MID$(I$,X,1)<="9")  THEN

V=ASC(MID$(I$,X,l))-&H30:  RETURN
IF (MID$(I$,X,l)>="A"  AND MID$(I$,X,l)<="F")  THEN

V=ASC(MID$(I$,X,l))-&H37:  RETURN
PRINT "Data Error": RETURN
GOSUB 2000: REM Get data and look for BASIC52 fingerprint
FOR X=NA TO NA+L-1
IF (X>&HlO AND X<32784!)  THEN GOT0 4100:REM &h8010
IF (X=0 OR X=32768! AND MIDB(C$,X-NA+l,l)>"O"  AND MID$(C$,X-

NA+1,1)<"7")  THEN P=ASC(MID$(C$,X-NA+l,l))
IF (X=1 OR X=32769!) THEN IF P<>O THEN RH=ASC(MID$(C$,X-NA+l,l))
IF (X=2 OR X=32770!) THEN IF P<>O THEN RL=ASC(MID$(C$,X-NA+l,l))
IF (X=3 OR X=32771!) THEN IF P<>O THEN BH=ASC(MID$(C$,X-NA+l,l))
IF (X=4 OR X=32772!) THEN IF P<>O THEN BL=ASC(MID$(C$,X-NA+l,l))
IF (X=&H10 OR X=32784!) THEN IF MID$(C$,X-NA+l,l)=CHR$(&H55)  THEN

$=9i5_ ___
IF S=255 THEN C$=RIGHT$(C$,(L+NA-X-1)):  GOT0 4130
NEXT X
IF (X<32778!) THEN GOT0 4000: REM &H8011
PRINT"No BASIC52 found": END
PRINT#Z,"REM  Prog number L ",HEX$(P)
PRINT#Z,"REM  RCAPZ = ",HEX$(RH*256+RLl
PRINT#P,"REM  MTOP = ",HEX$(BH*256+BL)
RETURN

If the mode is “00”, data follows in in my PC. Isn’t it written somewhere
pairs up to the checksum byte [the that programmers must use the full
last pair in the line). extent of available memory?

STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE
YEARS

The PC is my tool. I still use GW-
BASIC, which was distributed with
DOS prior to QBASIC. It seems to be
vanilla enough to run on any PC. The
command set is universal as it doesn’t
use any special functions.

Most beginners can follow and
understand the program flow, while
experienced programmers can use it
as a guide for rewriting the routines in
their favorite language. Call me crazy,
but I use what works best for me.

Individual lines (paragraphs) are
read from a user-prompted input file
(USERFILE.HEX). Converted program
lines are then written to the output
file (USERFILE.BAS):

10 LET MTOP=lFFFH
20 TIME=O: CLOCK1
30 LET X=0
40 DO: X=X+1
50 PRINT"Hello World",
60 UNTIL X>999
70 PRINT"That's  all..."
80 PRINT TIME," seconds"
90 END

One approach might be to read in
the whole Intel hex file and construct
the binary values into a buffer, so it
looks exactly like it does in the em-
bedded controller’s memory.

I chose to read the file a line at a
time, processing it until more data is
needed. This saves on overall memory
necessary for the task. Not that I
don’t have gobs of memory to waste

A line is read into a string variable
(I 8) and checked for legality. The data
from the line is converted into binary
and stuck into a second string variable
(C $). The program then uses the load
address (from the . HEX line in I $) to

search the data bytes (up to the data
length of C$) for any of the fingerprint
information.

It continues collecting until it
finds a 55h at either OOlOh  or 8010h.
If the load address exceeds 8010h
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1 1 (lots of empty space)

l00000001~~

Figure l--This  example of an Intel hex file was read from a ROM containing the program in Listing 1.

without finding a 55h, then the load
stops with a “No BASIC found” mes-
sage. If 55h was found at either load
address (OOlOh  or 8010h), the program
saves the autostart information to the
output file and proceeds with the
second phase-untokenizing the data.

Once it’s determined there is a
BASIC52 program here, program lines
can be built and each completed line
output to a file. It is possible to have a
program indicated when there isn’t
one, but I assume there is one.

It’s important to note that the
binary data in C$ does not necessarily
start and/or end at the beginning or
end of a BASIC52 program line. The
data in C$ comes from an Intel hex
file and is not presented in chunks
equal to a single BASIC52 program
line. So, C$ is simply tested prior to
removing characters, and another line
from the hex file is added whenever
the length of string C$ equals zero.

The first character from C$ is the
length of program line. The following
two bytes equate to the program’s line
number. A new string (D $) is built
beginning with an ASCII representa-
tion of the line number.

For the rest of the line length, I
look for tokens. If the value of the
character is less than 128, then the
data is assumed to be an ASCII char-
acter and is added to D $. If the value
of the character is greater than 127,
the data is assumed to be a token.

The program branches first to a
page address based on the token val-
ue/16 and then to an offset address
based on the token-page address. Each
token directs the program flow to its
own line, where the token is replaced
by a special set of characters.

These characters are supposed to be
the same characters that the token
originally replaced by the 8052 BASIC
processor. These characters and not
the token are added to string D$.

After reaching the last character
(from the length-of-program-line char-
acter), the string D$ is written out to
disk, and the new length-of-program-
line character is read from C$, starting
the line conversion over again.

Eventually, an EOF marker is
reached either from the Intel hex file
(indicating trouble) or the program
line-length character 0 1 h (signifying
all’s well). The input and output files
are closed, and operation comes to a
halt. And, if the planets are aligned
properly, you end up with a file con-
taining the original BASIC program.

Let’s run a small test program
using BUD (see Listing 1). Figure 1
shows what the tokenized file looks
like when read into an EPROM pro-
grammer from a 27C64 and saved as
an Intel hex file.

Since the EPROM has room for
8 KB of code, most of the file is filled
with FFs (i.e., unprogrammed or
erased address locations). The pro-
gram could look for multiple BASIC52
programs within the same file (mul-
tiple programs are legal in BASIC52),
but that exercise is left to the user.

Here’s what the translation looks
like by running it through BUD:

REM Prog number = 34
REM RCAPZ  = FFDC
REM MTOP = 7FFF

LET MTOP=lFFFH
TIME=O: CLOCK1
LET X=0
DO: x=x+1
PRINT"Hello  World".
UNTIL X>999
PRINT"That's all..."
PRINT TIME." seconds"
END

The REM statements in the begin-
ning show the autostart information
also held within the hex file.

The P ROG number is an ASCII 4
(PROG4). The RCAPZ reload value
equals 9600 bps (when using an
11.0592-MHz  crystal). MTOP (top of
RAM) is initially set to 7FFFh.

The mystery program (had we not
had a record of it) is no longer a mys-
tery. BUD has decloaked the Romulan
“Hello World” program which most
of us would prefer to never see again.

Now, I get to add another tool to
my virtual toolbox. Oh, no. Looks
like I’m gonna need a bigger box.

CAREFUL-YOU MIGHT GET
WHAT YOU ASK FOR

Any time I have success with a
project [no matter how big or small), I

like to celebrate. The celebration
might consist of a cold beer, an after-
noon of windsurfing, or maybe just a
handful of gourmet jellybeans from
the candy dish on my desk.

My family’s big treat is to go out
for supper to Mickey D’s. Because my
tastes don’t include onions, I always
special order. “A #6 (two cheesebur-
gers). Just ketchup and pickles.”

Imagine setting your teeth into a
cheeseburger and ending up with just
ketchup and pickles between the
buns. Yup, that’s it, no burgers. Back
up to the counter I schlep.

“Now I know McDonald’s burgers
are small,” I complained, “but...
where’s the beef?” Someone said
something about it being Wendy’s
fault. We all had a good chuckle. Just
another normal day.

Oh, the RF doorbell. I decided to
connect the RF doorbell to the mail-
box. Whenever the mailbox is opened,
a small micro switch makes contact
and out goes an RF transmission.

The receiver located in the kitchen
lets us know when the mail arrives.
But, you never know when it’s just
the Publisher’s Clearing House.

See you next month. I gotta go get
some ceiling paint. l&

leff Bachiochi (pronounced “BAH-key-
AH-key”) is an electrical engineer on
Circuit Cellar INK’s engineering staff.
His background includes product
design and manufacturing. He may be
reached at jeff.bachiochi@circellar.com.

428 Very Useful
429 Moderately Useful
430 Not Useful
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Radar Love

Tom Cantrell

0 ike me, I’m sure
many of you read

comic books as a kid.
Remember tht ad, typi-

cally on the back inside cover, hawk-
ing all manner of strange and wondrous
(at least to a nine year old) geegaws?

I can still remember scraping my
allowance together and making the
tough choice between a smoke bomb
and the x-ray specs, with the former
winning the call.

It seemed to take forever for that
small box in a plain brown wrapper to
arrive. I snatched a book of matches
and headed for the alley, excited and a
little scared by the pyracy  at hand.

Of course, I ended up going through
the whole matchbook trying to get the
darn thing to emit more than a fitful
smolder. Yeah, it hurt, but I learned
some valuable lessons early on.

By now, you (and my long-suffering
editor) may be wondering whether I
can possibly concoct a relevant high-
tech connection with comic-book
smoke bombs and x-ray specs. Heck,
that’s easy.

THE ULTIMATE GARAGE SALE
When thinking of bombs, one of the

first places that comes to mind is Law-
rence Livermore National Labs. Just so
you don’t make the mistake attributed
to one DOD poobah and ask “Just who
was Lawrence Livermore anyway!“,
you should know LLNL was named
after UC Berkeley physicist E.O. Law-
rence and is located in the rolling hills
of Livermore, just east (er, downwind)
of the San Francisco Bay area.

The Lab’s genesis can be traced to
that most human of instincts-NIH.
Fact was, a number of leading bomb

experts wanted a second, fully equipped
lab to develop thermonuclear weapons
in “competition” with Los Alamos.
Needless to say, a number of powers
that be (including those at Los Alamos)
had to chew on that for a while.

Lawrence, a longtime University of
California employee, was the one who
understood how to get along. The Lab’s
charter was finessed to read “methods
and equipment” in “collaboration”
and only later, perhaps, some “broader
programs.”

He also knew you had to ease into
these things to slip past all the atten-
tion a budget buster inevitably attracts.
Thus, in 1952, the Lab got off to a
rather humble start (an early memo
laments, “The desk-lamp situation is
very bad. Every man needs a desk
lamp.“) as a mild-mannered branch of
the University of California.

These days, with close to 10,000
employees (lOOO+ Ph.D.s) and a budget
approaching $1 billion per year, I pre-
sume desk lamps aren’t a problem.

However, the bomb-making busi-
ness being what it is, the Lab is under
constant pressure to boost the nonde-
fense portion of their budget. Wonder-
ing whether your paycheck will go
down in flames as the first casualty of
the line-item veto is a great motivator.

So, the call has gone out for the
SWAT (Sell What’s Available Today)
team to search the nooks and crannies
and make some deals. In fact, there are
quite a few neat goodies rattling around
in the attic.

Naturally, many are closely related
to bomb stuff, whether building ‘em
(Superplastic Metal Forming), blowing
‘em (Statistical Models of Rock Frac-
ture), or cleaning up (Robotic Handling
and Processing of Mixed Wastes). How-
ever, there’s a bunch of interesting
nonbomb stuff, too.

For instance, lasers are a hot item
since they exhibit an admirable diver-
sity of military, big science, and com-
mercial potential. And when it comes
to lasers, LLNL, home of the football-
field-sized, fusion-capable IOO-trillion-
watt Nova (and proposed site for the
even larger, if somewhat ominous
sounding, National Ignition Facility),
has the right to sneer, “You talking to
me?”
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Now, it turns out, when
you’re fooling around with laser
fusion, you’ve got about a bil-
lionth of a second to gather
your data, so it’s not a good
time to be fumbling around
with your VOM. Anyone who’s
been shopping around for l-GHz
scopes knows such speedy data-
acquisition gear doesn’t come
cheap.

Thus, it came to pass that a
few engineers nestled deep in
the bowels of the Lab came up
with some clever-and cheap-
ways of recording subnano-
second events.

Somewhere along the line, a
chap named Tom McKewan
realized that there were intrigu-
ingly practical product possi-
bilities. Turns out the ability to
grab and decipher subnanose-
cond signals is pretty useful-
especially if it only takes a
handful of low-tech components

RADAR FOR THE MASSES

Photo l-M/R (Micropower Impulse Radar) is an intriguing product from an
unlikely source.

One of the most interesting applica-
tions to emerge is known as Micro-
power Impulse Radar (MIR), which
does just what it says. As you see in
Photo 1, it’s a radar that fits in your
pocket (and your budget), running off
AA batteries.

ing tens of microwatts). To top it all
off, there’s tons of RF garbage about,
including plenty of radio and TV, not
to mention garage-door openers, secu-
rity systems, and our beloved PCs.

Taking the radar (Radio Detection
and Ranging) refresher in Figure 1, we
are reminded that radar works by emit-
ting a radio-frequency (RF) signal and
listening for the echo. The range is
simply the product of the elapsed time
and the speed of light.

To minimize the effects of noise,
the MIR uses the range-gate approach.
It waits for a certain delay after trans-
mission and then only listens for a
short period of time. In other words,
the MIR output is basically binary,
reflecting the presence or absence of a
target at the distance corresponding to
the range-gate delay.

Don’t expect to see that 200.ps
pulse with your friendly neighborhood

The concept is analogous to
the ultrasonic (i.e., sonar) ping-
and-echo sensors used for prox-
imity detection (i.e., auto-focus
cameras, fluid level, electronic
tape measure, etc.).

Transmitted MIR

The concept may be the
same, but boosting the wave-
length from near audio (e.g.,
40 kHz)  into the RF spectrum
calls for some speedy logic (see
Table 1). And, to allow battery
operation and eliminate medi-
cal concerns, the pulses are
extremely short (hundreds of
picoseconds) and weak (averag-

L-7 1500 ns

Fixed Round-Trip
Delay Time

Figure l--The M/R breakthrough is the ability to generate and detect
s&nanosecond events cheaply and with little power.

DSP, since even the whizziest
chips aren’t anywhere near
fast (or cheap) enough. Instead,
the MIR exploits a clever low-
tech trick, using a bank of
capacitors to sample and hold
the waveform as it marches in
from the antennae.

On this humble foundation,
basic MIR operation is en-
hanced in a number of ways.
Simply averaging thousands of
samples improves the signal-
to-noise ratio and filters much
of the clutter. As a further
hedge, the MIR adopts spread-
spectrum techniques by ran-
domly varying the exact time
between pulses, thereby coun-
tering continuous interference
that might otherwise alias into
the radar samples.

Ironically, presuming the
MIR biz takes off, a likely
source of interference will be

another MIR unit. Once again, ran-
domization allows multiple units to
operate in proximity, without devoting
a particular frequency to each.

Spreading the pulse frequency and
the low-output power also gives the
MIR stealth-like characteristics (i.e., to
an eavesdropper, it’s hard to differenti-
ate from background noise). It’s perfect
for security types, and it doesn’t blitz
your neighbor’s TV, either.

SWORDS INTO SENSORS
The physic basics of MIR dictate

certain operating characteristics. For
instance, the wavelength dictates the

minimum object size and
detection range (typically -6”),
while the low power limits the
range [tens of meters in air].
Many other specs (e.g., range
and directionality) are a func-
tion of antenna design, start-
ing with a couple inches of
wire and moving up to reflec-
tors, horns, and so forth.

Otherwise, the MIR is like
a variety of other motion and
proximity sensors, except with
the rather radical advantage of
being able to see through walls,
concrete, mud, ice, and other
solid objects.
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Antenna pattern 360” with dipole antenna, 160” with cavity-bacKed monopole
(H-plane) and narrower with horn/reflector/lens

Center frequency 1.95 or 6.5 GHz flO%
Emission bandwidth 500 MHz at 1.95 GHz center
Average emission power -1 pW (measured)
Duty cycle <l%
PRF (average) 2 MHz +_20%
PRF coding Gaussian noise, low coherence swept FM, or pseudonoise
Receiver noise floor <l pVrms
Receiver gate width 250 ps for 1.95GHz system
Range delay RC analog, pot/DAC controllable
Range-delay jitter <1 ps rms
Range-delay stability RC component limited over temperature (drift in range delay

expands/shrinks shell)
Detection range
Motion passband
Analog output

Receiver gain
Power
Size
Semiconductors

adjustable from 2” to 20’
0.3-10 Hz, Doppler-like signature
-0.1-2-V peak on motion sensing, hand motion at 6’ gives

-300-mV  peak
70 dB
normal mode: 5 V at 8 mA; long battery life: 2.5 V at 20 MA
1.5 in? SMT PCB with 1.5” long wire dipole elements
74ACOO CMOS (1 each), bipolar or CMOS op-amps (2 each,

quads), Si-bipolar RF transistor at >4 GHz ft (2 each),
Schottky diodes, Cj (0) ~1 pF (2 each)

Table l-One obvious use for M/R is as a motion sensor for security applicafions.  Compared to wide/y used/R
sensors, the MIR  unit offers hidden mounting, stealthy signature, precisely tunable coverage, and fewer false alarms.

One obvious candidate for MIR
application is as a basic motion sensor
for security applications (see Figure 2).
The MIR-based sensor can be stuck in
a closet, mounted behind a picture, or
put in the attic. You can cover your
backyard through a window, avoiding
the environmental and wiring chal-
lenges of outdoor sensors.

for many ranging and imaging tasks-
everything from a simple studfinder to
an experimental unit able to inspect
substructures (beams, pipes, and con-
duits) buried in a foot of concrete. One
of the most hoped-for (and fittingly
ironic) imaging applications under
study is buried land-mine detection.

Unlike the popular IR motion sen-
sor, MIR achieves precise coverage
based on range-gate and antenna de-
sign. This precision allows selective
detection of, for instance, an adult,
child, or pet-a level of discrimination
hard to achieve with IR. It should yield
a lot fewer false alarms, especially
outdoors where it seems like jast about
everything-wind, rain, snow, and all
manner of critters-fools JR detectors.

As a simple rangefinder, the MIR
competes favorably with the widely
used ultrasonic units, offering similar
range (e.g., 10’) and accuracy (e.g., 1”).

However, unlike ultrasonics, the MIR
is impervious to plastic (so it can be
enclosed], ice, snow, and mud.

Therefore, MIR is especially suit- Unfortunately, there no 800 num-
able for automotive applications such ber to call to order an MIR datasheet or

Indeed, MIR’s resolution is so high,
it can easily detect human respiration
from a distance, leading to all kinds of
Star Trek-like lifeform  detectors. For
instance, a cop searching for a bad guy
might like a little gadget that warns if
someone’s hidden in the closet.

Figure 2--M/R,  like a//  radars, relies on the
concepf  of fransmiffing  a radio-frequency pulse
and listening for fhe echo. To the basics, MIR
adds a range gate and randomized  pulse

Noise
Pulse-Repetition

Interval I
Impulse Generator

Or for disaster response, consider a
radar packaged in a frisbee, which can
be flung into an area to detect whether
someone is buried. Closer to home,
how about a baby monitor that elimi-
nates SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syn-
drome) once and for all.

Ranoe ’ Ii

By taking multiple measurements
as the range gate is swept, the MIR
motion sensor becomes a position
sensor. This functionality can be used

‘Alarm

Sensitivity Control

as backup and blind-spot alarms, ac-
tive suspension, and the like. The guts
of the MIR can also be reconfigured
with a laser diode and photo detector,
making for a relatively low-cost laser
rangefinder.

Another spin includes all sorts of
liquid-level detectors and switches
since MIRs can see through nonmetal-
lic tanks and are impervious to the
gotchas [e.g., condensation, dirt, foam,
etc.) that trip up sensors. There’s also a
design for an electronic dipstick using
time domain reflectometry (TDR) to
measure everything from oil in your
car to acid in a factory (coat the stick
in glass) or even flammable materials
(the small amount of energy consid-
ered intrinsically safe).

Separating the receiver and trans-
mitter opens up a whole bunch of
other applications, too. For instance, a
transmitter location in a free space
surrounded by receivers can be trian-
gulated-useful for everything from
virtual reality to robots.

Also, since the receiver is so low
power (few microamps), it can run for
a long time on a battery, enabling some
interesting installations. Hey, how
about an implantable data link so you
can download the latest software for
your pacemaker?

RADARS R US?

Transmitting
Antenna

Y.

Target
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evaluation kit. Don’t stop by either.
There’s no MIR showroom, and barbed
wire and armed guards don’t make for
a pleasant shopping experience.

Instead, the Lab’s policy towards
selling MIR requires companies to
apply for a license in a particular field
of use and pay some hefty fees up front
($IOOk),  as well as royalties (3-5%,
$25k per year minimum) down the
line. Once you’re vetted, you can actu-
ally get an MIR sample for $5k!

I sympathize with their privatiza-
tion predicament, but I wonder what
the ultimate goal is and whether this
scheme best serves it. MIR was paid
for by Joe and Jane Taxpayer in the
first place. But, you can’t get a data-
sheet without a Freedom Of Informa-
tion Act request?

Unless you’re willing to ante up,
the best you can do is poke around on
the MIR Web page and wait for a lic-
ensee to make something in your par-
ticular field of use-and that seems
kind of stifling.

On the other hand, they’ve success-
fully completed a number of agree-

ments and are working on more. Cer-
tain products, mainly niche fluid-level
sensors, are close to production.

At least one licensee reports that
making a deal wasn’t hard, the tech
support (all those Ph.D.s) is excellent,
and they would “do it again.” It sounds
better than dealing with the IRS.

What’s the ultimate MIR applica-
tion? X-ray specs, of course! (And, I bet
the Lab could come up with one heck
of a “smoke bomb,” too.) It all sounds
marvy, but I remember that comic-
book lesson from long ago.

Fact is, it’s going to take time for
the promise of MIR, including the
bluest-sky applications and the “$10”
price tag, to be fulfilled. MIR certainly
won’t replace all other proven sensor
technologies (optic, sonic, or capaci-
tive) in one fell swoop.

Nevertheless, it’s a sure bet that the
particular advantages of MIR will ulti-
mately enable some rather compelling
applications. Whether it’s mine detec-
tion, a baby monitor, automatic cruise
control, or even x-ray specs, it won’t
take more than a few breakthrough

products for MIR to make a big differ-
ence. q

Tom Cantrell has been working on
chip, board, and systems design and
marketing in Silicon Valley for more
than ten years. He may be reached by
E-mail at tom.cantrellQcircellar.com,
by telephone at (510) 657-0264,  or by
fax at (510) 657-5441.

Michele Lynch
Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory
P.O. Box 808, L-495
Livermore, CA 9455 1
(510) 423-1077
Fax: (510) 422-1796
mirQllnl.gov
http://www-lasers.llnl.gov/lasers/

idp/mir/mir.html
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l Easy to use schematic entry program (SuperCAD)  for circuit diagrams,
only $149. Includes netlisting, bill of materials, extensive parts libraries.

l Powerful, event-driven digital simulator (SuperSIM)  allows you to check
logic circuitry quickly before actually wiring it up. Works directly within
the SuperCAD editor from a pulldown  menu and displays results in “logic
analyzer” display window. Starting at $149 this is the lowest cost
simulator on the market. Library parts include TTL, and CMOS devices.

l Analog simulator (mentalSPICE)  for $149. Allows AC, DC and transient
circuit analysis. Includes models of transistors, discretes,  and op amps.

l Circuit board artwork editor and autorouter programs (SuperPCB),
starting at $149. Produce high quality artwork directly on dot matrix or
laser printers. You can do boards up to 16 layers including surface mount.
Includes Gerber and Excellon file output. Autorouter accepts netlists and
placement data directly from the SuperCAD  schematic editor.

l Low cost combination packages with schematics and PCB design: 2-layer
for $399,16-layer  for $649.

Bellevue. WA 98006
(20s) 641-2141 l iBS (206) 641-2846

Internet: http://www.mentala.com
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This month, I’m going to stick with just two threads. The first one
does a nice job of covering what’s necessary to think about when
frying to protect against various high-voltage and high-current fran-
sients.

Msg#: 3897
From: Ken Simmons To: Mike Tripoli

In the other thread, we revisit the low-current relay subject. You
have a few more good resources to check out.

That’s the bare minimum for ESD or other overvoltage
protection. Since I work on military electronics products,
what I run into is a little beefier than a simple diode.

To put it another way: would you trust a simple diode
to protect your baby from ESD, or would you prefer some-
thing more robust?

ESD

Msg#: 3872
From: Joseph Lehman To: All Users

I am interested in a discussion on what has been found
to be effective ways of providing static protection for ex-
ternal inputs. I have two cases of interest. The first is a
5-V input going to an input pin on a PIC processor. The
input on the processor is clamped with internal diodes
rated at +20 mA.

The extra steps you take to protect your PIC now will
pay off in the long run. Remember, 01’ Murphy knows
many ways of causing problems, especially those which
result in your saying “I never thought that would happen!”
when it does.

Msg#: 3900
From: George Novacek To: Mike Tripoli

The second case is a differential analog input into an
LM358. The differential is done with l-MR resisters in a
voltage-divider configuration to ground, and the other side
is l-ML2  voltage-divider resistors to the op-amp output.

Thanks. This place generates some great discussions.

> Just my two cents, but I believe that the internal
> diodes on the PIC are all that are needed.

Msg#: 3879
From: Ken Simmons To: Joseph Lehman

Speaking as someone who has to deal with ESD preven-
tion every day, let me have a stab at it.

I’d try using MOVs, transorbs, or similar surge-suppres-
sion devices first.

I wouldn’t bet my life on it! ESD is known to have a very
fast rise time, about l-3 ns, which corresponds to the equi-
valent EM1 frequency of 300 MHz. Neither diodes nor
transorbs are fast enough to clamp it. Because of the finite
speed of the clamp, you end up with an extremely narrow
pulse which may have 2000 V at 50% humidity and exceed
15,000 V at 5% RH (due to human touch). The microcir-
cuit may not fail right away, but damage will be done and
eventually it will die.

Next, I’d try zener diodes rated slightly higher than the
expected device’s input level (i.e., a 6-V zener for a 5-V
input) or even fast-switching diodes (e.g., lN4148)  clamp-
ing the input to V,, and Gnd.

Last, use LC filters in conjunction with MOVs, tran-
sorbs, and so forth.

That’s all I can think of.

As a very minimum, you need a small capacitor in addi-
tion to the internal clamping diodes. If you are lucky, para-
sitic capacitances may do the job, but I would not rely on
it. It is always better to have a defined RC constant (some
ICs now contain those capacitors on the substrate).

Msg#: 3886
From: Mike Tripoli To: Ken Simmons

You need to protect a system against essentially four
major threats: ESD, EMI,  and two indirect lightning effects.
Successfully protecting against one does by no means guar-
antee you are also effectively protecting against the others.
At times, the requirements may be contradictory and you
have to choose a compromise.

Just my two cents, but I believe that the internal diodes As I already pointed out, ESD represents narrow, high-
on the PIC are all that are needed. Just use a series resistor voltage pulses. You can protect against them with an RC
with the input to the MC to limit the current. This info is constant (C closer to the solid-state device!) and diode
in the Microchip databook. clamps.
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For EMI,  you are generally working with radiated electro-
magnetic fields in the 10.kHz to 20.GHz range, with field
strength of several hundred volts per meter (i.e., this is the
voltage a 3’ piece of wire would pick up).

Besides good shielding, all leads going into the shielded
enclosure must have in-line filters. These are usually “pi,”
“L,” or “T” LC filters, depending on the type of signal,
load, and required attenuation.

It might be tempting to assume that the in-line low-pass
“pi” filter which starts cutting off at 3 kHz  will automati-
cally take care of your ESD problems. But, it won’t neces-
sarily. As there are no ideal components out there, filters
lose their attenuation at high frequencies due to parasitic
impedances.

Lightning strike (single pulse) and transient protection
must deal with overvoltage pulses. Select the protection
depending on the severity of the transient you want to sur-
vive. In many cases, an MOV or a transorb will do the job.
MOVs are OK for protecting equipment where a transient
surge would be considered unusual. But, they’re not a good
option otherwise since they deteriorate with each transient
they clamp.

For high reliability (and faster speed), you are better off
with transorbs. In really abusive environments, you may
have to use a two-stage protection with a spark gap (i.e., a
discharge tube) at the first stage, where it will clamp at
200400 V, followed by a small resistor and a transorb to
maintain the voltage below, say, 5.1 V for logic circuits.

But again, because of the finite conduction speed of the
semiconductor devices, a narrow pulse will get through.
This must be handled by a filter which is designed for the
equivalent EM1 frequency. (If ESD is not a concern, although
it usually is, just an LC feedthrough is OK since lightning
does not have the ESD fast rise time. But since you need to
consider ESD and debouncing, an RC circuit usually follows
anyway.)

Last, the second lightning-strike effect you need to pro-
tect against is the common-mode burst, which affects all
lines and grounds simultaneously. That must be addressed
during the circuit design. The major issue here is the func-
tional upset. If the input circuits have a high common-
mode voltage range, the clamps can be set fairly high and
the circuit operates normally.

A typical strike is a random succession of about twenty
l-MHz bursts of different widths, lasting a total of 2 s. If
the dynamic range is low, the clamps cut in at a fairly low
level (e.g., 5 V). Because of the low-pass filters following the
clamps, a DC offset develops on the inputs, which may
create either wrong logic input or obliterate an AC signal on
analog inputs.

This is just a very brief overview of what you are up
against.

Msg#: 3916
From: Jan Verhoeven To: Joseph Lehman

I guess you’re acquainted with some quantum mechan-
ics, so you’ve heard about Heisenberg’s equation: dp x dv >
k, in which dp is the uncertainty about the position of a
particle, dv is the uncertainty about the speed of a particle,
and k is a constant.

The more precise your knowledge of, say, the speed of
the particle, the higher your uncertainty about its position
in space.

This relation goes for about any system in which there
are several factors at work. It merely says: the more effort
you invest in one possible problem, the higher the chance
you’ll have other problems rocketing sky high.

The solutions you mentioned (clamping diodes and high-
resistance voltage divider) are very good and have a low
impact on general circuit performance. You could intro-
duce more safeties, but only at an expense. Each and every
situation dictates what you can do. I guess there will be no
general rule that will apply for all situations.

Nonetheless, I will add my two dubbeltjes:
For making digital inputs foolproof, I mostly use the

following circuitry:

Rl is a current limiter, mostly set at 4.7 kR or higher
(depending on the source), and the zener diode Dl is mostly
a 4.7-V or a 4.3-V one.

This way, very high voltages, even with enough power,
will not harm my inputs, whereas reverse-polarity signals
will simply forward bias the zener and pass through with-
out any problem.

For analog inputs, the resistor divider is a very neat one.
If necessary, you could add some power diodes in parallel
to them, one going to each power rail. But then the diodes
might interfere, since they are not passive components.

For total safety, I would suggest optocouplers. For digital
signals, optocouplers are dead easy. For analog signals,
they’re another piece of cake. But with the newer IL300
type of linear couplers, it can be done. But it’ll introduce
higher costs all over. And in a consumer product, that can
be a real killer.

Msg#:  3975
From: Pellervo Kaskinen To: Joseph Lehman

You already have a definite answer from George
Novacek. Here is just a little more to give a different per-
spective.
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The PIC protection appears to be a case of a single-ended
circuit, unless you put in an optocoupler. Actually, you
might as well. But then, you have to provide the power to
the primary of the opto. And the opto device input needs
protection against ESD.

You may have been given a little too pessimistic a pic-
ture of the reaction time of transorbs (or zener diodes].
Any slowness in the response is predominantly due to the
wires, not the silicon!

To really do the protection right, there are four-terminal
protective devices that offer next to zero wire length. In
some ads I have seen, they indicate values good enough for
almost any ESC situation, provided you can route the signal
lines and ground line through the protector. You do not get
any improved safety if you run your ground to the IC and
just make an extra leg to the protector. No, the idea is that
any signal and ground can reach the IC only through the
four-terminal clamping device.

I agree with the advice that, after a clamp, there should
be a little capacitor. But, the same wire length issues come
into picture here. Surface-mount capacitors across the
lines between the clamp and the IC are a good way. Other-
wise, don’t spread the PCB lines. Solder a small ceramic
disc capacitor there with minimal wire length, or provide a
ground-plane-type multilayer board.

There are limits to how much series resistance you can
have at the input of an IC. But for the ESD, you might put
in a small choke instead. A 10-H choke with a ‘/4-W resistor
form factor can have a resistance of just a couple of ohms
and yet be a virtual open circuit for the 300-MHz front of
the ESD pulse.

Now, of course, you might not need protection only
against the ESD, as others have pointed out. Then more
resistance is desirable. And, there is always the chance that
the protective resistors or chokes might not be able to take
the 4000+ V of a typical ESD pulse either.

Minimum Relay Currents

Msg#:21634
From: Calvin Krusen To: All Users

I have a question about minimum current ratings for
relays.

Are there relays designed specifically for extremely low
currents (10 nA to 10 PA)  with voltage ratings up to 100 V?

In the past, I’ve read about relays and switches requiring
a minimum current to prevent some sort of buildup on the
contacts. I am not too concerned with the resistivity of the
relay because I am using a current source (i.e., voltage drop
is not a problem).
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Msg#:23623
From: Pellervo Kaskinen To: Calvin Krusen

In general terms, most reed capsule relays are quite
good in handling the low currents you ask for. They have
an inert gas to protect the contacts and thereby do not
depend on the signal current to “punch through.” Even
better are the mercury-wetted types.

Of the open types, only the crossbar-type contacts, and
better yet, bifurcated crossbar contact types are reasonably
good. Just in case an explanation is needed, bifurcated
contacts consist of two halves of the contact, each half
able to “make it” because of the flexing of the leaf, even
when the other half is already stopping the large motion.
The crossbar is like two knife edges at a 90” angle against
each other. You get a tiny contact area with plenty of local
force. This high pressure pushes any oxide layer away and
exposes the underlying metal.

Oh, your relay just has to have gold as the contact ma-
terial. It can be rhodium plated on top of the gold for a
little better longevity. Do not use copper, silver, or silver/
cadmium oxide contacts. They do not last very long. They
are used for the higher currents.

As a practical model, an Omron G5V-2-24  relay is a
good choice that I’m using. The -24 is for the coil voltage.
This relay is in a package like a 16-pin  DIP, but taller. It
has two form-C contacts, rated 125 VAC or 32 VDC each.
You probably want to put in some amount of spark sup-
pression if your load has any inductance, even though your
currents are so low.

Msg#:27275
From: George Novacek To: Calvin Krusen

Here we go again! The topic has been discussed on this
BBS quite a few times. There are studies available (dating
back to the ’40s). I posted the titles some time ago, but am
too lazy to get up and look for them now. Besides, I doubt
you would be able to find them very easily.

The rule of thumb (at least in my industry) is that any-
thing below 10 mA needs gold contacts. Below 100 mA,  you
have to have at least silver. For very low currents, you want
to use “dry” contacts-the better the seal from the atmo-
sphere, the better for the connection.

Finally, if you want to have 1000 V across the open
terminals, you have to worry about arcing and simple di-
electric breakdown. We used a rule of thumb again: 1000 V
can jump over 1 mm of air.

Msg#:23467
From: Lyndon Walker To: Calvin Krusen

Try EAC components. I have samples of the RlA12AH-3
which I still have yet to take out of the box (another de-
layed project!). Off the top of my head, I think their mini-



mum current spec was around 10 uA (http://www.
reedrelays.com/).

Also, look at the Coto-Wabash 7000 and 3600 series.
Aromat also lists low-current reed relays in EEM, but the
tech support was somewhat less than knowledgeable.

I’ve found that you generally have to ask the manufac-
turers. They tend not to publish minimum current specs
even when the relays are tested and designed for it.

We invite you to call the Circuit Cellar BBS and exchange
messages and files with other Circuit Cellar readers. It is
available 24 hours a day and may be reached at (860) 871-
1988. Set your modem for 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity,
and 300, 1200, 2400, 9600, or 14.4k  bps.

Software for the articles in this and past issues of
Circuit Cellar INK may be downloaded from the

Circuit Cellar BBS free of charge. It is also available on
the Internet at <http://www.circellar.com/>.  For those
with just E-mail access, send a message to info@
circellar.com to find out how to request files through
E-mail.

For those unable to download files, the software
and messages are also available on disk. Software for
issues prior to 1995 comes on a 360-KB IBM PC-
format disk, one issue per disk. For issues from 1995
on, software comes on a 1.44-MB PC-format disk,
with three issues per disk. Disks cost just $12 each.
To order Software on Disk, send check or money
order to: Circuit Cellar INK, Software On Disk, 4 Park
St., Vernon, CT 06066, or use your Visa or Mastercard
and call (860) 8752199. Be sure to specify the issue
numbers with your order. Please add $3 for shipping
outside the U.S.

434 Very Useful 435 Moderately Useful 436 Not Useful

RIGEL Corporation introduces its newest line of boards,
the CAN-ABLEs’~‘.  Our 8 and 16-bit  CAN-ABLE’“’ board

are designed for immediate placement into a
Controller Area Network.

The RMBI 67-CRI  features the Siemens SAB Cl 67-CR
processor, and includes : an RS232 serial port, 111 I/O bits

five Is-bit timers, 20MHz  system clock, built-in CAN
interface, 4 channels of PWM, upto 1 MB of FLASH memo0

and upto 1 MB of SRAM.
THE  RIGEL DIFFERENCE

rssembly, “c”,
nd Forth.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT OUR WEB SITE
h t t p : / / - . r i g e l c o r p . c o m

or contact us at
RIGEL Corporation,

PO BOX 90040, GAINESVILLE, FL 32607
Telephone (352) 373-4629 FAX(352) 373-1786

sales@ri~elcoro.com

Robotists and their  creams  fr@m  all over will compete in

this international event

Contestants range %nn &iege  @ofessors  and

rocket scientists to 4th @tiers

A weekend full ol ac$vtt&s  inc Wsion,

Robot Fair and Robotics Seminars

Get together w&& interested peopJ@, @#de s & information,

and HAVE FU#d

Cone  for the weekend or come for the day, but
@ME AND SEE THE FWWE!

For more infor~~~~~~  contest  rules, co&et f&e Mendelssohn at:
jake.mendelssohn@&e&r.com  or 190 Mohegan Dr., W&t Hartford, CT 06117

On the Web: http://www.trincoll.edu/-robot
#127
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When It Costs Nothing, What’s It Worth

ERRUPT

/
ne of the more interesting support vehicles for INK has been the BBS. Over the years, thousands of

readers have left words of technical wisdom for others. The quality of these postings is superb. Enough so that
Vwe often find ourselves apologizing for continual busy signals as hundreds of callers try to squeeze through four

incoming phone lines and an Internet link. Expansion to full Internet access is on the schedule.

There is no charge for logging onto our BBS, other than the cost of the telephone call itself. At one time, I looked into adding

more phone lines to reduce the bottleneck. In the early days, callers would log on to read or type messages directly. It wasn’t unusual

for callers to spend 30-45 minutes browsing through the message base. The net result was that maybe only 25-50 callers could get

through during peak hours.

As we were about to attempt various remedies, the problem seemed to abate. While advertising might lead you to believe that

long-distance phone rates are dirt cheap, apparently that was not reality. When we added the ability to download new messages and

upload offline-composed answers as a quick-call connection, virtually all the long-distance people jumped on it. Instead of a half-hour

real-time connection, people could transfer the messages in a few seconds. As lines freed up, many more users joined the ranks.

Analyzing costs caused people to establish a superior alternative to anything I might have imposed in the way of connect-time

regulation. Short of major system expansion-hard to justify for complimentary services-l could not have wished for a better solution.

As I look at moving the whole database onto the Internet, I see parallels to our previous situation. Unfortunately, the elements

affecting performance and throughput are moving in the wrong direction!

Not even a year ago, you could log onto the Internet and dial up a Web site with some assurance that you’d actually connect.

Because connect charges were hourly rated, you’d browse a little, download a little, and even enjoy it a little. But, the last time I was

on, I spent 20 minutes trying to log onto a half-dozen popular sites. When I finally connected, the real-time screen update was so slow

that I went and ate dinner while one download was in progress. What real value is there in rushing to upgrade to the latest 33.4- or

56-kbps  modem when your actual throughput is probably 1200 bps?

The real culprit again is cost analysis. I could complain yet go to dinner while still online because I now, like many of you, pay

only $19.95 per month for unlimited connect time. For many more users, such as university students or government-supported

facilities, access is free. At that cost, why log off at all? At that cost, using the Internet for real-time display of data from a Middle East

oil well or the stock ticker on Wall Street appears to be a cost-effective reality.

Unfortunately, perception is not reality. Because Internet access is so inexpensive, young Billy spends 10 hours a day playing

interactive video games and you leave your connection on all the time to collect E-mail. Whether the exercise involves simple ASCII

text or mega-bandwidth videoconferencing and multimedia, the cost is the same.

Internet access has become too cheap. The result is a system that is becoming worth about as much as it costs. Basic

economics dictate that when a commodity is in demand and the price goes down, even more people will buy it. But, when the

commodity is finite, only a lucky few can be adequately accommodated.

The Internet has only so much capacity. With access-provider income negatively spiraling (after the positive influx from

everyone signing on for $19.95) there’s little bonus and even less reward for expanding hardware to keep up with the continuing

demand. Let’s face the fact that you don’t get something for nothing. When something costs nothing, what’s it worth?

steve.ciarciaQcircellar.com
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